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FOREWORD

THE COASTAL SOCIETY proclaims that one of its major
objectives is the expansion of communications among all
those concerned with the shore region. So, appropriately,
this young organization undertook to provide a forum for
just such communications by focusings its first meeting on
critical topics and by scheduling ample time for discussion.
The timely theme of the meeting. The Present and Future of
Coasts, permitted the examination of the problems of enacting
coastal-planning legislation and of implementing the plans.
The need was stressed again and again for public under
standing of the whole process from the initiation of bills
in state legislatures to the final application of the laws
in the actual coastal zone. Experience shows that without an
informed public, most coastal-management plans are doomed to
failure. This need for communication between the public and
coastal engineers, planners, and developers became an early
and continuing theme.

The uses of the coastal zone are topics of much debate
at present, and an opportunity was offered for wide-ranging
discussion of these issues. Offshore oil development, as a
special problem, was presented by representatives of Congress,
Government, the oil industry, and ecological conservation.
Other aspects of energy as well as food resources of the coas
tal region were explored. And, finally, attempts were made
to look at some of the problems of environmental-impact
assessment and the efforts to obtain and maintain environmen

tal quality along our shores.

Broadly, then, the Conference looked at planning, re
source development, environmental impact, and the ways in
which man and the coastal zone interact. In all these areas

it was clear that there is an urgent need for better means
of communication, particularly with the people, who in the
end must pay the bill, whether it be in money, resources that
are diminished or lost, natural beauty that is marred, or an
opportunity that is not grasped.

The papers in this volume, both presented and offered
for inclusion, give the factual evidence of the high degree
to which this first meeting of THE COASTAL SOCIETY supported
its objective. Missing, however, from this volume is the
spirit of enthusiasm, the excitement of launching a new en
deavor, and the unity of interest in our precious coastal
zone that permeated the Conference.

Evelyn L. Pruitt
President Elect and
Conference Chairman
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Chapter 1

Monday, November 24, 1975
Morning Session

PRESENT STATUS OF COASTS
CASE HISTORIES OF COASTAL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

Bruce P. Hayden, Session Chairman

1. Where California Stands on Planning for its Coast,
E. J. Schoop

2. Coastal Zone Planning: An Integrated Approach,
L. Koppleman

3. Implementation of the Michigan Coastal Law,
W. D. Marks*
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Where California Stands on Planning for its Coast

E. Jack Schoop, AIP
Chief Planner

California Coastal Zone Conservation Commission

ABSTRACT: Popular concern in California led first to saving San Fran
cisco Bay from further filling, then to creation of a powerful interim
Coastal Commission to plan the future of the Coast. State Legislative
action in 1976 will determine whether this national environmental
leadership will continue.

In the beginning. . . .,

There was darkness and void, and God said: "Let there be light."

And there was light.

And he said: "Let there be waters of the deep, and firmament andd
the waters."

And there were waters of the deep, and firmament amid the waters.

# * *

I'm not really going back to the beginning of time in my chronology of
events that I'm supposed to report about today-

While, indeed, the subject of our principal concern here, the coast
environment, has evolved since Genesis, we most want to relate to current
events and their bearing upon our concerns. But for even that, there
must be a beginning. And the telling must be as abbreviated as my
abridgment of Genesis.

Our account—and much of the current awakening of interest in coastal
environments—begins in the early '60's in the wake of the rape of one
of the most magnificent coastal estuaries in the U.S.: San Francisco Bay.

Hundreds of acres of proposed fill projects—in the face of thousands of
acres already visibly filled or diked off—began to stir people. Most
particularly, three ladies who lived in the Berkeley hills overlooking
the most spectacular central part of the Bay. As luck would have it,
no less prestigious a source than the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
about the same time released a report—as a tiny part of a multi-
million dollar study of the Bay related to Justifying future
dredging projects—documenting in credible detail the shrinkage of
the Bay system in less than 100 years from 700 square miles to about AOO
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square miles—and forecasting equally credibly that it would shrink
down to being only a river within the next 50 years.

That visible and documented rape enabled our three ladies—one of them
the wife of the Chancellor of the University of California, Katherine
Keri<—to enlist hundreds of citizens into a "Save San Francisco Bay
Association".

Kay Kerr and her cohorts next persuaded powerful State Senator Eugene
McAteer to create a study committee in 196/* to address the problem.
The Committee enlisted many interest groups in a recommendation to
the Legislature that a San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development
Commission be created to develop a plan and management proposal for
the Bay.

To halt the filling of the Bay while the study was going on, all further
filling and dredging was to be controlled by the Commission; only
projects that would be in accord with the emerging Plan would be
allowed to proceed. A major campaign by the ladies and their Associa
tion (a campaign that included sending tiny bags of sand, the material
used for fills, to legislators) and the fact this would be a temporary
Commission won passage of the Bill—in the form that had been recom
mended by the Study Committee.

In January, 1966, the 27-member Commission (half local elected officials
and half public and governmental representatives) got going. Its first
fights were over "vested rights," the determination of what projects
had legally gotten under the wire before the fill controls had taken
effect. Then it plunged into its main mission: determining the
priorities for future use of the Bay and the means of achieving them.
Largely using existing stores of information (like the Army's huge
study) and adding late information developments, the Commission con
cluded San Francisco Bay had had enough, that most projects by them
selves could not have a serious impact but, taken together, cumula
tively, their effect would be disasterous. Oxygenation of the waters
would be grossly impaired. Air'quality would deteriorate. Extent
of destruction in an earthquake would be exacerbated (Bay muds are
a very poor foundation when shaken).

But to stop the pressure for filling and dredging more of the Bay,
especially for uses determined to sometimes need to so intrude upon
the Bay, such as ports, water-oriented industries, and (in the tight
space confines of the hilly Bay Area) even airports, it was found that
some control of shoreside development was necessary. Lands that could
be used for such ports and industries, and for marinas and needed
shoreside parks, could otherwise be pre-empted, and thus justify calls
for additional fill and dredging that could have been avoided.

The Commission identified parcels to be protected for these
purposes. In its recommendations to the Legislature, the Commission
recommended control over all parcels next to the shores in order to
protect key parcels for future water-oriented uses, to provide maximum
feasible public access in all other developments. Such powers to be
exercised by a comprehensive Regional government, or, more likely,
by a continuation of the Commission.
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The Commission went into the 1969 Legislature with massive public
support for its controversial proposal to continue State over-ride
of local government. Which brings me to the facet that concerns me
most: the involvement of the public in these kinds of issues that
ordinarily go (almost by default) to the traditional special interests.
Who is the "public?" As we of the Commission saw it, and employed it,
it is the individual citizens, many of whom may also be considered
otherwise members of one special interest group or another; but who, for
this purpose, speak their own mind (for example, labor union members
often vote their own convictions, not the union's).

The Commission's planning process therefore concentrated heavily on
maximum possible involvement of the public—and all identifiable
special interests—largely through key representatives of groups in
order to keep it manageable, relying on the press coverage and internal
organization communications to reach body of members. We also evolved
the Plan piece by piece, so each part could be understood before we
assembled the whole—a major factor in bringing the public and the ~
interest groups "along" in perceiving the problems and recommending
solutions.

Thus we went to the Legislature, not only with an informed and
aroused public, but also with the support of many interest groups,
including local government. But we were reporting to a Legislature
that had been stripped of environmental leadership; both Senator
McAteer and the only other powerful environmentally-oriented Senator
having died. And to a Governor who was very cold to the Commission's
proposals.

Thus thebattle in 1969 was a classic of public pressure against en
trenched interests. In the end, a powerful development-oriented
Senator was convinced to deliver or be unseated. A strong bill thus
emerged from the Legislature. And a reluctant Governor went along with
the public, and the urgings of many respected Republicans. That final
bill gave BCDC control of shoreline development only 100 feet back from
the shore—but, as we shall see, it was a start.

That victory of the ^people" in 1969 sent Shockwaves -throughout the
country. Environmentally concerned people at last had won one, a big
one. There was a discernable pick up in environmentalist activity—
and success—across the U.S. .For "nothing succeeds like success."

The BCDC Plan itself was a prototype, a model widely distributed and
emulated around the country and around the world.

In California, success in the battle for the Bay aroused people to
set their sites on the next most visible environmental disaster: the
blighting and destruction of significent portions of California's
coast. Bills were drafted. And the conservative State administration

responded with study groups developing an advisory plan with no teeth
and little visibility and support. The 1970, 71 and 72 sessions of the
Legislature saw coastal bills that would create a powerful interim
Commission, in a program directly emulating the BCDC, go down to one
defeat after another.
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On the national scene, the arousal of awareness of wetlands and coasts
sparked at least in small part by the San Francisco Bay story, saw a
similar series of bills in Congress, culminating finally in the Coastal
Zone Management Act of 1972 that many of you now work with.

Meanwhile, in California, the public turned to a legal instrument that
is used with considerable effect there (and not available in many other
states): the Initiative and Referendum.

Roused by the Legislature's failure, the citizens took one of the toughest
bills and put it on the ballot—by gaining 325,000 signatures of
qualified voters to get it there. A Coastal Alliance of all interest
groups was formed to barnstorm the State. The media battle was heavy,
and lop-sided towards the big-spending special interests. But enough
of their misinformation and spending was disclosed to carry the day.
Fifty-five percent of the voters enacted the Initiative, called
Proposition 20, in November, 1972, another massive victory for dis
enchanted voters and for environmentalists.

The new Commissions created by Proposition 20 were given interim
development control. But, unlike BCDC which controlled only what happened
in the water, these Commissions were given interim control over
virtually all development in an area extending 1,000 yards (that's over
half a mile) back from'the ocean, as well as control over all the
wetlands and waters along the 1,100 mile coastline. They had to plan
for the land as well as the water because most of the problems of the
coastline were caused by land use decisions. Amazingly, they were
given no more time to do that than BCDC had been given for a much
smaller task.

The Coastal Commissions were seven in number, half local-elected
officials and half "public" members appointed by the governor and the
Sacramento leadership. Recognizing the different geographies and
social milieus of each section of the long coastline, and recognizing
the need for the Commissions to be accessible to people on the model of
the regional BCDC, the bill drafters had created six Regional
Commissions, and a master State Commission to coordinate them.
The State Commission had six appointed Commissioners, and one delegate
elected from each Regional Commission, for a total of 12. There are
84 Commissioners in all.

Melvin Lane, chairman of the BCDC and a gubernatorial appointee to the
State Commission, was elected chairman of the State Commission. He,
and a key staff nucleus consisting of the executive director and
myself (actually, I had gone off to Wisconsin to head up planning for
that state but couldn't resist the opportunity to return to the great
new experiment) together brought the BCDC experience to bear on the
Coast.

We won concurrence of our Regional Commissions (four of which had
majorities consisting ofopponents of Proposition 20) to the element"
by process that worked so well in determining the future of
San Francisco Bay. We proselytized wide spread involvement of the
maximum possible number of public and.interest groups.
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State staff did basic homework on each element and drafted initial

suggestions for policies so all six Regions would expose the same ideas.
Staff8 of the six Regional Commissions participated so their views
were also represented in the packages. Each Region then elaborated on
the drafts, and involved the public. Additional insights often
flowed from the public and interest group involvement process, each
of which was rushed to the other Regions for exposure to the people
there, if time permitted.

The Regions held hearings and adopted recommendations to the State
Commission—element by element according to a very tight timeschedule.
The six sets of recommendations then were consolidated by State staff—
again with participation of Regional staffs—for another hearing and
final adoption by the State Commission.

In 18 months, aU elements except that concerned with how to carry
out the Plan were somehow run through all that procedure and all that
involvement—and combined into a Preliminary Plan in March of this
year, 1975. Another wide range of distribution. Twenty hearings
throughout the State by joint State-Regional bodies. Reassembly of widely
revised and sharpened policies in an agonizing series of public meeting,
revision again worked by joint State-Regional staff teams.

Simultaneously, a surprising consensus was developing on how to
carry out the Plan. Local governments were to be put back into the
driver's seat—they would resume control of the final development
permit for a project—but only if they would revise their Plans—
and ordinances—to agree with the Coastal Plan—and were so certified
by the Coastal Commissions before such control was surrendered back to
them. And subject to a continuation of a'cardinal aspect of the current
interim commissions—the ability of any aggrieved citizen to appeal
local government decisions that would be adverse to the intent of the
Coastal Plan.

What is the Plan.local governments and other agencies would carry.out?
The essence of the Coastal Plan is that the coast should be treated not
as ordinary real estate but as a unique place, where conservation and
special kinds of development should have priority. Coastal resources
are limited; meeting human needs while safeguarding the coast will
require special measures.

The Plan's 162 policy recommendations form the framework of a manage
ment program concerned with both natural and manmade coastal resources.

The Plan actively promotes: productive agriculture, viable communities
and neighborhoods, expansion of commercial fishing activity and
fisheries research, acquisition of additional parklands, restoration of
degraded coastal environments, and continued development of existing
ports and marinas.

The Plan seeks to achieve balance where there is a competition among
goals, such as where increasing coastal access competes with resource
protection, where economic development conflicts with conservation,
where urban expansion competes with the retention of natural areas, or
where short-run gains result in the forfeiture of long-run economic
benefits.

9
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The Plan is highly restrictive in its control over the dredging and
filling of coastal wetlands, its protection of areas of unusual
natural or historic value, and in its regulation of activities that
involve substantial environmental risk or the loss of productive
agricultural or forest lands.

It is more a land use control proposal than it is a marine resources
research and development proposal—because unless we better control
land use near the coast, we will continue to despoil our marine
resources to oblivion. Without control of land uses that endanger
the marine resources, we might as well not have a marine resources
program. In fact, though, we recommend they go hand-in-hand.

The Plan—with all these comprehensive—and controversial—proposal
was finally adopted in mid-September and is right now just about
ready to emerge from the printer.

The Plan presages a change in life style. Primarily an end to waste:
waste of energy resources, waste of land resources, waste of tax
resources. But that is counter to much of our heritage and
consitutional and philosphical structure. The fact that many of us
anticipate that this is about to happen soon anyway does not lessen the
opposition of the entrenched interests whose livelihood—and life styles
are couched in the old consumption patterns.

So, 1976 is a crucial year in Sacramento—and for all of you elsewhere
in the U.S. As California goes, in this matter, so is likely to go
the nation. The experience of BCDC is not lost upon the development
interests. The resistance to state level direction of local govern
ment and power to over-ride it—is deeply entrenched—unbridled local '
control is at stake. Every threatened interest is combining forces
mobilizing to end this trend by a crucial set back in California in
1976, i.e., by defeating the Coastal Commission proposals. National
as well as California interests will thus be drawn into the fray.
Charges and counter charges will fly—and be magnified. Credibility
will be assaulted. False facts trumpeted as true ones. This will be
an emotional—as well as factual—fight. So we invite your interest and
participation next year. You do have a stake at it.

This is not to say that what is achievable in California—with its
special political climate (one state; visible, emotional issues; the
powerful initiative procedure; large numbers of alert, informed citizens)
can readily be done elsewhere. But we have seen—and the opposition
knows—that nothing succeeds like success. An out-front prototype
can lead to much progress—even though not as extensive—elsewhere.

So I contend we are at a threshold. I commend the California scene to
your most considered attention—and consequent activity.

10
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Coastal-Zone Planning: An Integrated Approach

Lee E. Koppelman
Executive Director

Nassau-Suffolk Regional Planning Board
Veterans Memorial Highway
Hauppauge, New York, 11787

Abstract. Two major factors in coastal zone planning are the
use of natural science inputs as determinants of the environ
mental loadings resulting from any class of land uses, and
the translation of technical and planning results and recom
mendations in language and form clearly understandable by the
general public and elected officials. The experience gained
in this field on Long Island serves as a case study.

Introduction. Nassau and Suffolk Counties, occupying one-
sixth of the land area of the New York Region have been two
of the fastest growing counties in the United States since
the end of World War II (U. S. Department of Commerce, 1972).
In 1960, the combined Nassau and Suffolk population of 2 mil
lion persons was one-eighth of the total Regional population
of sixteen million. It was projected that 25 per cent of the
additional six million persons that will inhabit the Region
by the year 1985 will be living in these two counties (Region
al Plan Association, 1962). Table I indicates the growth of
the two counties relative to the Region.

TABLE I
POPULATION OF NASSAU COUNTY, SUFFOLK COUNTY

AND

NEW YORK REGION 1940-1985
(in thousands)

1940 1960 1970 1985
Nassau ~4TJo\ 7 l73uTJ.2 174TB". 8 175T0".0
Suffolk 197.4 666.8 1,127.0 2,005.0
Nassau-Suffolk 604.1 1,977.0 2,555.8 3,515.0
New York Region 12,517.7 16,138.9 19,755.8 22,170.0
Source: An adaption of Table 5, p. 36 of Spread City

Expressed as a percentage of the Region's population, it is
seen in Table II that the two counties have achieved an in
creasing share of the growth.

11
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TABLE II
NASSAU-SUFFOLK POPULATION AS PER CENT OF

NEW YORK REGION 1940-1985
(in thousands)

Nassau-Suffolk New York Region Per Cent of Region
1940 6TJ57I 12,517.7 575
1950 848.9 13,951.0 6.1
1960 1,977.0 16,138.9 12.3
1985 3.515.0 22,170.0 15.9
Source: Spread City

Location. The two Counties, with their streams, lakes, rivers,
ocean, bays and sound frontages exceeding 1,000 linear miles
in total, are familiar natural attributes to millions of per
sons for resort and recreation opportunities. Long Island
Sound on the north and the Atlantic Ocean on the south and
east afford a decidedly unique advantage for the proper de
velopment of marine resources. The south shore is paralleled
by barrier beaches which create bays between the south shore
of the Island and the ocean from Long Beach on the west to the
Hamptons in the Town of Southampton, Jones, Fire Island, Mor
iches and Shinnecock. Inlets connect these bays to the ocean.
This portion of the Long Island peninsula is over 100 miles
long and 20 miles wide at its widest point, which is near the
Nassau-Suffolk boundary. The major land area extends east
ward from the Queens-Brooklyn and Nassau County border for
approximately 60 miles to Riverhead. East of Riverhead two
forks or peninsulas, continue eastward separated by the waters
of Peconic and Gardiners Bays. The northern fork terminates
at Orient Point and is approximately 20 miles in length. The
southern fork terminates at Montauk and is about 44 miles
long. The land area of the two counties is approximately
1,200 square miles (Koppelman, 1974:18).

Topography. The topography is uniform with a gentle to mod
erate downward slope from the north to the south shore. A
high ridge of glacial origin running approximately east and
west from the northwesterly corner of Nassau County and then
running in a southeasterly direction through Nassau from the
north shore reaches an elevation of about 300 feet above sea
level. North of the ridge the topography is generally abrupt
with an overall slope to Long Island Sound. South of the
ridge is a long gentle slope terminating in the marsh and
meadow land which borders the bays on the south (Nussbaumer,
etal, 1957). Four main river watershed valleys are located
in Suffolk County. These are the Nissequogue in the Town of
Smithtown, Connetquot in the Town of Islip, Carmans in the
Town of Brookhaven, and the Peconic which occurs in the Towns
of Riverhead, Brookhaven and Southampton (Koppelman, 1964).

12
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Geological Description. The area is mainly composed of the
unconsolidated deposits of sand, gravel and clay laid down
in more or less parallel beds on a hard bedrock surface.
The rock floor is tilted downward in a southeasterly direc
tion so that from a position of surface outcroppings in the
northwest end of Long Island (Queens County) it reaches a
depth of 2,100 feet below sea level beneath Fire Island.
The subsoil is generally sandy of yellow color except on the
ocean side of the south shore dunes which are of light gray
sea sand. The topsoil has been particularly suited for agri
cultural uses. Elsewhere the ground is generally covered
with scrub growth, mostly oaks and pine. North of the glacial
ridge there is an abundance of flora including many of the
hardwoods as well as evergreen cover.

Water Supply. The water supply is obtained entirely from
ground water. Natural replenishment of this supply is deriv
ed solely from precipitation, i.e., rain, snow and sleet,
which averages 42 inches per year. It has been estimated
that approximately 50 per cent of the precipitation is lost
due to evaporation, stream flow and other factors, so that
only about half of the precipitation reaches the water bear
ing strata.

On the basis of past experience and engineering projections
the ground water reservoir appears to be adequate to serve an
estimated population of approximately 5 million persons in the
two counties (Holzmacher, etal, 1968).

Marine Environment. The estuarian marshes and the off-shore
waters, diverse in terms of salinity and temperature, abound
in a variety of shell and fin fish. The inland fresh waters,
particularly in Suffolk County, have an abundance of trout
and bass. It also should be mentioned here that another of
the marine resources has been the sand and gravel deposits
that are particularly rich in the lands under the Long Island
Sound and on the north shore of the Island.

This brief resume of the marine environment and the physical
characteristics of the Island infers a potential for the
economic use of these natural resources. Actually, these
resources have provided sustenance and employment for many
years.

Historical Background. The economic and social history of
Long Island from the pre-colonial times of the Poospatucks,
Nissaquakes, Shinnecocks and other Indian Tribes to the
present indicates at every period a varying dependency on
the marine environment.

13
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Long Island waters offered the Indian a rather continuous
and ample protein diet to be had literally 'for the picking'.
Archeological research indicates that most of the tribes
located their encampments near the water (Ritchie, 1965).

Many of the first white settlers, arriving from the New
England colonies in the mid-seventeenth century had to rely
heavily on seafood until the ground was cleared, sown and har
vested. These hardy people were not strangers to the sea.
They brought with them a heritage and knowledge of shipbuild
ing, fishing and sailing. It was quite natural that marine
activities flourished concurrent with the development of the
soil. Fishing fleets sailed from Greenport and other eastern
Long Island ports to the Great Banks; whalers from Sag Harbor
sailed the world. Baymen and lobstermen, for three hundred
years, have collected a rich return from the pursuit of clams,
oysters, scallops, crabs and lobsters (L. I. Commercial Review,
1963). Freight haulage to New York City and New England mar
kets was an established practice by the early nineteenth
century. Cordwood cut in central Suffolk County was loaded
aboard schooners at the landing at Smithtown and shipped on
a regular basis (Langhens, 1965). However, the industrial
and agricultural technology, began to have an impact on marine
activities by the mid-nineteenth century. Rail service sup
planted waterborne haulage. Improvedagricultural production
lessened the demand on sea products. The discovery of petro
leum, natural gas (and later electric illumination) reduced
the interests in whaling. The gold strike in California in
1849 also played a significant role in the demise of Long
Island's deepwater fishing industry for it was far more
profitable to carry miners around the Cape to California,
than to search for whales or fish. In addition, many sailors
deserted their vocations to join in the search for gold (The
Long Island Catholic, 1964). With the exception of certain
limited aspects of commercial fishing, there has been a
steady decline in reliance on the marine economy from the
1850's to the present.

The trends indicated in this brief resume are not limited to
Long Island's marine history. Similar relative declines can
be traced on a national scale as well (U. S. Department of
the Interior, 1965). Perhaps the pioneering efforts related
to pushing the frontiers westward; the primary emphasis on
industrial development; the abundant availability of high
quality food, including animal proteins; the political con
cept of isolation as well as other factors have been respon
sible in part for the decreasing emphasis on the marine
environment- However, there is now a resurgent interest in
this field. The dramatic accomplishments of the outer space
program has indicated areas of parallel interest with sub
merged space problems (Pell, 1966). In recent years mineral
exploration and oil potentials have enticed private invest
ment in offshore exploration.
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Long Island is a microcosm of similar coastal urbanizing
communities. Therefore it is reasonable to expect that
the experiences - good and bad - resulting from rapid ur
banizing pressures of human settlement on natural resources
and environments will be of interest and use to other areas
that are now, or soon will be, undergoing similar pressures.
In this regard two specific activities are particularly ger
mane. First, the development of a regional plan for coping
with past and projected growth. Second, the development of
a knowledge base to ensure a rigorous decision-making pro
cess. Fortunately the methodologies and the conclusions
are transferable.

Planning Approaches. Urbanizing coastal areas of the United
States, such as Nassau and Suffolk Counties, are confronted
with a triad of planning concerns that require urgent atten
tion in the face of such pressure. The triad consists basic
ally of: (1) planning for urban and surrounding metropolitan
communities; (2) planning for outlying rural areas and their
interactions with metropolitan areas; and (3) planning for
the adjacent marine environment. Typically, planning has
dealt with the first two elements of the triad, but has
omitted the marine environment and its interactions with
adjacent land uses. Truly comprehensive planning for the
management of coastal areas requires the blending of the
three elements.

Nassau and Suffolk Counties contain all three of the elements
of the planning triad mentioned before — from the heavily
urbanized westernmost reaches of Nassau County, through the
rapidly suburbanizing middle part of the Island, to the rural
agricultural concerns of eastern Suffolk County, all of which
are surrounded and influenced by the marine environment. The
Counties offer in Brycian terms a political laboratory to
study the problems arising from the growing demand for the
limited supply of valuable coastal resources. Their popula
tion of 2.7 million people has grown ten-fold in the last half
century. Projections to the year 2000 estimate another 1.5
million people, with heavy growth particularly in Suffolk
County. Even the easternmost rural reaches of Suffolk County
are undergoing urbanization. That process is evidenced direct
ly by changes in land uses and increased population, and indi
rectly by industrial and utility sites (such as nuclear power
generating facilities) required to service urban communities.
The Counties' marine edge includes long reaches of beach some
of which are among the most severely eroding beaches anywhere
in the United States, high bluffs also afflicted by erosion,
and valuable coastal wetlands (Davies, etal., 1973;.

In response to the mounting pressures, the Nassau-Suffolk
Regional Planning Board was formed in 1965 to develop an
overall plan for the use of the resources in the two counties.
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Among its principal accomplishments to date has been the
development of the Nassau-Suffolk Comprehensive Development
Plan (N-S. R.P.B., 1970). The Board gave priority to four
broadly stated goals:

1. to direct the pattern of development and the rate
of growth;

2. to provide adequate housing and jobs linked by a
balanced transportation system;

3. to eliminate deterioration and obsolescence; and
4. to preserve open space and the natural environment.

Special planning problems were posed by the coastal location
and marine environment of the region. Among its first steps
in 1965, the Regional Planning Board established an Oceano-
graphic Committee to study the opportunities and problems
growing out of the impact of population expansion on the
marine environment of the two counties. The Committee's re
port documented the present value and future economic poten
tial of the marine resources of Long Island. It concluded
that if Long Island were to grow as a desirable and attrac
tive place in which to work and live, the trend towards
deterioration of the estuarine and shore environment had to
be reversed. Activities such as dredging, land fill, and
pollution by human, industrial, and agricultural wastes cre
ated marine environmental management problems requiring
solution to ensure proper development in the counties. More
over the report showed that greater knowledge of the marine
environment than existed was required in order to make man
agement decisions to solve those problems (Koppelman, 1966).

On recommendation of the Oceanographic Committee, the Board
created the Regional Marine Resources Council to pursue a
research program to obtain necessary marine environmental
knowledge and to transfer it in useful form to managers and
administrators; and, further, to advise the Board in all
matters having a significant impact upon the marine environ
ment of the region. The voting members are broadly repre
sentative of the academic, commercial, environmental, and
industrial sectors of the two counties. Advisory members
are drawn from Federal, State, and local governmental agen
cies which have a direct interest in the management and
supervision of the marine environment.

In 1967 the Regional Marine Resources Council began a pro
gram to identify the knowledge required and to develop a
procedure for using that knowledge for effective planning
and management of Long Island's marine resources. The
first step was the structuring of a research program into
a series of functional steps, and the development of a
framework for classifying problems. Seventeen marine re
lated problems of major concern to Long Island were iden
tified. From that list four subject areas — groundwater
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and waste water disposal, dredging and dredge spoil dispo
sal, coastal protection, and wetlands — were singled out
for intensive treatment. Fourteen research reports were
prepared.2 In addition to the development of recommended
management guidelines, the first efforts also discussed
additional research needs by priority ranking. This work
was supported and made possible by the National Sea Grant
Program.

After careful review of the research reports and consider
able modification of the marine environmental management
guidelines, the Regional Marine Resources Council adopted
guidelines, and recommended them to the Regional Planning
Board in the Spring of 1973. The guidelines both stand
alone and interact strongly with each other in the four
areas previously mentioned — groundwater, dredging, coastal
protection, and wetlands. They were adopted in July 1973 by
the Regional Planning Board and distributed to all local
governments on the Island (N.-S. R.P.B., 1973).

Guidelines for Long Island Coastal Zone Management. The
main purpose was to develop responses in order to assist
elected and appointed officials and the general public in
policy, planning, decision and action with respect to the
coastal marine environment. The guidelines for each prob
lem area are supported by an assessment of the adequacy of
the knowledge base and by a priority listing of research
required to increase adequacy of knowledge base.

The procedure which was followed to develop the guidelines
consisted of the following steps:

1. Identification of most important coastal zone
problems.

2. Identification, assembly and interpretation of
natural science knowledge (chemistry, physics,
biology, geology, ecology) required to predict
environmental effects or a range of operational
or regulatory/legislative action with respect to
the four problem areas.

3. Application of local economic, social and political
realities to each alternative environmental action
to determine which action would best meet environ
mental requirements within acceptable economic,
social and political stress.

4. Translation of optimum environmental action into
administratively phased operational (build sewer
systems, etc.) or regulatory/legislative (zone or
prohibit, etc.) guidance.

The final report was specifically written in administrative
and common language rather than in scientific or technical
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phraseology. We consider this to be an essential point.
Plans, standards, and guidelines will be of no avail to
the non-technical elected decision-makers if they don't
understand them. They are even of less value if the public
cannot be aroused to support them.

In development of the guidelines the Council received fund
ing support from Nassau and Suffolk Counties and from the
Sea Grant Program in the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration of the U.S. Department of Commerce. In addi
tion, assistance was received from Federal, State and Local
agencies having environmental interests and responsibilities
through participation of representatives of these agencies
in Council activities and through Agency participation in
formal symposia on natural science involved in the four
problem areas.

As far as the Council has been able to determine, it is one
of the first organizations in the United States which has
undertaken this systematic approach to the development of
guidelines for use by elected and appointed officials and
the general public in policy, planning, decision and action
with respect to the marine environment of the coastal zone.
Therefore the "first generation" nature of the findings can
and will be improved as responses come in from users and our
own continued experience. For these reasons we offer for
consideration the conclusions and recommendations formed as
a result of the efforts to develop the guidelines.

Conclusions. 1. Guideline development Step 1
"Identification of most important coastal
zone problems" is well within local capa
bility at the County or even lower level
and should be done at a local level.

2. Guideline development Step 2
"Identification, assembly and interpreta
tion of natural science—" is clearly be
yond local capability and probably beyond
state capability and should be a Federal
responsibility.

3. Guideline development Step 3
"Application of local economic, social
and political realities, etc.—" uniquely
required local handling at County or low
er level. State and Federal overview in
the interest of uniformity is required.

4. Guideline development Step 4
"Translation of optimum environmental
action--" uniquely required local handling
at County or lower level. However, Federal
and State overview may be required to
assist in achieving minimum acceptable
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action which is beyond local resources
and in interest of uniformity.

Unfortunately it is currently much easier to identify prob
lems than to apply rigorous information to their solution.
The means for identification of requirements, assembly, and
interpretation of the natural science knowledge that is the
essential foundation for wise decisions with respect to the
solution of coastal environmental problems, are totally in
adequate. The United States has no orderly system for deter
mining our natural science knowledge requirements or for
determining what of their knowledge is already available. As
a result, a great deal of research reflects the persuasiveness
of the individual researcher rather than an established need.

No orderly system exists for translating existing knowledge
and the fruits of ongoing and future research into guidance
which will assistelected and appointed officials and the
general public in policy planning, decision and actions. This
failure of the ultimate consumer to receive the benefits of
the research investments in a large measure accounts for the
difficulty in securing quantitative research appropriations.
This particular failing - and it is a severe one - is the
linchpin of the entire process.

One result of the research efforts on Long Island was the
realization that a link was missing between the production
of scientific information and knowledge, and the planning
and management process. The bi-county area has a completed
and partially adopted comprehensive plan. There are implicit
and explicit policy recommendations in the Plan that affect
the marine environment. Yet much of this work was based on
the knowledge existing at the time of Plan development. Per
haps the new data would suggest that modifications be made.
A further concern was that some relevant existing natural
science information may not have been used as input data
due to the difficulty of translation. Many natural scien
tists, either by training or personal philosophy, appear
loath to present their findings in non-technical jargon or
to discuss the normative and policy implications of their
work. This places the burden on the planners of determining
the relevance and applicability of the scientists' contribu
tions .

It was upon the base of scientific knowledge developed over
an eight-year period by the Council, and the extensive plan
ning information supporting the adopted comprehensive devel
opment plan that the Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Policy Development and Research of the U. S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development awarded the Bi-County Board
a contract to link the processes of regional planning and
coastal zone management.•* Its specific objectives are to:
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1. determine the impact of the comprehensive develop
ment plan on the coastal zone of the two counties,
and, conversely, the influence of the marine envir
onment on the land uses or functional components of
the Plan.

2. identify and recommend modifications to the Plan
based on the environmental impact determinations.

3. recommend processes and institutional structures
for implementing the modified plan based on envir
onmental impact assessment and consideration of
social, political, and economic factors present in
the regions.

4. evaluate the Nassau-Suffolk experience for trans
ferability to other coastal regions of the country.

5. prepare a report and handbook of guidelines for the
integration of comprehensive planning and coastal
zone management to assist planners and decision
makers in other areas.

H.U.D., in funding the study, was keenly aware that knowledge
translation and administrative planning transferability are
central to the success or failure of all coastal zone plan
ning and management. It must also be recognized and accepted
as a policy given, that marine environmental knowledge is not
shaped by political boundaries but by generally universal
laws of nature. To have 30 coastal states or X number of
counties or cities trying to develop natural science require
ments and assemble and interpret the knowledge would be a
disastrous fragmentation of a national job of enormous com
plexity. The National government funds the majority of all
natural science research. In the "National Interest" it must
develop an orderly system for assessing knowledge requirements,
and determing research priorities. In the total National,
State and Local framework it must initiate a strong program
of knowledge interpretations for use by elected and appointed
officials and the general public in policy, planning, decision
and action. The National government is not yet at this stage.
Therefore it should be a matter of top national priority to
require and fund NOAA, EPA, the National Science Foundation
or any specially designated government agency of the National
government to establish and maintain a program designed to
determine natural science knowledge requirements, assemble
existing knowledge, assign research priorities to fill vital
gaps and interpret existing and new knowledge for the guidance
of national, state and local elected and appointed officials
and the general public in policy, planning, decisions and
action with respect to the coastal zone marine environment.

Let me stress that the myriad of problems that beset our hard-
pressed elected and appointed officials at all levels require
greater scientific input than have ever been required before
for their solutions. Science organizations and management
capabilities to make this vital contribution must be modern
ized and upgraded enormously if we are to avoid governmental
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failure at all levels. Leadership in this great effort is
a National imperative.

The Integration of planning and coastal science. To accom
plish the objectives of linking regional planning and coastal
zone management the study was divided into nine tasks, the
first of which was to prepare a detailed work program. In
general, tasks 2-4 analyzed the scientific aspects of the
program; tasks 5 and 6 related to the economic, political,
and institutional aspects; task 7 synthesized the "hard" and
"soft" sciences into proposed modifications of the Plan; task
8 assessed the transferability of the Nassau-Suffolk experi
ence; and task 9 described the nature of the final report and
guidelines.4 More specifically:

Task 2 identified the components of the Plan to be
analyzed; analyzes interactions or impacts using the
products left over by man's land uses and activities
as a means of determining impacts, where possible;
and creates an inventory for analyzing the interrelated
land use - activities - waste products relationships.

Task 3 extended the analyses begun in Task 2 by analy
zing the land use - activities - waste products rela
tionships of each component of the Plan against all
other components of the Plan.

Task 4 culminated the "hard science" analyses of the
study by identifying areas of the Plan where coastal
zone environmental impacts are likely, and by proposing
Plan modifications which show where the Plan could be
more compatible with or beneficial to the coastal zone.

Task 5 began the economic and political analyses, test
ing the economic, political, and social acceptability
of the identified technical alternatives for modifying
the Plan.

Task 6 required analysis of administrative and insti
tutional structures to carry out the Plan as it might
be modified.

Task 7 provided the synthesis of the foregoing tasks,
in which choices were made for modifying the Plan.

Task 8 called for an assessment of whether the technical,
institutional and other elements of the Plan, that the
planning process the Board had gone through, could be
transferred to other parts of the country.

Task 9 documented the planning process, and provided a
handbook of guidelines and procedures for integrating
comprehensive planning and coastal zone management.
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Conclusion. Many of the tasks ran concurrently, some se
quentially. All of them had internal checkpoints in which
the materials being developed were checked for relevance to
real management problems and for interaction with other tasks.
Periodic reviews have been conducted with HUD, with the Re
gional Marine Resources Council, and with the Federal Project
Advisory Committee. In particular, the last two tasks consti
tuted in large measure the raison d'etre for the study. It
was true that our provincial interests lead us to seek solu
tions to the problems of the Nassau-Suffolk region. Yet this
area is a segment of the coastal zone of the country - a 50
mile-wide belt of land adjacent to the oceans, the Gulf of
Mexico, and the Great Lakes - wherein reside over 53% of the
nation's population. It is likely that the planning/environ
mental problems encountered on Long Island are typical of
those occurring throughout most of the coastal zones, namely
those conflicts stemming from increased demand pressure on
the limited supply of coastal resources.

Therefore, the data, methodology, standards, and guidelines
developed in our study should have relevance to other seg
ments of the coastal zone. Even our failures should be of
value by enabling other agencies to avoid re-inventing
"square wheels".

Notes.

1 The federal expenditures for oceanographic programs have
grown from 8 million dollars in 1953 to over 300 million
dollars at the present time. Similarly, private industry
has invested almost 3 billion dollars in continental shelf
exploration in the past decade. See the Report of the
Panel on Oceanography, President's Science Advisory Commit
tee, Effective Use of the Sea (Washington, D.C., The White
House, June, 1966) pp. 66-75.

2 An annotated bibliography of these reports is contained in
Koppelman, L.E., etal., (1974) Integration of Coastal Zone
Science and Regional Planning: 105-113, New York, N.Y.,
Praeger

3 The proposal, The Analysis and Development of Guidelines
for the Integration of Comprehensive Planning and Coastal
Management (1973) Hauppauge. N.Y., Nassau-Suffolk Regional
Planning Board, was approved by the Assistant Secretary for
Policy Development and Research on July 1, 1973 as Contract
H-2050-R.

4 In addition to the two-part final report, i.e., A Handbook
of Methodologies for Coastal Zone Planning, and, The Appli
cation of Methodologies for Integrating Comprehensive
Planning and Coastal Management to the Nassau-Suffolk Com
prehensive Development Plan, four interim reports were
prepared: (1) Methodology for Evaluating Technical Consider-
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ations in the Development of Engineering, Land Use and
Environmental Modifications to the Nassau-Suffolk Com
prehensive Plan; (2) The Development and Application of
Cause-Environmental Condition-Effect Methodology for the
Integration of Comprehensive Planning and Coastal Manage
ment; (3) Economic, Social and Political Feasibility of
Proposed Alternatives to the Nassau-Suffolk Comprehensive
Plan;(4) Transferability of Methodologies tor the Inte-
gration of Coastal Zone Science and Regional Planning.
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THE NORTH CAROLINA COASTAL AREA MANAGEMENT ACT —

A PROGRAM OF STATE-LOCAL GOVERNMENT COOPERATIVE

PLANNING IN THE COASTAL ZONE

Arthur V. Cooper

North Carolina Department of Natural and Economic Resources

Raleigh, North Carolina 27611

North Carolina is one of the few States in the nation to have enacted
and begun Implementation of comprehensive coastal zone management
legislation. Passage of the act represented a major legislative
triumph for supporters of the concept of land use planning. Success
ful implementation of all of the administrative mandates in the act,
If accomplished, will represent a monument to perserverence in the
face of substantial problems. In this paper I will outline the history
and substance of North Carolina's Coastal Area Management Act of 197*».
In addition, I will comment on our experience with Implementation of
the act, on our efforts to develop a cemprehensvie State coastal zone
management program and on some of the major problems we have encountered.

The Coastal Area Management Act of 1974 (CAMA) emerged from a realiza
tion, now over ten years old, that some sort of management program for
North Carolina's coastal resources was desperately needed. This reali
zation paralleled, of course, a similar awakening of concern on the
national level. In 1969, the General Assembly passed an act requiring
the Department of Conservation and Development to develop a comprehensive
and enforceable plan for the management of the State's estuaries. The
CAMA was the legislative descendent of that mandate. Early versions of
the bill, prepared in 1972, envisioned a major role for State government
in the planning and management process. As the bill went through various
public hearings, legislative committee meetings and revision, the basic
program that developed envisioned a clear division of responsibility
among the various levels of government, with major responsibility for
planning at the local government level and responsibility for technical
services, coordination and establishment of guidelines for planning vested
at the State level. Implementation and enforcement were viewed as joint
responsibilities.

As much revised version of the bill was introduced Into the 1973 session
of the Legislature, but no action was taken on it during that session.
Extensive public hearings were held during the summer of 1973 and several
intensive discussions with other States trying to develop similar programs
(Florida, Maine, Vermont) were held during the fall of 1973- A legisla
tive committee substitute was introduced in early 1974. This bill was
probably as heavily lobbied and debated as any bill that has been consid
ered by the North Carolina Legislature in modern timos. Floor debate in
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the two houses alone exceeded 15 hours. Some amendments were added to
the bill as it wended its way through the legislature, virtually all of
which were designed to enhance the role of local government and to make
provisions of the act more specific. Ultimately, it passed both houses
and was enrolled on the next to last day of the I974 session.

The requirements of the act are instructive as they provide a general
view of the framework within which our program of coastal zone management
is developing.

--First, the act mandates a joint state-local program of planning and
management for the coastal zone. The first substantive section of the
act, titled Cooperative State and Local Programs, describes this man
date. It says that The Coastal Area Management Act establishes a
cooperative program of coastal ared management between local and state
governments. Local government shall establish areas of environmental
concern. With regard to planning, stuto government shall act primarily
in a supportive standard setting and review capacity, except where
local governments do not elect to exercise: their initiative. Enforce
ment shall be a concurrent state and local responsibility.

--The act defines the coastal zone in terns of a set of very specific
criteria. In effect, any county that borders on either the Atlantic
Ocean or any body of water that contains salt water (coastal sound),
is by definition a coastal county.

--A 15-member Coastal Resources Commission is established to supervise
the program. The qualifications of the members are specified. Twelve
of the 15 are to be nominated by local governments and all 15 ultimate
ly are chosen by the Governor.

--A It7-member Coastal Advisory Council, made up of representatives of
local government, various state agencies and several interest groups
is also established. The Council advises the Secretaries of Adminis
tration and Natural and Economic Resources on general administration
of the program.

--The act assigns the responsibility for oversight of the planning effort
jointly to the Department of Administration and the Department of
Natural and Economic Resources-(DNER), and has assigned the responsi
bility for implementation to DNER. A point of some relevance here has
to do with the structure of DNER. Concurrent v/i th the effort to pass
the Coastal Area Management Act a bill was also passed that extensively
reorganized DNER. As a result of that legislation, DNER has a breadth
of authority that is almost unique in natural resource agencies. The
department now contains the state's programs in air and water pollution
control, local government planning, marine fisheries, economic develop
ment, recreation, forestry, minerals and fish and wildlife. Virtually
all of those responsibilities needed to develop a coastal zone program
are, as a result, located in one department.

--One of the principal features of the program is its provision for a
mandatory program of land use planning by local governments. The act
is mandatory and not permissive in that regard. It says, effectively,
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"thou shalt plan and if you don't, the State will." It also prescribes
the schedule on which that planning Is to be carried out. Furthermore,
the act also calls for development of guidelines by which the planning
is to be executed. These guidelines are developed by State agencies
and approved by the Commission before becoming effective.

--The act authorizes designation of critical environmental areas, what
the act refers to as areas of environmental concern, by the Commission.
It defines seven broad categories of areas of environmental concern,
provides criteria for recognizing these and provides for designation
both on an Interim basis and a permanent basis- Coastal marshes,
navigable and public trust waters, productive areas, actual and poten
tial recreation and wildlife areas, historic sites, hazard areas and
key facility sites are examples of areas that can qualify for designa
tion as areas of environmental concern.

--A program of permits for developments in areas of environmental concern
is also established. These are divided into major permits and minor
permits. Local governments can qualify for the authority to issue
minor permits If they wish to do so. Major permits are Issued by the
Commission, and the Commission acts as an adjudicatory and appeal body
at the state level for all actions on permits.

--The act strongly suggests that DNER develop a program of permit coor
dination, not only of the permits for development in areas of environ
mental concern, but for all other existing environmental permit programs.
DNER is instructed to assure that these permits are issued in a coordi
nated fashion, as there are fairly precise requirements for permit
coordination and joint review written into the act.

—Finally, the act contains in several places pointed statements relating
to the taking of private property rights by government and assurances
for the protection of private property rights.

To recapitulate, then, the basic concept of the act is to develop a truly
cooperative planning process, involving State and local government, each
with fairly specific, well-prescribed, roles. The actual implementation
of all of this, tts orchestration so to speak, is assigned to the Secretary
of ONER and to the Commission. The allocation of functions is instructive:

--To State government:

provide technical data,

draft general guidelines for planning,

review plans for uniformity and conformity with the guidelines and
with State plans,

o
develop certain elements of enforcement and,

develop the federal consistency part of th
management program for submission to OCZM.
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--To Local government:

o

the basic execution of land use planning,
Q

the execution of a comprehensive program of public participation.

o

responsibility for granting permits for minor developments in areas
of environmental concern (if a government unit chooses to do so) and,

enforcement, particularly outside of areas of environmental concern.

—To the Commission:

o

general delegation of quasi-legislative authority from the Legislature,
o

approval of guidelines and amendment;; thereto,
o

designation of areas of environmental concern,
o

permit decisions and appeals and,
o

liaison and mediation.

Because of the highly controversial nature of the act, and because of the
bitter legislative controversy that surrounded its passage, there was con
cern that its implementation might be a difficult, If not impossible, task
Such has not proven to be the case. Although there have been some problems
In implementation, chiefly associated with organization of State level
staff and with coordination in the face of the very demanding time schedule
contained in the act, the process has gcr.-rally gone much better than might
have been predicted.

The act became effective on July 1, I97I1. The Governor actually defined
the coastal area prior to that date (as the act required) on the basis
of the criteria included in the act. Gubernatorial designation was ef
fectively a pro forma action as the criteria of the act are so specific
as to allow Tittle or no latitude in interpretation. So defined, there
are 20 counties in the coastal area. These are the counties that lie
east of a line that begins at the western edge of the Dismal Swamp and
runs south to the city of New Bern and thence to the South Carolina line
along the tier of counties that front the ocean.

The Commission was appointed in early July and the Advisory Council in
September of 1974. Both have been act Ivy ever since.

The guide) incs for local planning were promulgated during the sumter of
197*1, were extensively considered by the Commission prior to review by
local governments during the fall and finally adopted on the 27th of
January, 1975. These guidelines provide a summary of the planning re
quirements in layman's language. They also provide the requirements for
the technical details of the planning process, including requirements
that local governments set goals, that the-/ utilize and apply a land
classification system and that they nominate areas of environmental con
cern. And finally, the guidelines also include the first cut of statements
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on definitions of areas of environmental concern and permissible uses
In such areas.

The local government planning effort began last fall. All 20 counties
and 84 towns and cities tn the coastal area indicated their desire to
carry out their own planning. They have accepted the planning challenge
that has been offered them. DNER has, by a judicious massaging of funds
already available to It and funds that have so kindly been made avail
able by the Office of Coastal Zone Management, managed to make available
something in excess of $1,000,000 to.these local governments for use tn
their planning activities. The 20 counties and 8m towns and cities have
been consolidated into 46 separate contracts for planning purposes.
These contracts became effective on the first of January, 1975, and will
remain tn effect until June of 1976.

First drafts of all local government land use plans were submitted to
the Commission for evaluation on November 23, 1975. These plans have
been reviewed in detail by a task force of M0-50 DNER staff and repre
sentatives of other State and Federal agencies. This review has con
centrated on technical details of the plans, the extent to which the
plans reflect coordination with government agency planning, the degree
to which plans are coordinated with one another and the manner tn which
region-wide problems and interests are addressed. After review by the
Commission In mid-December, the plans will be returned to local govern
ments for revision, public hearings and final submission by May 21, 1976.

Throughout the entire local planning effort, heavy emphasis has been
placed on public participation. The Commission early in the development
of Its guidelines, requested that local governments make efforts, differ
ent in intensity and scope from traditional effort, to involve the public
tn the planning process. Extensive use has been made of newspaper, radio
and television coverage. A real effort has been made to involve major
Interest groups In plan development, and In several areas 100% contact
with local citizens has been accomplished. Evidence of a satisfactory
meeting of the public participation requirements outlined In the guide
lines will be required by the Commission as an element of plan approval.

Preliminary nominations for Interim areas of environmental concern were
proposed by the Secretary of ONER in the fall of 1974. These have been
debated by the Commission for several months and their strategy at the
present time appears to be to let the local governments come back with
recommendations for such areas in their preliminary land use plans.
These recommendations will be consolidated with the Commission's own
views and action on this subject will be taken in conjunction with the
approval of land use plans.

One study of permit coordination has already been completed and an
additional, more extensive, study is now underway. Although no final
outcome of these studies can be predicted, It is clear that one of the.
potential benefits local governments see as Inherent in the Coastal Area
Management program Is the opportunity it offers for a less painful, more
efficient regulatory process. If an expedited, direct and coordinated
permit process can be evolved at the State level, then a major step will
have been taken to achieve acceptance of land use planning in the coastal
area.
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DNER has been thoroughly re-organized Internally so that the agency's
Internal structure reflects a more efficient organization designed to
meet the present-day demands. New divisions of Resource Planning and
Evaluation and Community Assistance have been created. A principal
motivation in establishing these divisions has been to facilitate DNER's
involvement in land use planning and coastal zone management. As a
part of this reorganization, DNER has developed a system of regional
offices, two of which are located In the coastal zone. The principle
lying behind this move is a desire to try to decentralize our program
delivery service and get it closer to the place where problems are and
where people are making decisions.

We have learned a great deal from our experience with implementation so
far. Our experiences will be of general use to other States attempting
to develop their own coastal management programs.

First of all, public acceptance of the program on the whole has been good.
There are some notable exceptions to this but, generally speaking, public
acceptance has been better than we had dared hope it would be. Our sit
uation in the legislature also seems reasonably good. There has not yet
been any concerted effort to try to amend the act in any substantive way.
Most people seem to be taking the position, "let's watch the program and
see what happens."

I think, all things considered, that we were fortunate to have had the
bloodletting that was involved in the legislative debate over our act
prior to its passage. There were no issues that were debated in conjunc
tion with our bill that are any different from issues that have been
deoated anyplace else.

One of our major problems has been coordinating and orchestrating the
program. The extremely rapid pace at which our act requires us to move,
the large number of actors that are Involved, and the diversity of their
interests, have led to some really monumental problems of coordination.
When one considers that we have been reorganizing our entire department
at the same time, we have the feeling that we are running a monstrous,
juggling program. However, I think we have finally gotten the program
to the point where it is reasonably well institutionalized and we think
that we are beginning to narrow down our coordination problems.

One of the most serious difficulties that we have encountered is a

general lack of technical data. The act requires state government to
supply technical data, but unfortunately, when we began to try to do this,
we discovered that there was precious little in the way of technical data
to give to local governments. The State has been trying to get the re
sponsibility and authorization to do this type of work for ten or 15
years but our legislature has not seen fit to give us the funds to do it.
This shortage of technical data is manifested in a shortage of such funda
mental items as topographic maps and aerial photographs. Most of the
initial technical assistance has been related to provision of elementary
information such as available topographic maps and, where such maps are
not available, substitutes. Our staff is now mapping several AEC classes
and is preparing technical guidel ines for permissible uses in AECs. In
addition, limited effort is being devoted to development of a data storage
and retrieval system for technical information.
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One problem that of course, has been critical to our program is the matter
of the qualifications of local government to undertake a complex planning
effort. Most, of the local governments in our coastal zone would probably
fall any test that might be used to assess their capability to accept
responsibility for a major planning program. There are a lot of reasons
for this. The baste one is that they don't have any experience at plan
ning. What we are doing is starting from scratch with people who do not
have any real experience with planning. This obviously makes development
of a region-wide planning effort difficult. Therefore, one of our major
thrusts has been to stimulate Interest in planning at the local govern
ment level. It Is time consuming to do this but it is necessary. Polit
ically there Is no way one can hope to implement a coastal management
program without dealing with local government and its frequently limited
ability. One might just as well recognize this fact.

Designation of areas of environmental concern, is, I think, going to be
a problem. With respect to our act, this is the first place where real
regulatory actions take place. It is the ftrst place where the Commis
sion may take an action that can infringe on somebody's property rights.
Thus, the Commission has been approaching this subject with extreme
caution. We can anticipate that we are going to have many a round on this
subject before we actually get the matter to a conclusion.

The matter of institutionalization of the program in state government ts
a very Important consideration. The way we have chosen to institutional
ize our program Is probably somewhat different from the way others might
have gone about it. We did not choose to set up a separate agency to
manage our coastal zone. There is no organization anywhere in North
Carolina that one can find on any government chart that Is labeled "coastal
zone management." The coastal zone management program Is a program assign
ed for Implementation to DNER. It Is being Implemented through DNER's
established division structure, with tasks assigned to the appropriate
division for execution.

There are several reasons behind this posture. First, we felt that the
institutionalization of a program in this way would provide greater
opportunity for coordination and would have the greatest fallout value
on other agency programs. There Is nothing that we are doing now in our
coastal zone program that wouldn't be completely applicable statewide In
a statewide land use program. What we are really doing Is setting the
stage for that type of activity by placing our agency in a posture to be
able to deal with that kind of problem, If and when it comes. Second,
with the program Institutionalized that way, diffused. It seems to us
that it would be a little more difficult for the program to be excised
by a legislature. It becomes a less visible activity and a more deeply
rooted agency-wide program. Finally, we felt that we could do the pro
gram more economically in this way, because there would be less neces
sity to build up a substantial bureaucracy to administer it.

We hope to be able to have our management plan, (Section 306 proposal),
developed sometime during the upcoming fiscal year. Thus, we will be
looking for approval sometime around January of 1977. We feel that our
Coastal Area Management Act provides a good planning framework and that
we have all the authority we need as regards planning. However, our state
implementation powers may need further consideration as the plan is de
veloped. We must resort to efforts resembling those of other states,
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making full use of existing powers and coordinating these, In order to
fully meet the requirements of Section 306 of the Federal act. We have
a substantial number of other existing powers that can be utilized. By
drawing these together, we will be able to do an acceptable job of im
plementing our program.

In this regard we feel that one of the Important positive elements of
our State program Is the composition and structure of the implementing
agency, DNER. We think we are very fortunate to have as many authori
ties as we have, ranging from local government planning to pollution
control, in one agency. We feel that such a scope of authority provides
us with the maximum opportunity for coordination.

In summary, our Coastal Area Management Act provides what we consider to
be a strong basis for development of a State program. It mandates a
planning effort and the framework for regulation. In order to achieve
maximum success under the act, however, we must develop full coordina
tion of existing state programs and integration of these with the state
act.
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COASTAL ZONE LEGISLATION: LOUISIANA LANDMARKS,
LABYRINTHS AND LOGROLLING

Van Lopik - 1

Jack R. Van Lopik
Center for Wetland Resources, Louisiana State University

Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Abstract. The evolution of coastal zone management in Louisiana has
indicated needs for better understanding of coastal ecosystem func
tion, increased cooperation between state agencies and universities
to permit more effective use of existing knowledge, and evaluation
of proposed legislation in terms of complexity, cost, continuity,
content, competence, control and coordination.

Introduction. There is clearly a need for coastal zone management
legislation in Louisiana. It Is equally apparent that university
resources and capabilities should be organized to assist state agencies,
legislative bodies, citizens' associations, special-Interest groups and
others In designing and implementing effective legislation. Lack of
Information regarding our coastal systems and how they function has
been mentioned several times at this meeting. It is also true, how
ever, that there are great gaps between existing bodies of knowledge
and the utilization of this knowledge in coastal zone management and
development.

Neils Bohr once defined an expert as "one who knows some of the worst
mistakes that can be made in his field and how to avoid them." If we

employ both criteria, we probably don't have a coastal zone management
expert In this room—or in this nation. I certainly don't claim to be
one, but I have had the opportunity during the past twenty years to be
associated with numerous activities relating to coastal zone research
and development. This experience has been obtained through affiliation
with governmental, industrial and—for the past seven years—academic
organizations. My remarks will focus on activities in Louisiana during
the past several years, but I do not believe they are constrained by
"ivory tower" perspectives. You will, however, need some background
information concerning the Center for Wetland Resources to appreciate
the scope of our coastal zone interests.
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Coastal Zone Programs of the LSU Center for Wetland Resources. The
Center for Wetland Resources of Louisiana State university consists of
three organizational units, i.e., the Coastal Studies Institute, the
Office of Sea Grant Development, and the Department of Marine Sciences.
The Coastal Studies Institute was established in 1954 and has been
primarily supported—on a continuing basis—by Geography Programs,
Office of Naval Research. The Institute's worldwide research program
focuses on coastal form-process relationships. With the exception of
Antarctica, field investigations have been conducted along coasts of
all world continents. Land-sea-air Interaction phenomena are concur
rently examined In terms of their physical oceanographic, hydrologic,
meteorologic, geomorphic, sedlmentologic and—to a lesser degree—
chemical components. The development of predictive methodologies for
assessing process function and variation is a prime concern. Although
coastal phenomena are studied at appropriate localities throughout the
world, approximately 40 percent of the Institute's activities have
dealt with deltaic, estuarine, littoral and nearshore processes in
Louisiana.

The Office of Sea Grant Development was created in 1968 to direct and
administer the Louisiana Sea Grant Program—supported by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the U.S. Department of
Commerce and by the State of Louisiana. The primary purpose of the
program is to bring the expertise of the state's universities to bear
on practical problems associated with the management and development of
Louisiana's coastal and marine areas and resources. The program includes
major research, education and advisory service efforts. Approximately
thirty-five principal investigators and seventy graduate students—
representing sixteen different departments at LSU and three other uni
versities—are presently involved in the program. The more than thirty
individual projects are grouped within four programmatic areas concerned
with (a) systems ecology, (b) law and socioeconomics, (c) coastal infor
mation and (d) fisheries and seafood technology. Projects within these
areas—and the total program—are developed and coordinated to provide
direct support to coastal zone management goals. For example, a
sociologic study was conducted to determine the decision-making or
legitimizing infrastructure of coastal communities. This work has pro
vided input to the preliminary design of coastal zone management proce
dures and identified key individuals who will largely control acceptance
or rejection of proposed management structures. A participant in this
study is presently the public participation director for Louisiana's
coastal zone management program.

The Department of Marine Sciences is the instructional arm of the Center.
Enrollment is limited to thirty-five or forty graduate students—usually
divided fairly equally between M.S. and Ph.D. degree candidates. No
undergraduate courses or degrees are offered. More than sixty marine-
related graduate courses are available through several departments, and
programs can be tailored to Individual needs. The two most commonly
selected fields of specialization are coastal physical oceanography and
estuarine/marshland ecology. Marine Sciences faculty hold Joint appoint
ments with the Coastal Studies Institute, the Office of Sea Grant Devel
opment, or selected academic departments at LSU. Most faculty members
teach one course per year and supervise graduate students—research
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and/or public service activities actually comprise 70 percent of their
work load.

The three organizational units of the Center directly employ twenty-five
Ph.D.'s and fifty administrative and technical support personnel.
Although these Individuals are primarily engaged in continuing Insti
tute and Sea Grant research/public service programs, special short-term
projects are also conducted for various sponsors.

The Center, in cooperation with the LSU Law School, is presently working
on a 2-year project financed by the Ford Foundation. This work involves
investigation of coastal zone management in France, England, the
Netherlands and Louisiana. Of special concern are institutional
arrangements and mechanisms for incorporating scientific and technical
Information in decision-making processes. The Center is also partici
pating in coastal aspects of UNESCO's Man and the Biosphere Program.
This applied, interdisciplinary program will attempt to improve inter
national communication and cooperation in specific man/environment
problem areas. Approximately eighty nations have expressed Interest,
and it appears that twenty-five or so will establish national com
mittees covering some fourteen environmental fields. The U.S. State
Department has established fourteen national directorates covering
these fields—one of which focuses on coastal areas and resources.

Efforts are now being made to define goals and objectives and estab
lish effective liaison with other U.S. and foreign directorates.

In Louisiana, the Center has been vitally concerned with all aspects of
environmental problems relating to the development of an offshore super-
port. Several oil companies have formed a consortium (Louisiana Off
shore Oil Port, Inc., or LOOP) and have submitted requests for con
struction and operation licenses to both the U.S. Department of
Transportation and the Louisiana Offshore Terminal Authority. The
project Includes an offshore terminal, several 17-mile pipelines to
shore, storage facilities (in leached-out cavities in a salt dome), and
an 80-mile onshore pipeline. Initial throughput of more than 1 million
barrels per day is foreseen, and primary distribution will be to the
U.S. Midwest (via the existing Capline to Illinois) and Louisiana refin
eries. Extensive coastal zone environmental studies are described in a

series of four reports (1), published by the Center, and the environ
mental baseline or assessment documents (2) which we prepared for LOOP.
As charged by state law, cooperative efforts of the directors of the
Louisiana Offshore Terminal Authority, the Louisiana Wildlife and
Fisheries Commission and the LSU Center for Wetland Resources have

produced and promulgated a comprehensive environmental protection plan
(3) that must be followed in all phases of Louisiana superport develop
ment, construction and operation. This plan is actually an Integral
part of the coastal zone management program presently being developed
for Louisiana.
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Coastal Zone Management in Louisiana. Louisiana's coastal area encom
passes more than 7 million acres—almost equally divided between coastal
marshes and estuarine water bodies. More coastal marshlands are found
here than along the entire seaboard of the eastern United States. The
straight shoreline distance between Mississippi and Texas is approxi
mately 260 miles, but this crenulated margin can easily be measured as
more than 17,000 miles. It is a region of tremendous productivity,
diversity and complexity—one that is neither adequately understood nor
appreciated. Historically, the only governmental organization whose
role even approaches having a comprehensive overview of many activities
in the region is the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Through the Corps'
New Orleans District and Lower Mississippi Valley Division, numerous
flood control, hurricane protection, and navigation projects have been
implemented in the Louisiana wetlands. In addition, the New Orleans
office issues more than half of all dredging permits issued in the United
States annually by the Corps of Engineers. The existing permit system—
and recent court-dictated expansion of related authority—makes the Corps
the dominant federal element in Louisiana coastal zone planning. There
are, however, twenty-six state agencies that have varying degrees of
interest and authority in coastal zone matters. Four or five of these
agencies are truly active in coastal zone affairs and must issue "letters
of no objection" to assure approval of project or permit requests. The
Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commission has played a key state-agency
role In the past.

By the late 1960s there was a growing awareness in Louisiana that the
biologic and economic productivity of the coastal zone was being
imperiled by fragmented management, improper development and lack of
systematic research. In 1971, the governor had established the
Louisiana Advisory Commission on Coastal and Marine Resources to inves
tigate the situation and—within 2 years—issue a comprehensive report.
1 was privileged to be appointed to this ten-member body, which included
balanced representation among coastal landowners, conservationists, oil
and gas developers, agriculturists, labor interests, state resource
administrators, water transportation industrialists, fishermen, and
academic scientists. Although each commission member represented a
special interest group, a spirit of cooperation was readily achieved
that led to effective identification of public and state "best"
interest in coastal zone management. The commission and staff con
cluded its work in 1973 with the publication of Louisiana Wetlands
Prospectus (4). The report includes forty recommendations concerning
coastal zone needs and problems and forms the foundation for much of
the work presently being conducted in Louisiana under Section 305 of the
federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972.

The governor has charged the Louisiana State Planning Office—in coopera
tion with the Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commission, the Louisiana
Coastal Commission, and the Louisiana Sea Grant Program—with responsi
bility for conduct of plan-development efforts under Section 305 of the
federal act. A study management team—consisting of the directors of
the four agencies—has been established and meets monthly to provide
program overview and direction. Five task teams have been staffed to
conduct specific work elements. The task teams deal with economic
trends, intergovernmental relations, environmental considerations, legal
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authority/problems, and public participation. Representatives from each
task team meet weekly as a technical coordinating committee to review
progress, define problems and identify needed programmatic activities.
The work was Initiated In late 1974, but much of the Sea Grant legal and
ecologic programs and the Advisory Commission report was designed to
provide Input to anticipated coastal zone management efforts. Schedul
ing milestones include submission of a coastal zone management bill to
the 1976 session of the Louisiana legislature and completion of fairly
comprehensive guidelines and supporting regulations by July 1977.

Conceptually, formulation of a state coastal zone management bill is
fairly simple. Criteria must be established for drawing the coastal
zone boundary and, subsequently, delineating those areas within the
zone deserving particular attention or concern. The Institution arrange
ment or network must be elucidated and guidelines or techniques for
making approval and planning decisions established. Unfortunately, the
"engineering" details of developing the elements of this simplistic
concept often present problems.

A rationale has been established for drawing the inland boundary of
Louisiana's coastal zone. Eighteen biophysical parameters have been con
sidered in formulating boundary delineation criteria, and all legal and
cartographic issues have been examined. The various parameters actually
focused attention on the topographic slope break that characterizes the
contact between deposits of Pleistocene and Recent geologic ages—
which usually separates wetland from non-wetland environments. The
5-foot contour line forms the nearest topographic map control closely
correlatable with the Pleistocene/Recent contact. By utilizing town
ship and range lines, roads, canals, power lines, parish boundaries,
etc., a boundary line closely approximating the 5-foot contour can be
accurately delineated and referenced. A report describing the proposed
rationale—in terms of its biophysical, legal and governmental aspects-
will be published shortly and widely distributed to obtain public,
special interest and governmental comment.

In Louisiana, it is proving to be very difficult to reach a consensus
regarding criteria to be employed In identifying and delineating
areas of particular concern. This situation partially results from
the presently Incomplete status of our management plan. There is
agreement that if the guidelines developed for the general management
scheme will adequately protect certain areas or features there will be
no need to devise special rules or regulations to selectively delineate
and manage such areas or features. A final decision, therefore, can
only be made subsequent to the establishment of guidelines or regula
tions for the total management program. At present we are identifying
possible or potential areas of particular concern and considering
various selection criteria. Two lists of potential areas or features
are being compiled on the basis of (a) intuitive or perceived criteria
employed by a wide range of coastal zone publics and special interest
groups and (b) available knowledge concerning relationships between
the function of ecological systems and human impact or interest.

Coastal Louisiana can be subdivided Into seven to nine hydrologic units—
each forming a convenient entity or framework for considering various
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aspects of coastal zone management. For example, some ecologists would
contend that several entire hydrologic units should be considered areas
of particular concern—if the general management guidelines do not
adequately protect the productivity and function of the encompassed
ecosystems. We have affirmed that the general guidelines will afford
the needed protection and, therefore, an entire hydrologic unit cannot
be considered to be an area of particular concern. Within a hydrologic
unit, however, selected areas or features may deserve special treatment
because of (a) unique or exemplary natural or man-made qualities, (b)
highly stressed conditions now existing because of either natural or
human influences, or (c) recognized value at the parish, state or
national level. It is also believed that potential areas of particular
concern must exhibit a well-defined geographic boundary that does not
change on an annual or seasonal basis. If these tentative criteria
are utilized, potential areas of particular concern are almost limited
to historical and prehistoric sites; existing federal state and private
wildlife refuge and management areas; selected geologic and hydrologic
features, e.g., barrier islands, beaches, cheniers, tidal passes; and
features exhibiting high aesthetic, recreation or tourism value.

The institutional arrangement and procedure portion of a state coastal
zone management bill is the core section and requires considerable
supportive documentation. Much of this material will not be incor
porated in the bill, but adequate numbers of in-depth and executive-
summary reports concerning several topics must be available for legis
lative and public review. Topical reports include an assessment of
the present worth of the state's coastal and marine resources—and
include trend or forecast data; a description of the present institu
tional structure or procedures for managing coastal and marine resources-
including a discussion of inadequacies and need for change; an assess
ment of impact or effect of a "no-change" policy; a description of
proposed institutional arrangements and procedures—including several
alternatives and clear definition of operational, planning and research
responsibilities and liaison arrangements; an assessment of the impact
and ramifications of proposed changes; and an exposition of the legal
authority for proposed program implementation. In effect, anyone
associated with an effort to have the bill enacted must be thoroughly
cognizant of the importance of the state's marine and coastal resources,
how the present management system works, why this system is inadequate,
how it can be changed to increase benefits to the state, and the legal
authority for accomplishing needed change. In addition, it must be
recognized that effective program implementation is highly dependent
upon definitive assignment of performance and liaison responsibilities
for operational, planning, and research functions. For example, the
environmental monitoring aspects of the operational program should be
designed to provide maximum input to supportive research programs. Con
versely, research programs should not be Implemented that do not
directly support operational or decision-making needs. As it is en
tirely possible that operational, planning, and research functions may
be assigned to different agencies, it is extremely important to estab
lish explicit performance and liaison responsibilities.

Although much of the detail concerning management decision guidelines
and techniques will be incorporated in subsequently promulgated
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regulations, the act should be written in such a way chat the promulga
tion of appropriate regulations and guidelines will not be Impeded.
This requirement dictates that many regulatory specifics must be defined
prior to passage of legislation and that broad concepts of the regula
tory guidelines must be written into the act.

In developing management decision guidelines for coastal Louisiana, we
are sequentially addressing several tasks. An inventory and descrip
tion of the coastal environments and associated human activities is

required baseline information. The identification, delineation and
characterization of natural/environmental types and their ecological
structure and function are underway. The ecological structure and
function characterization is being attempted both for coastal hydro-
logic units and their component environmental types, i.e., fresh-water
swamp, fresh-water marsh, Intermediate marsh, brackish marsh, salt
marsh, natural levees, barrier islands, cheniers and beaches. The
resolution or detail of these characterizations will vary, but it is
deemed necessary to identify the common-denominator characterization
that can be achieved with existing data in order to provide a basis
for decision-making guideline development. It Is obvious that the
functions and processes that control the living resource productivity
of an area must be understood—at some level of resolution—if the

region is to be wisely managed.

An equally important inventory involves the identification and activity
analysis of use/issue categories associated with the coastal zone. In
coastal Louisiana mineral extraction, navigation/transportation, flood
control/hurricane protection, recreation/tourism, agriculture, fores
try, urban development, living resources, and wetland maintenance
comprise the major use/issue categories. Wetland maintenance is
probably the only descriptor that is not self explanatory. Approxi
mately 75 percent of Louisiana coastal wetlands are owned by five or
six private companies. Many of their activities within their wetland
holdings relate to maintaining certain water levels or flow patterns
and preventing land loss or erosion. The vastness of these holdings
dictates establishment of a separate use/issue category. Within each
of the above-mentioned categories an accurate description of asso
ciated activities, sequential nature of activities, and spatial dis
tribution of activities is needed. There is admittedly considerable
duplication of activity type within various use/issue categories.
Canallng and dredging, for example, are ubiquitous activities within
the wetlands. Nevertheless, in devising a permitting or management
scheme it is necessary to construct a framework that is meaningful to
the public and/or applicant. People identify what they propose to do
with use/issue categories and not with an activity type per se. In
addition, the assemblages of activities—both in time and space—
associated with various use/issue categories is an important concept
in environmental Impact evaluations.

The integration of information obtained in the environmental and use/
issue inventories to produce impact assessment techniques is indeed
a formidable task. It appears, however, that an analytical approach
is required that will describe impacts of activities or projects—
associated with each use/issue category—upon each environmental type
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and hydrologic unit. The descriptions or impact assessments relating
to environmental types can be readily employed at the parish (county)
level, whereas hydrologic unit assessments provide appropriate input
at the regional or state level. Political boundaries of parishes incor
porate various environmental types, but usually cut across or segment
the hydrologic units of coastal Louisiana. It is extremely difficult,
therefore, to design a system that will—at the parish level—infuse
adequate consideration of ecological factors associated with hydrologic-
unit function. It appears, therefore, that certain state override
authority must be established to deal with ecological aspects of hydro-
logic unit function and cumulative impact or effect.

Present thinking dictates development of one set of parish-level man
agement guidelines—based primarily on environmental type and use/issue
impact relations. Another set of state-level guidelines—incorporating
parish-level regulations but based primarily on hydrologic-unit func
tion and use/issue impact considerations—would also be devised. It
is further believed that the parish-level guidelines will be in the
nature of performance standards or criteria and that true evaluation
of ecosystem function considerations will be made at the state level.
This arrangement should provide the state with needed authority to
overview issues involving more than one parish and cumulative and/or
stress situations.

A state-level body must also be extremely knowledgeable regarding
various techniques or methods that may be employed to either (a) mini
mize environmental effects of operations associated with each use/
issue category or (b) maximize the productivity of each use/Issue
category. These considerations relate to the need for the establish
ment of state goals and objectives regarding the mix of activities
and level of economic productivity that is in the best interest of the
public. Such goals and objectives can be framed only in terms of
public response to various alternative futures that can be projected
for the coastal zone and the economic and environmental forecasts for
these alternative futures.

There is current debate regarding how much information on decision
making guidelines must be incorporated In a state coastal zone manage
ment bill vis-a-vis subsequent promulgation as regulations. Most
environmentalists want considerable detail incorporated in the bill;
most politicians—even sympathetic ones—believe that inordinate detail
will preclude any chance of passage. As usual, some compromise will be
necessary to achieve progress. The landmarks in Louisiana's efforts
toward coastal zone management have been noted, and the political and
technical labyrinths are all too obvious. The 1976 session of the
legislature will determine if sufficient political logrolling strength
can be marshalled to enact pertinent legislation. There is no true
grass-roots support for such legislation, and some grouping of politi
cal forces will be necessary to achieve success.

Coastal Legislation Caveats. In formulating the proposed coastal zone
bill for Louisiana and discussing the issue with diverse publics,
several caveats or watchwords have proven to be of value. Examination
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of alternatives and each section of legislation in terms of these
caveats should provide a firm foundation for legislative action.
These simple one-word caveats include complexity, cost, continuity,
content, competence, control, and coordination. The following comments
merely illustrate selected aspects of dealing with these considerations.

The complexity of the problem in terms of ecosystem function, multiple-
use considerations, and institutional arrangements must be fully appre
ciated. It must also be recognized that some complex systems operate
effectively because of poorly understood natural or historical develop
ments and that tampering with such functionally acceptable systems is
not warranted. When people are engrossed in new and complicated issues,
there is a tendency to see complexity when they turn their attention to
matters that are fairly routine or mundane. This is a bad trap to fall
into—but one that is difficult to avoid in developing coastal zone
legislation. Complexity must certainly be avoided, for example, in
establishing procedural processes for permit application and evaluation.

Cost is always a prime factor, and the basis for estimating economic
impacts and management costs must be carefully evaluated. In Louisiana,
the area of the coastal zone and the level of activity or productivity—
as well as "accepted" factors of shoreline length and total population—
must be considered in estimating program costs. Other factors being
equal, managing a coastal zone 20 to 80 miles in width will certainly
cost more than management of one a few miles in width. Although high
population densities within a coastal zone can boost management costs,
it must also be recognized that high levels of activity are not solely
associated with population concentrations. The population density In
the areas of the Louisiana coastal marshes is very low, yet more than
200 permit applications are presently processed each month.

Appreciation of the need for continuity forces recognition of problems
associated with assuring that existing agency expertise is incorporated
in any new program and bridging the time period between enactment of
legislation and actual program implementation. The transition period
between passage of a bill and the effectuation of a new program—that
may involve transferral of agency responsibilities—is an extremely
critical time. It would seem logical to have the people and agencies
presently conducting most of the activities related to coastal zone
management to continue in major roles within the new program. Politi
cal considerations, however, often defy logic, and the Louisiana
situation is further complicated by reorganization activities now
being conducted under a new state constitution. Under the new con
stitution, more than 250 separate agencies, commission, boards, and
authorities must be reorganized into no more than 20 departments. This
change in governmental structure must be carefully considered in design
ing coastal zone legislation that will, it Is hoped, focus available
expertise and permit effective new program implementation. Proponents
of coastal zone management legislation must retain flexibility in this
confused situation—and the key to flexibility may well be indecision.

Several aspects of content have already been discussed, i.e., basic
elements of a bill and inclusion of detail in the bill versus regula
tions. There are, however, related questions of political acceptability
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that must also be examined. For example, a fundamental decision must
be made to draft the bill in a manner that either defines state-level
responsibility/authority and leaves all items not specifically covered
to the discretion of the parishes or defines parish-level responsibility/
authority and leaves everything not covered in the state's purview. An
assessment must also be made of public acceptability or unacceptabillty
of zoning concepts and the level of technical sophistication that can
be Incorporated in the bill and regulations.

Competence must be carefully examined not only intrinsically but in
relation to continuity and content. It is clear that an objective
assessment should be made of the competencies of various organizations
to participate In or conduct operational, planning or research functions
in the proposed coastal zone management program. Problems arise, how
ever, when it becomes obvious that the most capable organization does
not fit into the existing power structure and there is very little
chance of timely and effective integration. It goes without saying
that the most powerful are not necessarily the most capable. Con
versely, the most technically capable groups may be unable to accom
plish anything of a practical or progressive nature. The key, of
course, is to design liaison mechanisms that will permit the required
infusion of competence Into a politically workable program.

Control deals with the parish-state and state-federal interfaces and
the associated division and assignment of authority. The federal con
sistency problem has certainly not been resolved to the satisfaction of
the coastal states, and it appears that the division of authority
between most local units of government and their respective states is
similarly unsettled. Favorable resolution of the federal consistency
problem can provide significant impetus for coastal zone legislation
in Louisiana. Much of the present footdragging or hesitancy in the
state is based—rightly or wrongly—on the feeling that it is not
worth the effort to develop a state coastal zone management program
when federal agencies will have the power to overrule state-level
decisions. Straightforward consideration and resolution of control
or authority problems is vital to program development.

Coordination is a pervasive consideration that must be examined both
within and between functional aspects of a coastal zone program.
Coordination mechanisms are needed between the various local and
state units of government that will play operational roles in per
mitting and other decision-making processes. Similar mechanisms are
needed between the organizations active within the planning and
research functions of the program. The present thinking in Louisiana
is that a single organization will not have responsibility for all
planning, research and operational functions. Consequently, close
attention must be given to coordination of these functional activities.
In addition to intra-program coordination problems, there are various
inter-program considerations—between and among state and federal
agencies—that must be addressed.

Summary and Conclusions. The evolution of coastal zone management in
Louisiana documents the need for additional knowledge concerning the
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coastal zone and increased cooperation between state agencies and uni
versities to permit more effective use of existing knowledge. Changes
in attitudes are needed in both the bureaucracy and academe. State
agencies must overcome the attitude that all university faculties con
sist of over-educated, impractical, and unresponsive scientists
incapable of efficient program management. Universities must accept
the fact that all state-agency employees are not second-rate scientists
working on mundane problems unworthy of intense scientific investiga
tion, and must adopt a more positive attitude toward applied research
and public-service programs. Attitudlnal changes can be effected by
conduct of carefully staffed, working-level cooperative programs-
coupled with the elimination of the red tape presently connected with
institutional arrangements, contractual procedures, and state civil
service regulations which work against the development of truly coopera
tive team efforts. The temporary transfer of personnel between univer
sities and state agencies should be encouraged in a manner not detri
mental to the individual's employee benefits. In addition, it should
be recognized that optimal public service by a university may be
possible only through the creation of special organizational units
outside the regular instructional-based departments.

The knowledge base must be improved. Most problems regarding the
coastal zone stem from the fact that man wants to live, work and play
there. He conducts these activities—and will probably continue to
do so—despite the frequently inhospitable nature of the zone and for
a variety of economic, psychologic and unknown reasons. An individual
usually relates readily to personal health problems, and comments on
the coastal zone couched in medical terms often provide more incisive
appreciation and insight. If the coastal zone is sick—and many
diagnosticians are of this opinion—man has transmitted the disease.
We are, unfortunately, being forced to prescribe remedies at a time
when the metabolism of coastal ecosystems is little understood. We
do not understand the physical and chemical processes active in the
coastal zone and their importance to the health of the area. We
cannot effectively predict the results of natural changes and pro
cesses and are, therefore, unable to predict the effects of man-made
changes. We still regard pollution as a cause of the disease rather
than a symptom. We lack the basic understanding and guidelines for
practicing preventive medicine.

If a favorable prognosis for the coastal zone is to be made, man must
be made to realize that he is not immune to the disease—but extremely
vulnerable, both economically and physically. Scientists must realize
that we cannot tolerate a technically perfect operation but loss of
Che patient. Scientific truths are but one aspect of a complex asso
ciation of social, economic and legal factors that demand consideration
if practical remedies are to be prescribed. Scientists and engineers
must recognize the significance of these factors. Although they can
not—and should not—make management decisions regarding the coastal
zone, they can—and must—document needs and provide capabilities and
the trained manpower that will induce and permit appropriate government
agencies to Implement and enforce programs essential for the optimum
and beneficial development of these areas and resources.
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SHORELINE WAVES, ANOTHER ENERGY CRISIS

Victor Goldsaith, Associate Marine Scientist
Virginia Institute of Harine Science, Gloucester Point, Virginia

ABSTRACT

The analytical modeling of wave refraction, the primary aechanisa
controlling the distribution of wave heights along a beach, art
discussed. Case histories of shoreline response froa the aodifi-
cation of the sea floor bathymetry both by natural processes and
by aan are discussed. It is suggested that sych bothvaetric Bon
ifications be initiated as a aeons of "controlling" the observed
non-unifora shoreline wave energy distribution, and thus assuring
that everyone gets their fair share of wave energy, and no aore.

INTRODUCTION

In keeping with today's econoaic concerns, this contribution aoy
be subtitled, "How Do We Go Froa a Period of Dramatic Beach Re
cession to a Period of Beach Inflation?". The purpose of this
presentation is to provoke discussion on the relationship between
wave refraction and shoreline erosion by asking the question, Is
everyone getting their fair shore of wave energy, and no aore? .

WAVE MODELING

Wove refraction and the resulting computations of shoreline wave
energy can be aodeled by using linear wove theory. Input consists
of detailed depth inforaation froa original hydrogrophic soundings
(Table 1, Figures 1, 2. &3). Such wave cliaate nodels hove been
extensively discussed (1 & 2).

Wave input inforaation coaes froa four sources: (1) Morsden Square
ship wave observations; (2) Wave hindcast calculations; \V Wave
recorders located on shoreline piers; and (4) Wave buoys located
on the shelf. Whereas data froa the first three sources hos severe
inherent liaitations (see for exoaple 1), the last source does not
have at present sufficient data. Other theoretical and aethodological
liaitations are exhaustively discussed in (1).

Statistically significant comparisons have been aade between coaputed
shoreline wave energy and: (a) aeasured beach changes froa stores
along Cape Hatteras, and (b) historical shoreline changes along the
Virginian Sea (3).
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liMvg/ VIMS WAVE CLIMATE MODEL STUDIES, 1972 - 1976

X

(N-S)
Y

(W-E) TOTAL DEPTHS
GRID CORNER COORD.

NW SW
(LAT. & LONG.)

SE NE ORDER
(ron)

GRID DENSITY

Virginian Sea 420 200 84,000
38*48'
76*03'

35*21'
76*00'30'

35*21'
• 73*59.5'

38*48'
73*57' 1st 0.5

Wachapreague 100 99 9,900 37*45'
75*43'

37*20'
75*43'

37*20'
75*10'

37*45'
75*10'

2nd 0.25

Southeastern Virginia 120 102 12,240 37*00'
76*4.5'

36*30'
76*01.5'

36*30'
1 75*30'

37*00'
75*30'

2nd 0.25

Virginia Beach 140 100 14,000 36*59.5'
76*01.5'

36*45'
76*01.5'

36*45'
75*59.3*

36*59.8'
75*59.5'

3rd 0.1

New Jersey 300 253 75,900 75*15'
40*00'

37*30'
75*15'

37*30'
72*30'

72*30'
40*00'

1st 0.5

Lower Chesapeake Bay 360 94 33,840 38*23'
76*25'

36*55-
76*25'

36*55'
75*55'

38*23'
75*55'

1st 0.25

Upper Chesapeake Bay

New Jersey upper
middle
lower

155

120

69

135

10,695

16,200

39*00'
76*32'

38*20'
76*32'

38*20'
76*10*

39*00'
76*10'

1st

2nd
2nd
2nd

0.25

0.25
0.25
0.25

Baltimore Canyon
Trough Grid 315 310 97,650 45*05'

75*15'
38*30'
75*15'

38*30"
71*50*

45*05'
71*50-

1st 0.5

Hatteras Grid 345 170 58,650 36*12'
75*45'

34*45'
75*45'

34*45'
74*50'

36*12'
74*50'

2nd 0.25 5

TABLE 1. List of Grids- (See Figure 1)
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Figure 1. Areas encompassed by VIMS 13 Wave Climate Models,
(see Table 1)
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Figure 2. - m'nve rays computed with following input conditions:
AZ «= 90°; T = 14 sec; Tide = 0.
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Figure 3. Shoreline Histogram
AZ = 90°; T = 14 sec; Tide = 0
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APPLICATIONS

If one accepts the premise that the shoreline wave energy distri
bution results froa modification of incasing waves by the irregular
continental shelf bathymetry (i.e., wave refraction), then similarly,
modification of sea floor bathymetry will change the shoreline wave
energy distribution.

Examples of natural nearshore bathymetric changes and resulting
historical shoreline response has been described for the offset
inlets of the Delmarva Peninsula and for California inlets (4).
Examples of man-made modifications of nearshore bathymetry, and
resulting shoreline response are documented in (5).

DISCUSSION

Figures 2 and 3 clearly illustrate the negative answer to the ques
tion raised earlier, "Is everybody getting their fair share of wove
energy and no more?". Molding of nearshore bathymetry to influence
the already highly non-uniform shoreline wave energy distribution is
clearly a complex issue. However, as increasing stress is applied
to the coastal zone through a variety of conflicting deaands, it is
also clear that new and imaginative solutions to these deaands need
to be found. The ideas eabodied in this brief presentation enconpass
but one of several solutions that will need to be considered in the
future by those charged with the correct manogeoent of the invaluable
coastal resources.
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EXPLORATION AND PETROLEDM DEVELOPMENT
OF THE U.S. OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF:

A MOVE TOWARD SELF-SUFFICIENCY

H. R. Hirsch

Corporation Exploration Manager
Mobil Oil Corporation

I very much appreciate this opportunity to participate in
this your first annual conference on "The Present and Future
of Coasts." I would like to congratulate the founders and
members of the Coastal Society for taking affirmative ac
tion to "promote knowledge, understanding, and wise use of
coastal environments."

This morning's subject, "U.S. Offshore Oil: Plans, Policies,
Problems" incorporates two of the most important issues of
the 1970's: energy and environment. Not only are these
issues important they are controversial, emotional and some
times personal because they directly affect our life styles.
On the environmental side, we want clear air, clean water,
and unspoiled ground. On the energy side, we want adequate
amounts of gasoline, fuel oil, natural gas, and the myriad
of other products derived directly or indirectly from petro
leum, and we want these things at low cost. In short, we
want the things that cheap energy can provide, like economic
laws of supply and demand.

The natural-gas industry is a prime example of how these
various desires have combined to create serious problems for
a large segment of the population. Initially, natural gas
contributed only a small portion of the total energy supply
—about 4% in 1920. The major expansion in the use of natu
ral gas occurred after World War II, with the development of
the present one-million-mile U.S. natural-gas pipeline net
work. Today, this fuel provides nearly one-third of our
total energy needs or about equal to that of domestically
produced crude oil and natural-gas liquids.

There are two ma<- reasons for the tremendous growth in nat
ural-gas consumpfi >n. First, the Federal Power Commission
established unrealistically low well-head prices for natural
gas which gave substantial cost advantage over other fuels.
This simply encouraged consumers to use natural gas rather
than higher cost alternates. Second, as an easy-to-use,
clean-burning fuel natural gas became environmentally pre
ferred, which further increased demand.

Not only did the low well-head prices, relative to other
fuels, increase demand, they did not provide sufficient
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incentives for the producing industry to aggressively search
for new supplies. Shortages were inevitable.

Gas production peaked in 1973 at 22.6 TCF,* slipped to 21.6
TCF last year and is expected to decline further to about
20.0 TCF this year. The decrease in gas supplies is expec
ted to result in the second consecutive year of delivery
curtailments this winter. Last year, curtailments amounted
to about 1 TCF and are expected to rise to 1.6 TCF this year.
This curtailment level is the equivalent of more than 1 mil
lion B/D* of distillate and residual fuels during the cold
months.

The oil-supply picture is much brighter but only because we
are able to meet demand through imports. Unfortunately, as
we found out two years ago, the-oil supply situation is com
plicated by world politics. The Middle East countries own
most of the free-world's oil reserves and virtually all of
the excess producibility. As we become increasingly depen
dent upon those countries for our supplies, we also become
increasingly dependent upon them for our economic well-being,
to say nothing of the national security implications. For
200 years, the United States has largely controlled its own
destiny. Now our destiny might be in the hands of others.

Consider for a moment that the United States is now consu
ming oil at the rate of about 16 million barrels per day.
It is estimated that by 1985 our requirements will increase
to about 21 million barrels per day, and this assumption
incorporates steadily increasing utilization of nuclear,
coal, and other energy forms. These demand figures, 16 mil
lion barrels per day now and 21 million barrels per day by
1985, compare to a current U.S. indigenous production of
crude oil and natural-gas liquids of 10.1 million barrels
per day which has declined from a 1970 high of 11.3 million
barrels per day. These divergent curves, demand increasing
and supply decreasing, should make it obvious that the effi
cient, rapid, and orderly development of new energy re
sources, coupled with sound conservation practices is of
prime importance to the nation.

While it is true that new Alaskan North Slope production
will commence in 1977, the anticipated volumes will only
arrest the natural decline for a few years. Unless we are
prepared to accept greater and greater dependence on imports
we must accelerate the exploitation of our undiscovered pe
troleum resources.

♦Editor's note: TCF = Trillion Cubic Feet; B/D = Barrels
a Day.
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Although estimates vary widely, there is a consensus among
experts that U.S. offshore areas offer the best opportunity
for reversing our declining supply picture. There are two
primary reasons for this assessment. First, geophysical
measurements and geological projections from the onshore
into the offshore suggests that subsurface rock formations
in some offshore areas are similar to those containing large
oil accumulations elsewhere in the world. Of course, this
can only be determined for sure by drilling wells. Second,
most of the historical onshore producing areas have been ex
tensively explored. While important discoveries continue to
be made, these are usually small and do not make a signifi
cant contribution to supply in relation to the large fields
discovered earlier in the exploration cycle. Consider for a
moment that there is not an inexhaustible supply of new pe
troleum deposits. Each new field discovered reduces by one
those remaining to be discovered just as each barrel produced
leaves one less barrel to be ultimately produced. Simply
stated, that's what is happening in our major producing areas
in the southwestern and western U.S.; the producing capabil
ity of the present fields is declining and there are an
insufficient number of new discoveries to offset the decline.

At this point, I hope that I have established the need for
large quantities of new U.S. petroleum supplies and that the
offshore areas offer the best opportunity for supplying this
need. Now, I would like to briefly review the history of
offshore development and then discuss the current picture.

Drilling in the marsh lands and offshore waters of the U.S.
dates back to the 1930*s. Offshore oil and gas exploitation
as we know it today got its start in the mid-1950's. The
first rig capable of drilling in 40-foot-water depths was
constructed in 1954, and it was in that year that the Federal
Government held its first offshore-lease sale.

Since that time, there have been more than 40 Federal off
shore-lease sales in the Gulf of Mexico and west-coast
offshore. Some $15 billion have been spent by the industry
in the form of bonus bids paid the Federal Government for
offshore leases. This $15 billion purchased some 11.0 MM*
acres for an average-per-acre cost of $1,400. In the first
1954 sale, the average bid amounted to $300 per acre. In a
Gulf of Mexico sale, one combine paid $37,000 per acre for
one 5,760-acre tract or a total of $212 million for the tract.

It is worthwhile to note that the $15 billion paid for leases
covers the right to drill wells to see if oil or gas might be

•Editor's note: MM = Million
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present and if successful, make the additional large capital
investments required to develop and produce the new field
In the case of the $212 million lease, three dry holes have
now been drilled and the outlook for recovery of that invest
ment is very poor.

Another estimated $10 billion have been spent on exploration
drilling and field development of the federal leases. The
total before-tax revenue received from the oil and gas pro-
duced-to-date is only about $19 billion with $3 billion of
that amount paid back to the Government in the form of pro
duction royalties. Obviously, industry is still in the red
after 21 years insofar as the recovery of exploration and
development cost of offshore resources is concerned. While
this does not mean that the Outer Continental Shelf opera
tions will not be profitable ultimately, it is clear they
have not been the bonanza commonly assumed by many outside
of the petroleum industry.

Today the offshore oil and gas industry spans the globe.
More than 9.5 million barrels of oil per day are being pro
duced from the offshore areas of the world. The Middle East,
Venezuela, U.S., and Africa — in that order « account for
the bulk of this offshore production. Important new offshore
discoveries have been made in such places as Brazil, Mexico,
Spain, and Indonesia.

The North Sea is emerging as one of the most important oil
and gas provinces in the world. The first oil production
has just recently come on stream from the U.K. North Sea.
If current projections by <he British government are realized,
the U.K. should be selfsufficient by 1980 which will do much
to alleviate their economic woes. It is interesting to note
that there are now some 60 million acres under oil and gas
lease in the North Sea. The United States with a vastly
greater total Continental Shelf only has about 11.5 million
acres under lease.

Oil and gas operations in U.S. waters are now being carried
out in Alaska's Cook Inlet, off the west coast and in the
Gulf of Mexico—by far the most important area is the Gulf of
Mexico.

Although only a very small portion, about 2%, of the nation's
Continental Shelf has been leased, the offshore now supplies
around 17% of domestic crude oil and 20% of domestic natural-
gas production.

Despite a few highly publicized incidents, the offshore petro
leum industry has a very fine safety record. Over the past
25 years there have been some 19,000 wells drilled off the
U.S. coast and only four of these have resulted in significant
oil spills. Only one of the four, that of Santa Barbara in
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1968, caused severe beach pollution but that was of a tempo
rary nature. None of the spills have evidenced permanent
ecological damage.

As mentioned previously, bonus bidding for U.S. federal off
shore leases has been the method commonly used heretofore.
The lease sales have been very competitive and prices have
spiraled upward.

Because of the high risks involved in offshore exploration
and the large sums of money required, it has been the prac
tice for companies to join together in bidding. This al
lowed individual companies with financial constraints to
spread the risk over a larger number of tracts — not put
all of their eggs in one basket, so to speak. Recently the
Department of Interior has banned joint bidding among the
eight largest companies. Supposedly, this will increase com
petition but could have the opposite effect by limiting the
risk-spreading capability.

The major criticism of the bonus-bidding system is the large
amounts of money required at the front end. It is argued
that this siphons badly needed capital that could be spent
for later exploration and development and prevents entry of
independents and smaller operators. Proponents argue that
the bonus-bidding system is the best devised thus far. It
is fair, open to all, easy to administer and, most important,
compels through exploration and early development. Having
made the necessary large lease bonus investments, which re
quires a well financed and responsible organization, the
successful bidder is highly motivated to follow-up rapidly
with exploration drilling and field development. The ini
tial bonus discourages speculators that would acquire leases
for later resale. Bonus bidding also discourages companies
without sufficient financial resources to prudently develop
new fields or accept liability for possible oil spills, etc.
Because bonus bidding encourages intensive competition, the
system also encourages innovative technology. Results to
date also support the argument that bonus bidding maximizes
the value of the resource to the general public. Any other
system must meet these criteria or the public's interest
will not be served.

These are also strong advocates for having the Federal Govern
ment undertake exploration and development of the offshore
areas. These people fail to recognize the synergism afforded
by the present diversified interests. There are now over one
hundred companies engaged in offshore exploration. The di
versified approach to problem solving available from all of
these organizations has proven to be effective whereas a
single, stereotyped approach might prevail under the direc
tion of a single Governmental agency.
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In summary, I have attempted to make several points:

First: The U.S. has lost energy self-sufficiency as demand
increased more rapidly than supply. Although it will pro
bably be impossible to regain self-sufficiency in the fore
seeable future, economic standards and national security
considerations require that we close the gap as much as
possible.

Second: The offshore areas offer the best opportunity for
finding large fields that will significantly improve our
supply picture.

Third: The U.S. oil and gas industry has demonstrated over
a long period that we can safely and efficiently develop our
offshore resources with minimal environmental impact.

Fourth: The bidding system used in the past has proven ef
fective in maximizing the value of the resource to the pub
lic through competition. It has encouraged innovative tech
nology, discouraged speculation, and resulted in rapid follow
up exploration drilling and field development.

I would re-emphasize that:

Offshore economics are not the "jackpot bonanza" many people
believe and this myth should not lead to the suppression of
private enterprise and the substitution of Government bureau
cracy in the development of our offshore resources.

Rapid strides in offshore development have got to be made and
the petroleum industry has the technical expertise to under
take that task immediately. The industry is ready, willing,
and able to risk large sums of money in offshore exploration
**7eYelopment but the Price structure must be such that

sufficient capital is available to make the large investments
required.

Finally, two years after the Arab oil embargo, we, as a na
tion, are no closer to improving our self-sufficiency than
we were then. We, in the industry, think it's time to start
making progress.

na-
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ABSTRACT

Page 1

Proper development of the nation's petroleum resources depends
upon a realistic appraisal of all the costs and benefits antici
pated to result from Outer Continental Shelf activities and the
preparation of plans to deal effectively with negative impacts
before they occur. State involvement in the entire process is
essential.
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Any discussion of U. S. Offshore Oil: Plans, Policies,
Problems would be incomplete without considering the lessons
learned from Florida's experience during the exploration of
the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) in that part of the eastern
Gulf of Mexico often referred to as the MAFLA (Mississippi,
Alabama, Florida) area. The applications of the lessons
learned from that experience to the forthcoming OCS oil and
gas lease sales in the Atlantic and the Gulf of Alaska may
enable us to develop our petroleum resources in those areas
in a more timely fashion. Prompt and proper development of
those resources is dependent upon a realistic appraisal of
all the costs and benefits anticipated to result from OCS
activities and the preparation of plans to deal effectively
with negative impacts before they occur.

My observations - which of necessity severely fault the
Bureau of Land Management - are offered as constructive
criticism. I see no point nor find any joy in merely
berating BLM for its past sins. My purpose is simply to
demonstrate that lack of communication and the failure to
cooperate fully with the affected states works to the dis
advantage of everyone concerned - the federal government,
the oil industry and the citizens of our nation.

In the spring and summer of 1973 concerned and informed
citizens throughout this land of ours watched with interest
as the Department of the Interior moved toward a December
OCS oil and gas lease sale in the then untouched eastern
Gulf of Mexico. The beauty and productivity of the area to
be affected made of the proposed sale a test case of
Interior's ability to develop the nation's petroleum resources
in a timely fashion while avoiding the negative environmental,
social and economic impacts that apprehensive residents of
every coastal state feared.

Floridians, 75 percent of whom live in the state's 27,660
square mile coastal zone, had ample reason to be concerned.
Heavily dependent upon tourists, a large percentage of whom
flock each year to the state's warm Gulf beaches, and reaping
a substantial annual harvest from the area's bountiful
fisheries, they had much to lose and relatively little to
gain from development of the OCS.

By early August of 1973, however, the majority of Florida's
citizens seemed willing to accept the proposition that
exploration in the Gulf could be carried on in a fashion
which was compatible with existing uses if the Department of
the Interior would carefully analyze all aspects of the
proposed operation and guide it in ways designed to avoid
the conflicts anticipated.
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Any hope that the MAFLA sale would be conducted under such
enlightened conditions was abandoned after a careful reading
of the voluminous Draft Environmental Impact Statement for
the proposed sale demonstrated that Interior had little
understanding of the resources with which it was dealing
and was concerned with little other than getting on with the
]ob.

The critique of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
prepared by Dr. E. T. LaRoe on behalf of the Florida Audubon
Society, expressed the disappointment and frustration experi
enced by a large segment of the state's conservation community
which sought to deal intelligently with the problems associated
with offshore development. Dr. LaRoe wrote:

For the past two and one-half years the Florida
Audubon Society, aware of the imminent sale of
offshore leases in the eastern Gulf of Mexico,
has attempted to work in a rational fashion with
the petroleum industry and state and federal
governments to plan and develop regulations for
the offshore operations. The expansion of the
offshore industry into the as yet untapped areas
of the eastern Gulf can be expected to produce
a number of conflicts. These conflicts will be
maximized in Florida which is not only heavily
dependent upon tourism and recreational economic
benefits provided by the coastal zone, but which
also has a more densely populated and more heavily
used coast than other Gulf states. While Florida
Audubon does not feel that the offshore petroleum
industry is a desirable development, it does
recognize the present pressure for expansion. We
have also recognized the great role that proper
planning can play to at least partially resolve
the conflicts as well as reduce the environmental
risks and impacts involved. For the first time
in the development of a new offshore field, the
opportunity exists to plan in advance for the
proposed operations; we can observe the technology,
management and impact of offshore petroleum in
other areas and plan now for long-term goals defined
prior to our entry into the offshore arena. It is
with this awareness that Florida Audubon has parti
cipated in the planning and has awaited the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement for the proposed
lease sale. We felt that this sale and this State
ment had assumed extreme importance, not only for
the future of Florida's resources and economy but
also because this was the first in a proposed
series of sales in virgin areas. The Florida,
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Mississippi, Alabama sale offered an opportunity
for innovative planning and regulation which
would lead the way to safe operations; this State
ment should serve as a model for future environ
mental impact statements for offshore oil along
the Atlantic, Pacific and Alaskan coasts.

It is especially because of this expectation that
we find the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
a very discouraging document. The Statement is a
diffuse, disorganized, and self-contradictory
document that gives only superficial, generalized
and uncritical treatment of the issues. The data
and conclusions are presented in a prolix and
fragmented manner which discourages efforts at
detailed analysis. It is in fact not a statement,
but a series of statements pasted together without
any editing. It attempts to overpower the reader
by its sheer bulk. It is an inconvenience and an
insult to the general public, concerned citizens
and knowledgeable experts to ask them to wade
through this and critically appraise it.

In December of 1973 Dr. Robert E. Smith, Director of the State
University System of Florida's Institute of Oceanography,
proposed "...a conference and workshop to discuss the state
of knowledge on and informational needs for the eastern Gulf...
In a letter to potential participants Dr. Smith wrote:

The concensus of opinion of a substantial number
of persons who have had opportunities to study the
(Final Environmental Impact Statement), and as has
been reflected in many of the critiques published
therein, is that the data base from which the
statement was prepared was inadequate for that
purpose. The critics conclude that there are not
sufficient data and/or information currently
available that would enable one to adequately
answer the variety of environment related questions
that should be asked about the eastern Gulf of
Mexico prior to the proposed oil exploitation.

The conference which resulted from Dr. Smith's proposal was
held in St. Petersburg, Florida on January 31 and February 1
and 2, 197«», and brought together a large number of scientists
whose knowledge of and familiarity with the affected area was
impressive. Faced with the fact that the lease sale had
already taken place and that any initial studies would have
to be molded in such a manner as to avoid conflict with
drilling plans (to which the Department of the Interior had
apparently given a much higher priority than determining the
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the environmental and social parameters of the eastern
Gulf), the participants prepared a list of four general
and 65 specific recommendations regarding the way in which
the proposed studies should be conducted.

Despite the fact that then Secretary of Interior Rogers C. B.
Morton in a letter to Governor Reubin Askew of Florida
written just before the lease sale occurred had promised
that the study would be "— comprehensive and responsive to
the concerns about offshore and onshore environmental impacts
from our OCS program," the study which was ultimately under
taken could hardly be termed either comprehensive or responsive.
Nor did it address nearshore and onshore problems.

Of the four general recommendations made by participants in
the MAFLA workshop, only one was followed. Important aspects
of the other three were ignored. For example, no firm
arrangements have yet been made for long-term storage or
archiving of geological, chemical and biological samples
obtained for baseline studies. Principal investigators are
able to keep and store voucher samples at their own expense,
but cannot dispose of them without BLM approval. As a result
irreplaceable specimens continue to lack the maintenance
needed to prevent their rapid deterioration.

Of the 65 specific recommendations in the Conference document,
2<4 were "allowed," eight were accepted in part, and 33 were
disapproved, of which 25 were rejected without any explanation
whatsoever. Among the recommendations which BLM refused to
fund were some that would appear to have clearly been included
in the written promises of the Secretary of Interior to the
Governor of Florida.

No nearshore, onshore or estuarine studies were approved. No
comprehensive long-term plan for the MAFLA study was ever
approved.

Little effort was made to profit from the considerable works
already performed by the Florida Coastal Coordinating Council
or to cooperate with it. BLM conceived its responsibility
to be an extreme-} narrow one and choose generally to consider
only those environmental impacts which by law it was required
to address. It failed miserably to communicate with concerned
state agencies who finally concluded that BLM responded only
to political pressure.

In all fairness it is necessary to note that the relationship
between BLM and the state agencies involved in the MAFLA
monitoring studies is vastly improved. The antagonism, the
delays in responding to inquiries, and the lack of communica
tion which was th^ hallmark of the relationship a year ago is
now - thankfully - a thing of the past.
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What remains unchanged, unfortunately, are the really
important aspects of the way in which BLM approaches OCS
development. It continues to ignore those problems which
may arise in state waters and onshore even though such
impacts are clearly related to OCS activities. Despite the
change in procedures for state participation set forth in
the Federal Register on November 14, 1975, there is still no
real provision for substantive input by the states. Sixty
days for state "review and comment" is more sound and fury
than substance.

During a press conference following an address to the Houston
Chapter of the American Petroleum Institute in April, I
responded to a question regarding the prospect of OCS develop
ment along the Atlantic coast by suggesting that, because of
the Department of the Interior's unwillingness to look at all
the costs associated with such developments, I anticipated
that the program would experience considerable hostility from
residents of the affected states. It was my opinion, I
remarked, that Interior was the greatest single impediment to
the timely development of the nation's offshore petroleum
resources. Regretfully, I must say that my attitude is yet
unchanged.

I do not find it difficult to deal with oil companies. On
the contrary, as a member of Florida's Big Cypress Oil Advisory
Committee, my very considerable experience with some of the
Nation's largest companies suggests that if one understands
the technology involved and presents a problem to the
companies' representatives, acceptable compromises can be
achieved that make possible development of the resource in a
manner that minimizes environmental degradation.

Interior, however (and BLM in particular), though many of its
personnel are capable and pleasant people whom I consider my
friends, seems incapable of providing the leadership the nation
needs so desperately if the OCS is to be developed in a
sensible fashion. Instead of initiating the needed changes in
regulations and legislation, it chooses to spend its time
opposing legislation aimed at overcoming the obvious inadequacies
that are inherent in its existing plans and programs.

I recently accepted - in good faith - an appointment to the
OCS Advisory Board to the Secretary of Interior. It is my
hope that through that body I will be able to help convince
the Department that substantive changes in the way it manages
its OCS programs are imperative. Unless it initiates such
changes from within, I am convinced that they will be accom
plished from without, accompanied by all the trauma normally
associated with such a development.
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The federal-state relationship in OCS development must
provide real opportunities and mechanisms for state input
and decision-making.

1. The state should be involved in the process from its
inception. It should be promptly made aware of informa
tion concerning oil exploration activities of both
federal and private interests that might affect it.
State input should be solicited at sufficiently early
a stage that its recommendations can be incorporated in
the original plans for development.

?. With the information regarding the location and size of
potential offshore reserves, the state, with BLM's
assistance, should initiate comprehensive studies
concerning onshore facilities required to support off
shore work. The environmental impacts (which should
include socio-economic impacts) anticipated should be
identified and plans made to control them.

3. With complete involvement of the state BLM should be
responsible for collecting environmental and socio
economic baseline data. The information amassed would
be of value to the state in preparing its plans and would
be the source of the data required for a useful environ
mental impact statement. Such information must include
all impacts anticipated to result from OCS development,
including those affecting state waters and coastal zones.

1. Decisions regarding the leasing programs should be based
on information previously obtained regarding anticipated
impacts. BLM should keep the appropriate state officials
fully informed regarding the status of its leasing plans
at all times.

5. Selection of the areas to be offered for lease should be
made in cooperation with the affected state. The selection
process should include the promulgation of any special
operating regulations and lease controls deemed necessary
to minimize the risk of negative impacts. It is imperative
that any such special conditions be agreed upon prior to
the lease sale and that they be addressed in the environ
mental impact statement.

6. State cooperation in the preparation of the environmental
impact statement should be solicited to assure that adequate
consideration is given to matters of moment to it. For
example, the sections dealing with nearshore and onshore
impacts should be much more complete than is generally the
case now.
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In the interest of achieving a more sensible leasing
process it may be necessary to separate the exploratory
and production phases of OCS development. There are, I
suspect, other ways in which the Department of Interior
could restructure its plans and programs that would enable
environmental and socio-economic baseline data to be obtained
and utilized before leasing takes place. Whatever the
procedural changes ultimately adopted, they must result in a
leasing program in which decisions are made on the basis of
adequate information.

That decisions are still being made in the absence of adequate
data is manifest in the Joint Statement by Florida and Georgia
to the OCS Policy Advisory Board dated October 22. 1975. The
representatives noted:

The States of Georgia and Florida strongly
support the need and desirability of Outer
Continental Shelf exploration and development
to help meet our nation's energy needs. We
strongly endorse a program of considered and
deliberate OCS development including good and
sufficient environmental and other safeguards.
However, it is our belief and contention that
present knowledge does not provide even a
minimally adequate understanding of the poten
tial impacts of the proposed action and we must,
therefore, point to several problems.

The South Atlantic OCS is a frontier area and one
in which sufficient information on which to base
adequate environmental safeguard decisions does
not now exist. Georgia and Florida feel that
baseline environmental information should be
available in time to be used in making leasing
decisions. We are concerned because the Bureau
of Land Management has two activities in motion
which superficially appear to be related but
which, in reality, are unrelated. These
activities are the leasing program and environ
mental studies. As now scheduled, the environ
mental studies process results in information
which cannot be used in the leasing decision
making process.

Furthermore, the states' interest in nearshore
and onshore environmental and economic impacts
of offshore leasing and development are not
presently considered in the evaluation process.
State governments need to make rational trade-off
decisions; the range of information necessary to
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assist in these decisions is not included in
the baseline study design.

The states have had no direct input into
either leasing schedules or environmental
studies schedules. Therefore, we feel that
the studies necessary for us to make considered
decisions are the responsibility of the federal
agency which has imposed these time constraints
upon us.

We request that the Department of the Interior
take appropriate action to have baseline study
results considered in leasing decisions. We
further request that the Department of the
Interior assure opportunities and funding to
design and conduct research on onshore and near-
shore impacts. Only through these actions will
the states or the Department have the information
needed to make rational decisions and inputs to
the leasing decision-making process.

In redefining the role of the coastal states in the OCS leasing
process it is important to recognize that simply plugging their
input into the existing processes is not enough. It is the
process itself which must, in the best interests of this nation,
be restructured.
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ECOLIBRIUM

A BALANCE BETWEEN ECONOMY AND ECOLOGY

A. Spilhaus
Special Assistant to the Administrator

Oceans and Atmospheres
Department of Commerce

3300 Whitehaven Street, NW
Washington, DC 20235

I am happy to see you. We have a mix here, but I am
a little bit disappointed. Don't take this as a criti
cism, but I am a little disappointed to see that there
is not more industrial participation because I am
sure that that is one of the aims of The Society.

We need a real mix of the four parts to tackle this
immense problem: the federal Government, the state
governments, the universities, and industry. We have
about six Feds here, and I consider myself one. We
have five state ones, we have four or five university
participants on this program, and only one industrialist;
but I am sure that you will correct this.

And there isn't too much of what we call "Potomac
Oceanographers."

The mission that I read in this society is e'xcellent:
It is forwarding the knowledge, understanding, and wise
use of this terribly important coastal zone. The objec
tives are a little harder to achieve—I read that word
which is much over-used, "interdisciplinary" and then I
read the list of people it is supposed to allude to, and
it includes everybody! Scientists, engineers, lawyers,
managers, government officials, public-interest groups,
everyone that is concerned with the coastal environment.
We are all concerned with coastal environment; even if
we live in the middle of the country, we are concerned
with coastal environment. I agree thoroughly with the
use of the word "holistic." The problem is to forge an
alliance between science and technology on the one hand
and government and politics on the other.

Trevillian, the historian, said that the industrial
revolution came about because of an alliance between
science and industry. This is true. We have seen
alliances between science and technology and government
and policy in various efforts, particularly in World
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War II. That alliance was most excellent; but I think
that we see an erosion of this alliance. Without
seeming too downcast I see very little evidence of
true cooperation between science and technology and
government and policy in the last few years. I think
that this is a pity, and I think that this kind of a
society can improve this situation. Nothing can be
fixed until everyone is ready and willing. And nothing
can really be fixed by a social fix alone. We are
always concerned with problems that affect people when
wedding technology to social objectives. That is what
good engineering is—a good engineer is a servant of
society.

I hope that this will be a "doing" oriented society
and not just another wine-tasting club that gets to
gether and has nice meetings and publishes journals
which no one but the members read. I always think
of this as the reverse of what Veblen said. You remem
ber he wrote the Theory of the Leisure Class. I always
think of study as the theory of the leisure class.
Just as we need an alliance between government and
science and technology, we need an alliance between
theorists and doers and managers.

Now to get back to the holistic approach. Coastal-zone
management—I don't really understand its limits be
cause I think it is such an immense thing involving
land, air, and sea. Interface problems are always
difficult—interface problems between the ocean and the
atmosphere are some of the most difficult problems we
have. The interface problems between land and air are
difficult enough; but, when you get the triple point of
land, air, and sea, you have the most difficult area
that you can have, both from an ecological point of view
and from a managerial point of view.

Where does the coastal zone begin or end? I don't know.
If you think about beaches, soil erosion, and water con
servation, you may say that the coastal zone ends at the
headwaters of the Mississippi. After all, it was when
they introduced, with the best intentions in the world,
the idea of dams and flood control that very little soil
got into the rivers. When we used our fresh water more
effectively, our best fresh water was wasted by draining
into the sea. Then the rivers carried very little silt and
sand was carried away by wave erosion. So—it is impos
sible to separate the problems of the inland—what we do
inland and on the coast—from the nurseries of our fish,
our estuaries. I think when we consider the coastal zone,
however it is defined, we must think, in the very
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broadest terms, of that critical zone where the land
island and the sea around it meet.

We might say that the problem is so broad that we
really control the management of living space. Let me
explain that a little bit. If there were one single
thing that I would do if I were able to, it would be to
disperse people. I think that this is the solution to
many of the coastal-zone problems, the solution to many
of our pollution problems and the solution to many of
our social problems (such as our problems in New York
City)—dispersal.

Many of these problems arise because we tend to crowd
into one place. Being a person associated with the sea
all my life, I can understand why everybody wants to live
on the seashore. I think that the answer is to provide
incentives so that everybody does not live on the sea
shore. This means that coastal-zone management must
involve itself in the possibility of building such
things as experimental cities, incentive cities away
from the sea in the vast open lands of our contry, to
try to get people not to live in one place on the coast.

Whenever I say that people say, "You can't move people;"
but we do indeed move people. We move people all the
time. We do not hesitate to move people when we move
islanders off an atoll and explode a bomb. I am sug
gesting that we develop incentives and disincentives so
that people don't all crowd in one place—incentives
for their own good.

Also, I think that we must move some of our activities
that are primarily on the coast, with very careful analy
sis, out to sea. This is why I have used a much mis
understood term, "seaward advancement." This is already
going on in Europe where there is not as much land in
the interior as here. It is less pressing for the
United States; nevertheless, I think we must think
about it in terms of coastal-zone management.

For instance, in an energy-short economy, can we use
energy that is generated at sea by whatever means,
nuclear energy produced at sea, avoiding losses and
expense when carried to land? I can think of one little
project—the mining of bauxite. The spoil that is left
when you get aluminum out of bauxite is four times the
amount of the aluminum. If you bring that bauxite into
shore (which, incidentally, is the most uncomfortable
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place for a ship to dock—at the shoreline), you have a
problem of transporting this vast bulk of material to
where your power or your plant is. You have another
problem when you are concerned about environment—what
do you do with the spoils? If instead you take that
bauxite to a little harbor where you have a power plant,
you take the aluminum out of it, you invent (this is
very simple) hollow ingots, instead of solid ingots,
which are naturally buoyant in seawater, and you pipe
line it in, not to shore, but to Pittsburgh, if that is
where ALCOA wants the aluminum. In this way you don't
ruin the shore with terminals for your offshore acti
vities as we have ruined the shore with our onshore
activities.

You see, the whole thing is total management. In order
to really manage the coastal zone, we have to look at
choices elsewhere for some of the things that have been
historically done on the shore but no longer need to
be done on the shore. Of course, the coastal zone is
very much involved, I would think, with the new "Law
of the Sea" whatever that may be. I am not going to
talk about it because I don't understand it. I don't
understand the 200-mile limit. I was trying to do a
decent map—I was studying the Mercator map, the map
put out by the State Department on the areas covered by
the 200-mile zone. It is terrible, of course, because
it gives you no idea of the area which is eaten up by
this zone. We obviously should use an equal-area map.
I also find that it would be much more convenient for
computers than for my simple brain if we use 180 nauti
cal miles or 210 nautical miles so that it could be 3 or
3 1/2 degrees longitude. But somebody—some American,
I think, suggested 200 miles in Truman's time.

I also made a computation which may be interesting in
relation to this limit. If you look at it in the global
context (in which I think we should look at it) and if
you consider all of the earth (of which 40% is land) as
one circular cap, then the 200-mile limit would increase
the area of that cap by about 2%. If we have six conti
nents and they are circular—six equal circular conti
nents—then the 200-mile limit increases the areas of

these individual caps and consequently the total area
about 1/12. You also find that you only have to have
5,000 equally sized islands equally distributed over
the earth for the 200-mile limit to be a factor of 1.5,
which would mean that no piece of ocean would be outside
of it.
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There are many more than 5,uU0 islands on the earth—many,
many more. Buo rortunately for us, science is on our
side if we believe in plate tectonics. Whether we believe
in it or not, we can just look at a globe and see that
the earth is one-sided with practically all the land
in one hemisphere. Just look at that map and see how
much of the Pacific is eaten up by the 200-mile limit.

I said that I was not going to talk about the Law of
the Sea and I had a reason. I think that what we are
talking about is that, in the coastal zone, we must
recognize the diversity of meteorology, orography, and
resource distribution, and the symmetry that comes with
the joining of the three elements of land, water, and
air—when they all come together in the coastal zone.
We must recognize this diversity and the lazy adminis
trators' tendency to make global or national rules
apply to things which are naturally diverse—as we
have done in certain of our working clean-up projects.
For instance, the same emission-control regulations
apply to a car in downtown Denver ( a very bad place
for emission pollution) as apply to a car going from
Wounded Knee, South Dakota, to Minneapolis where you
never meet another car. This seems somewhat ridiculous.
I think that we have got to guard against over-simplicity
for convenience, making rules or controls which do not
apply to the diverse conditions with which nature has
supplied us.

I think that our charge must be to avoid catch phrases
or at least to examine them very carefully. One of these
which has been used a great deal is "the common heritage
of mankind." That is a lovely sounding phrase; but, if
the oceans are the common heritage of mankind, why are
not the interior of continents also a common heritage of
mankind? If we set a 200-mile limit on the water, will
we also set a limit of 200 miles inland? One has to exa
mine these things pretty carefully. The joining {that
this society can do) of science which deals with fact,
management which turns facts into reality for the well-
being of people, and politics which should lay the policy
to go along with this kind of management is very important.
Then these kinds of things can be examined.

I think that one of the important things to get back to—
and we think of this in our bicentennial year—is our
American heritage of conscious experimentation, not ex
periments based on some computer model which is plugged
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in and you cannot tell whether it works or not. Compu
ters are very useful, but they will never take the
place of real experiments. The important thing is to
realize—and this is an engineer speaking—that one
rule about experimentation and the one that should
never be given up is: For heaven's sake, design the
off-switch begore you turn on the on-switch! If you do
this, if you observe this rule, then the massiveness
of the experiment will not become of concern because
you know that you can turn it off if it fails. Of
course, politicians are not in the business of admit
ting mistakes so that sometimes after a thing could
be turned off and should be turned off, it goes on and
on.

We need large-scale conscious experimentation. We
need to find out how to do things. If we put something
out at sea, we make sure that there are taps on all
the effluent pipes so that you can turn them down and
monitor the thing—that is common sense and good
engineering. I think that we should not get carried
away by these extremely useful machines, the computers.
We are apt to say that all we need to solve a problem is
a bigger computer. Then we are apt to find out that
we are using a 7th-generation computer to solve a sort
of 2nd-generation idea. I think that it should be the
other way around. Let's get an 8th-generation idea and
get a 7th-generation computer to help us with it.

The ends of coastal-zone management are to multiply
the uses people have for this unique zone of the earth
that we all love so much. That end is an excellent one,
but let's not get carried away with public versus pri
vate ownership. Management of land can be carried out
without raising this spector of ownership. As we have
seen on certain parks and on certain islands, this is a
sure way to destroy things. Again, the people in charge
have a charter to make lands available to the public—a
very good thing—and at the same time to conserve the
same lands from the degradations of the public. This
is a pretty neat balance of ownership and responsibility.
You use certain parts of your land for people and pro
tect other parts from them. People, after all, when
they crowd together are in excess and a pollutant by
definition is something which by its excess inhibits
the quality of life. If we accept this definition,
then man is not only the greatest polluter, but he is
also a pollutant when by his very numbers he does
indeed destroy or harm another man's living. Now, I am
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not going to give you a tirade on birth control; birth
control cannot be retroactive. We have to do the best
we can with what we have. Politicians with integrity,
or engineers, or whatever our job, we have got to pro
vide for the people we have, for the situation we have.
This is the ethic of doers.

So I give you this immense spiel, and I can only say
that the problems and the areas are so immense that I
have changed my mind. I think that a special society
is deserved and a holistic approach can be made. (I
think of it as NASA did—those marvelous machines to
the moon with parts made in many different factories
which had to be compatible.) I think the parts of this
immense problem, not only technical but social, legal,
and otherwise, have to fit together. They have to be
made compatible. This is a fact of management.

Well, I congratulate you all for this. I think it is
an immense challenge. I am reminded of one final epi
sode. Once when I lived down in Florida (the Seabord
Express goes down there), I was driving with my wife
when we came to a railroad gate. There were about six
tracks on an old crossing. The gate on the side we
were coming from was open but the gate on the other
side of that crossing was closed. So what do you do?
Well, I said to my wife, "You get in the driver's seat
and I'll walk across and see if I can open the gate."
I opened the gate on the other side and held it open so
that she could drive through. A lot of cars just stayed
and waited so I asked a railroad official who happened
to be walking by, "What goes here? One of the gates is
open and the other is closed." "Yes," he said. "I am
half expecting a train."

I think that we have made so many starts in this country;
we are half expecting disaster and not half planning for
it. Let's just get up and open the gate!
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Chapter 6

Tuesday, November 25, 1976
Afternoon Session

COASTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
ASSESSMENT

E. LaRoe, Session Chairman

Beaah-Fill Planning: Brunswick County, North Carolina,
L. Vallianos

Council on Environmental Quality's Review of Envrionmental
Impact Statement Process: Some Problems and Perspectives,
M. P. Baldwin*

Coastal Environmental Impact Assessment: Lessons from
Oil Spills, D. Straughan**

Mae8 Movement of Bottom Sediments in Mississippi River
Delta, J. Coleman*

♦Paper not available for publication

**Dr. Straughan was unable to attend because of ill health.
Her paper was read by Mr. LaRoe and is included.
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BEACH FILL PLANNING - BRUNSWICK COUNTY, NOKTII CAROLINA

Limberios Vallianos, Chief, Coastal Engineer inn Studies Section,
Wilmington District, U.S. Army Corps of i:in;ineers

ABSTRACT

Planning has recently been completed for a shore protection project
along a 9-mile (14.5 km) reach of shoreline fronting the Towns of
Yaupon Beach and Long Beach in Brunswick County, North Cnrollna.
The investigative program related to this planning effort embodied
numerous interrelated elements which, on Integration, resulted in a
rational engineering design having a continuous beach fill as the
central feature. Specifically, the investigation included: (a)
definition of the environment, viz, wind, waves, storm tide frequen
cies, beach profile characteristics, shore processes, and ecological
habitats along the proposed project area as well .is in potential
beach fill sources; (b) Designs and cost estimates including
establishment of various fill profile configurations, cost optimiza
tion of fill positions, evaluation of the frequency of shoreline
retreat and the attendant displacement of fill materials, evaluation
of the compatability of materials from various fill sources with the
natural beach materials, environmental Impact studies, and economic
studies; and (c) Final plan formulation arriving at the optimum
fill plan in terms of engineering functionality, economics, and
minimal adverse environmental impacts.

INTRODUCTION

The coastline of the State of North Carolina, U.S.A., is highly
exposed to the effects of storm tides and waves attendant with the
intense tropical cyclones (hurricanes) that frequently pass over
or near this particular coastal margin which is characterized,
along its entire length, by a chain of low sandy barrier islands.
Additionally, many sections of this coastline experience severe
erosion problems even during relatively storm-free periods. Notwith
standing the hazards associated with beach erosion and hurricane
generated tides and waves, development along the coast of North
Carolina has, in the past quarter of a century, grown at an unpre
cedented high rate. It is remarked that similar conditions exist
throughout other sections of the U.S. Atlantic and Culf coasts.
Accordingly, the Congress of the United States has authorized the
construction of numerous projects to eliminate or mitigate the
adverse effects created by major storms and/or beach erosion where
such problems exist along highly developed shorelines. One of the
sites for which a combined hurricane protection and beach erosion
control project was authorized is located along a 9-mile (14.5 km)
reach of shoreline fronting the Towns of Yaupon Beach and Long Beach
in Brunswick County, North Carolina (see vicinity map). Preliminary
planning for this project was accomplished in 1965 and resulted in
recommendations to restore the dunes and beach strands in the pro-
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ject area by the artificial placement of fills, and to aaintain the
restored beach by a program of periodic beach replenishment. The
required beach fill for initial project construction and subsequent
replenishment was planned to be obtained from the marshlands backing
the barrier island in the project area.

In 1971, funds were made available for.the detailed preconstruction
planning of the project for Yaupon Beach and Long Beach. At the
cutset of preconstruction planning, it was evident that the initially
?iarsr.ed project would require extensive reevaluation due to changes
ir. conditions following project authorization. Particularly impor
tant in this respect was the realization that beach-fill sources
originally planned for project construction and subsequent beach
replenishment would probably be unacceptable by current standards
pertaining to the preservation of important ecological systens.
These fill sources were exclusively located in biologically produc
tive estuarine areas comprised essentially of intertldal marshlands.
In addition to the important issues concerning fill material acqui
sition, another significant element favoring complete project re-
evaluation was the awareness that some fundamental changes in pro
ject design could possibly be found desirable in light of the in
creased knowledge and experience related to beach-fill design ac
quired subsequent to project authorization. Accordingly, a detailed
assemblage of project alternatives was developed and fully examined
in arriving at the final project recommendations.

"he preconstruction planning effort, a portion of which is described
in this paper, considered the feasibility of standard onshore engi
neering works, viz., seawalls, groins, dune-beach restoration fills,
and combinations thereof. An examination of the possible extensive
use of seawalls on the low barrier island topography indicated that
such an approach would be too costly and esthetically undesirable.
It is remarked that any functional plan involving seawalls would also
require periodic beach replenishment as a minimum measure against
long-term shore erosion. In addition to seawalls, a reexamination
was cade of the feasibility of using groins, exclusive of any other
protective measure, to compartment the entire beach strand fronting
Yaupon and long Beaches. This approach was discounted due to the
strong possibility of aggravating existing erosion along the unpro
tected shore situated immediately east of the project site. Further-
cote, a groin system alone would provide only minimal protection
against the effects of major storms. Accordingly, the assemblage
of project alternatives developed for detailed examination involved,
as a central feature, the utilization of dune and/or beach fill.

A total of 12 basic alternatives and 7 feature alternatives were
completely analyzed during the investigation. These included:
plain dune-beach fills varying in elevation; dune-beach fills in
combination with groins; dune-beach fills and short seawalls at
select locations with and without groin systems; and the stablliza-
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tion of Lockwoods Kolly Inlet (see vicinity map) bv major control
structures in combination with the other shore protection project
alternatives. The project alternatives were evaluated vis-a-vis
nine potential sources of dune-beach fill, including two oceanic
sources, for which detailed assessments were conducted in regard to
the engineering quality of the sediments, cost of acquisition, and
environmental impacts related to the fill acquisition.

The investigation resulted in the recommendation to construct a
continuous dune and beach fill along the 9 miles (14.5 km) of pro
ject shoreline through the artificial placement of approximately
11,000,000 cubic yards (9,200,000 cubic meters) of fill. The east
terminal of the fill would be stabilized by a system of 12 adjust
able groin structures. Similarly, the west fill terminal would be
stabilized by 11 adjustable groins. The dune portion of the fill,
having an elevation of 15 feet (4.6 meters) above mean-sea-level,
would be planted with a suitable grass to prevent the Intrusion of
wind-blown sands into the developed upland area. The project shore
would be stabilized against erosion by a program of periodic beach
fill replenishment involving fill placement at an average annual rate
of approximately 402,000 cubic yards (305,000 cubic meters). Two
basic sources of sedinent have been selected for project construction
and subsequent replenishment. Environmental studies indicate that
there will be little or no adverse environmental impacts associated
with the use of these two areas and that some environmental enhance
ment may result from the acquisition of the proposed fill by dredging
operations. A schematic diagram of the proposed plan is given on
Figure I. Note that the cross-sectional schematic shows four fill
configurations. The selected plan is designated as PLAN-BTG.

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND CONDITIONS

As mentioned above, the area germane to the project study described
herein is characterized by sandy barrier islands which back upon
elongated lagoons comprised of marshlands and reptilian networks of
tidal channels. These islands are narrow bands having widths vary
ing from about 500 to 1500 feet (150 to 450 meters). The basic
topographic relief of the islands is low and in general does not
exceed an elevation of 10 feet (3 meters) above mean-sea-level
(n.s.l.), except for scattered dunes and the frontal duneline which
Is hummocky and varies widely in elevation from 10 to 30 feet (3 to
9 meters) above m.s.l. The beach strands along the areas of particu
lar interest here ar<- arrow and offer only minimal protection to
the dense ocean fronr •ivelopment, even under conditions prevailing
with moderate extratropical weather disturbances. Specifically,
the beach strand widths at Long Beach and Yaupon Beach are only 66
feet (20 meters) and 44 feet (13 meters), respectively, at the mean
stage of the astronomical tide. Typical conditions along the study
area are illustrated on PHOTO-PLATE I. Brief descriptions of
specific factors and conditions related to the beach and nearshore
zone in the project study area are given below.
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Beach Profile Characteristics. The natural beach hern in the study
area is generally located at an elevation of 8 feet (1.4 meters)
above m.s.l. The average geometric characteristics of the beach
profile seaward of the berm crest are given below. The active beach
profile terminates at a depth of approximately 28 feet (8.5 meters)

ELEVATION RANGE

+ M.S.L.

+8 FT.

TO

M.S.L.

M.S.L.

TO

- 8 FT.

-8 FT.

TO

-18 FT.

-18 FT.

TO

-24 FT.

-24 n.

TO

-30 rr.

-30 rr.
TO

-48 FT.

BEACH PROFILE

SLOPE

IV:10H IV:54H IV: 5811 1V:295H IV:595H IV:2,55011

below m.s.l. The granulomctric properties of surficjal sediments on
the beach profile are generally characterized by the following tab
ulation of phi mean particle sizes and associated standard deviations.

Sample Profile Location
in Feet + M.S.L. 0 -4 -8 -12 -16 -20 -24 -26 -32

Sample Phi Mean Particle
Size 1.45 1.68 1.42 2.16 2.45 1.99 1.26 1.11 1.57

Sample Phi Standard
Deviations 0.51 0.47 0.48 0.51 0.45 0.67 0.51 0.46 0.51

Winds. On an annual basis, winds blow onshore 35.4 percent of the
time and offshore 35.1 percent of the time, the remaining 29.5 per
cent of time accounts for alongshore winds or calm conditions. As
regards onshore winds, 45 percent occur from the southwest, 33 per
cent from the south and 22 percent from the southeast. '..'itli respect
onshore wind speeds, 96 percent arc less than 20 toots, 65 percent
are less than 12 knots, and 33 percent are less than 7 knots.

U'aves. Observed offshore wave data is well correlated with the

overall wind data, as approximately 36.5 percent of all observed
waves are directed onshore. The distribution of onshore deep water
waves in terms of direction is as follows: F.SE - 10%; SSE - 193;
S - 18X, SSW - 19Z; and WSW - 34Z . The percentage distribution of
deep water waves approaching shore with respect to all deepwater
waves in terms of wave height and period is given in the tabulation
below.
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ONSHORE

WAVE

HEIGHTS

(FEET}

ONSHORE WAVE PERIOD (SECONDS)

<6 6-7 8-9. 10-11 12-13 >13 Total

PERCENTAGE OF ALL DEEP WATER OBSERVATIONS

< 3 8.35 1.03 0.32 .06 0.01 0.60 10.37

3-5 10.20 6.08 1.25 • .-34 0.08 0.14 18.00

5-8 0.85 2.37 1.75 .46 0.08 0.06 5.57

8-12 0.19 0.50 0.61 .30 0.17 0 1.77

12-18 0.04 0.19 0.14 .23 0.04 0.04 0.68

> 18 0.04 0 0 .02 0 0 0.06

Total 19.67 10.17 4.07 1.41 0.38 0.84 36.54

The above tabulation shows that 78 percent of the waves which
approach shore from deep water are equal to or less than 5 feet
(1.5 meters) in height, and that 82 percent of the wave periods are
equal to or less than 7 seconds.

Tides. The mean astronomical tide range in the study area is
approximately 4.2 feet (1.3 meters), with a spring tide range of
about 4.8 feet (1.5 meters). Tidal anomalies, particularly those
associated with tropical cyclones (hurricanes), can be quite severe.
For example, Hurricane "Hazel" (15 October 1954) generated a surge
in the study area which reached a still-water-elevation of approx
imately 15 feet (4.6 meters) above m.s.l. Computed tide level-
frequency relationships for the area, calibrated with storms tides
of record, are given below.

TIDE LEVEL

A30VE H.S.L. (FT.) 4.3 4.7 6.5 9.2 11.2 12.4 13.5 14.8 15.6

PERCENT CHANGE

OF OCCURRENCE

ANNUALLY 30 20 10 5 2 1 0.5 0.2 0.1

STUDY INVESTIGATIONS

Investigations related to the study area and alternative solutions
to existing shore problems were conducted over a period of 2-years
and Involved the following, briefly described elements.

Tide Level-Frequency Analysis. Hurricane-surge heights in the
study area were computed for various wind fields having central
pressure indices ranging from 27.36 to 29.00 inches (10.8 to 11.4 cm)
of mercury. Ir. determining the generalized hypothetical hurricane
frequencies, consideration was given to the chance of occurrence of
the storm paths based on hurricane-track records dating from 1887.
Two basic paths of hurricane approach were established and tide
level-frequency curves were computed for each path. A composite
hypothetical curve was then obtained by adding the percent of
occurrences of the two curves for given water levels. Finally, the
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composite curve was adjusted in accordance with the United recorded
tide data that was available. Basic data from the adjusted com
posite curve was presented in the previous section under "Tides".

Winds. Wave Climate, and Shore Processes. Wind data were only of
casual interest in this study as the hlndcasting of wave character
istics was not considered necessary due to the availability of suf
ficient wave data. Records of the U.S. Weather Service Station at
Wilmington, N. C. were compiled for the period January 1948 through
June 1960. These data were found to be generally well correlated with
the direction of wave height data selected for use in the study. In
regard to wave data, 3 sources of information were analyzed to
obtain a representative wave climate for the study area. These
sources included: recorded and visually observed wave information
from a fixed lighttower located approximately 25 nautical miles
(46 kilometers) southeast of the study area; shipboard observations
from both a 1 degree and 10 degree offshore geodetic grid; and
surf observations from two onshore locations near the study area.
The information related to the 1° geodetic grid square 33° - 34° K.,
77 - 78 W. was selected as the best representation of wave clica-
tology applicable to the study area. These wave data were utilized
for wave refraction and alongshore sediment transport analyses. The
wave refraction analysis resulted in the development of approximately
1,460 wave orthogonals. The area covered by the analysis extended
over a shoreline distance of 16 miles encompassing the study area.
Wave rays were refracted toward this shoreline reach from deepwater
directions E. 30 S., E. 60 S., South, S. 30° W., and S. 60° W.
with wave periods of 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 seconds. For each set
of refraction diagrams, representing a certain wave direction and
period, alongshore sediment transport curves were developed relating
the variability of sand transport to distance along the 16 miles
(26 kilometers) of shoreline studied. This analysis resulted in the
development of 144 sediment transport curves from which two composite
curves were obtained that gave, respectively, easterly and westerly
sediment transport quantities on an average annual basis. The sand
deficit derived from the computed longshore transport regime was
compared to a second and independent analytical computation of sand
sediment deficit based on the assumption of an equilibrium profile, '
the magnitude of shoreline retrogression, and the attendant computed
volumetric losses. The computed alongshore transport deficit
added to the loss of sediment computed for the shore recession
associated with sea level rise compared closely to the total sand
deficit based on overall volumetric losses. Shore recession due to
sea level rise .-as determined generally in accordance with the
method proposed by Bruun, see reference 1.

Designs and Cost Estimates. Important elements of these investiga
tions included: (1) Establishment of design fill profile config
urations on the basis of existing natural profiles obtained by field
surveys; (2) cost optimization of the position of alternative pro
ject fills considering cost Impacts resulting from the interrela
tionships of volumetric requirements, rights-of-way and relocations
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and dur.e back-slope bulkheads fcr fill ccntair.r. r:; (3) analyical
determination of the relationship of shoreline totrcat to irequency
of occurrence (based on storm-tide frequency) for each basic
alternative fill; (4) analytical determination of frequency of
occurrence of voluoctric displacement of fill r.aterial due to stora
action; (5) analytical determination of the probability of stor-.-
displaced fill returning to shore under poststorr wave action; (6)
wave overtopping on fill sections; (7) subsurface exploraticr
in potential fill source areas including six estaurine, one upland,
and two oceanic areas; (8) granulometric analysis of surficial
beach profile samples and potential sediment source samples- (9)
cost analysis of dredging from potential fill sources; (10) selection
of fill sources on basis of interrelated factors of cost, sediment
quality, and environmental considerations; (11) beach replenishment
cost studies in regard to plain beach fills and beach fills compart-
rer.ted with groins; (12) designs and cost estimates for groins,
seawalls, and revetments; and (13) establishment of right-of-way
values and relocation costs.

Econonic Analysis. The economic analysis involved the evaluation of:
(a) physical damages to structures prevented along the upland zone
by each of the basic project fill alternatives in accordance with
water level-frequency and water level-damage relationships established
for the study area; (b) benefits from recreational use of the re
stored beach strand areas with respect to the diminishing benefits
from recreational use of the existing dry beach areas which are
presently eroding; (c) land loss prevention benefits for properties
which presently back the existing beach strands-these properties
would, in time, be subject to erosive conditions in the absence of
erosion-control measures depending on the rates of shoreline retro
gression which are 3.6 feet (1.1 meters) and 5.7 feet (1.7 meters)
per year at Long Beach and Yaupon Beach, respectively; (d) benefits
resulting from a higher utilization of land in those areas in which
development is presently hindered by an obvious threat of beach
erosion"; and (e) local redevelopment benefits computed as the
amortized value of wages of workers hired locally for initial pro
ject construction and subsequent project operations.

Environmental Analysis. The environmental analysis involved the
results of investigations necessary to establish the characteristics
of the existing natural setting, the type and value of the natural
resources therein, and the impacts on the setting and its resources
as a result of project construction and operation. An extensive
resource inventory w.- 'fveloped by literature reviews, field studies,
and consultations wit1 .uthoritative environmental interests. The
study area and its surroundings vere divided into distinct units,
each cf which was assessed in terr.s of ecological considerations
vith recpect to frojcct-related influences. A significant amount cf
the envircrjiental analysis pertains to the evaluation cf potential
project fill sources, leading to the selection of areas in which
acquisition of sediments for project construction and operation
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would not result in unacceptable environmental ir.pacts. For those
areas selected as fill sources, precautionary procedures related to
dredging operations were developed to protect adjacent areas from
possible adverse effects of dredge-generated turbidities. !n
addition to fill acquisition, the environmental analysis assesses
all other aspects of project construction and operation including
the short- and long-term environmental impacts of fill placement on
the shorelines and the construction of groins.

FILL PLAN FORMULATION

The degree of protection afforded by a given fill depends on its
geometry in terras of elevation and volumetric characteristics. The
particular above-water configuration of a fill is chosen to approach
the basic shape of a natural beach; to wit, the fill profile is com
prised of a high landward portion resembling a frontal dune and/or
a flat lower form which has the appearance of a natural beach strand.
Seaward of the limits of normal wave run-up on the- beach face,
nothing can be done in the way of artificially shaping the fill
profiles, as this area is molded in accordance with the interaction
of wave forces and attendant nearshore circulations and the physical
characteristics of the fill materials. The designs of the restora
tion fills are based on the concept that materials placed as fill
will be sorted, by wave action, into restricted size ranges along
the active profile in a fashion similar to that existing on the
natural beach profiles. The degree to which the sorted fills would
approach the same characteristics as the natural beach profiles de
pends on the overall granulccetric characteristics of the fills,
presuming there are no differences in the densities and particle
shapes of the fill and natural materials. All potential fill sources
investigated did possess those characteristics which would allow for
the natural development of profiles approaching those currently
existing along the shore and nearshore zones of the study area.
Accordingly, the design fill profiles were based on the natural
beach profile measurements conducted during the investigation. The
resulting average slope characteristics selected for design purposes
are those described under the preceding section entitled
"Environmental Factors and Conditions". The active beach profile in
the study area was found to extend to seaward depths of about 28
feet (8.5 meters) below m.s.l. Failure to provide sufficient ma
terial volume for entire coverage of the active profile would result
in material being displaced from higher to lower portions of the in-
place fill (following initial placement) making it impossible to
develop the design profile. This would result In a recession of
the design fill shoreline and a reduction in the quantities of raterial
in the beach bern or dune sections of the fill. The net volucetric

quantity of material required to fulfill the needs of a particular
fill section depends on the desired amount of seaward advance of the
fill with respect to the existing profile. In the case where the
sorted fill Is expected to develop characteristics similar to the
natural beach profile, a sufficient amount of net fill must be pro-
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vided so that every point on the sorted fill profile will be equi
distant from a corresponding profile point on the existing natural
profile. For example, if the design profile is to advance the
mean-water line a seaward distance of 100 feet, each point on the
active profile must also be advanced seaward a distance of 100 feet
in order to attain the design fill cross-sectional area. Though
this is a seemingly obvious conclusion, -it is, more often than not,
overlooked in the design of beach fills.

The volumetric requirements and associated costs of each basic fill
alternative depend on the position of its landward limits. If, for
example, the landward toe of the dune fill were placed at the exist
ing high-water line, the volume and associated cost of the fill would
be higher than if the toe of the fill were placed in the upland area.
On the other hand, if the landward toe of the dune is placed in the
upland areas, high costs are incurred due to the necessity to purchase
expensive rights-of-way, relocate structures, or to construct back-
slope bulkheads to retain the dune fill. In order to arrive at the
cost economical position of each of the basic fill alternatives, a
cost optimization scheme was employed that involved a family of four
curves, three of which give, respectively, the relationships of cost
of fill, costs of rights-of-way and relocations, and cost of back-
slope bulkheads, each with respect to various positions of a given fill
as measured from an arbitrary index position. The fourth curve is a
composite of the three curves mentioned above, that is, the fourth
curve represents the total cost of the protective fill for any location.
The minimum point on the total cost curve gives the most economical
position of the restoration fill. An example of the optimization
schene is. given in FIGURE II.

OPTIMIZATION OF «
Fill PpSITION .

FIGURE I

COST OF RIGHT-OF-WAY
AND RELOCATIONS

-20 -10 0
., tANDWARD |
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»10 ♦JO
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•—I

♦30

IANDWARD TOE OF Fill POSITION IN FEET FROM INOfX POSITION
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In regard to the degree of protection provided by each of the basic
alternative fills, this aspect of plan formulation was accomplished
by an analytical determination of the relationships of fill shore
line retreat with respect to the frequency of occurrence of various
tide levels. The method utilized to determine shoreline retreat-
frequency relationships was similar to the procedure presented by
Edelman in 1968, see reference 2, revised in this case to fit local
conditions. These relationships are presented graphically in FIGURE
III. On the basis of FIGURE III, the alternative fill Plans ATG, BTC,
CTG and DTG have design capabilities associated with storm tide and
wave action having frequencies of occurrence of 0.2, 1.5, 4.0, and
8.0 percent per year, respectively. The short-term but large-scale
shoreline fluctuations occurring with storm action, as demonstrated
graphically on FIGURE III, are accompanied with the offshore dis
placement of sediments. The relationships of volumetric displace
ment with respect to frequency of occurrence of storm tides and waves
are given on FIGURE IV. It is of interest to note that analytical
results indicate that the volumetric displacement of dune and/or
beach material in an offshore direction is independent of the fill
configuration. These findings agree with general observations that
dunes function as sand reservoirs during storm retreat of beach
profiles and thereby reduce the recessions that would occur in the
absence of dunes. The frequency of volumetric displacements is
particularly Important in determining project maintenance costs on
an average annual basis. Natural poststorm restoration is a well
known phenomenon. However, the degree of natural beach restoration
for a particular site is generally unknown. For the Yaupon and
Long Beach project, analytical investigations were conducted to
determine the capabilities of the normal wave climate to return ma
terials to the shore following storm displacement. The analysis was
conducted in accordance with methods presented by Johnson and
Eagleson in reference 3. In this case it was found that, for all
practical purposes, materials displaced by storms would return to
the shores. Of course, the hydraulic restorative agents cannot
return"materials to the higher portions of a dune and beach fill.
In a purely natural situation the lower beach forms are restored over
relatively short periods of time (several days to several months)
depending on the severity of a particular storm and the character
istics of the poststorm wave action. The natural dunes generally
rrecover from storm effects at a slower rate than the lower beach

zone as their restoration is dependent on wind speed, directicn,
and the availability of finer fractions of the beach sediments.
Since it would be desirable to attain project protection as soon
as possible following storm recessions, the average annual amounts
of material displaced from the basic alternative fill sections,
above the natural beach berm level of +9 ft. m.s.l., were determined

and costs computed to mechanically redistribute that material to the
higher portions of the design profiles.

Beach materials and fill sources. All potential sources of fill in
the general vicinity of the project site were investigated. These
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sources are referred to as potential borrow areas, and are designated
by the abbreviation PBA. A total of nine potential borrow areas,
designated PBA-A through PBA-I, were involved in the investigation.
The subsurface exploration of materials contained in the various
potential borrow areas has been mentioned. The collection of a

representative set of material sairples was required in order to con
duct a comparative analysis between the granulometric properties of
the fill sources and the natural or native beach materials, and
thereby determine the compatibility of the fill materials with re
spect to the nearshore environment. In this connection, the wave-
sorting phenomenon - involving the segregation of the discrete
particles comprising the beach and nearshore bottom into restricted
size ranges along the active profile - is of price Importance in the
conceptual formulation of beach fills. Since the natural beach,
including the nearshore bottom, is the end product of a distribution
process which acted upon a particular source of material over some
period of time, it is reasonable to assume that if a composite ma
terial possessing the average characteristics of beach material
were placed along the shore, the prevailing hydraulic forces would
tend to sort that composite material into a distribution having the
characteristics observed on the natural beach. Accordingly, the
first part of the fill-source material analysis involves defining
the general characteristics of the native material. The second part
of the analysis involves the determination of the characteristics
of the various source materials and their compatibility with the
nearshore environment as reflected by the distribution character
istics of the native beach material.

The native beach material characteristics were determined from 170

surficial samples obtained from 10 profile range lines spaced at
intervals of 6,000 feet (1.8 km) along the project and adjacent shore
lines. The samples were obtained from 17 discrete profile points lo
cated between the beach berm crest and the 32-foot m.s.l. depth con
tour on each range line. Samples from the PEA's were obtained from 79
subsurface and submarine cores, from which 750 samples were selected
for laboratory analysis. Locations of submarine cores were deter
mined by an analysis of a sonic geophysical survey. The basic
statistical parameters describing the characteristics of beach and
fill-source particle size distributions are mean particle size,
standard deviation, and variance. These parameters are applied to
the "Log Normal Size Distribution Model" (see reference 4) which
defines the compatibility of a particular fill material with respect
to beach material in terms of a value referred to as the "critical
ratio." This value is the ratio of the total volume of material
placed as fill to the net volume of fill remaining in-place after
natural hydraulic sorting action has taken place. In arriving at the
gross volume of. material required from a given source to obtain a net
design volume in the fill section, it is also necessary to consider
the quantity of silts and clays within the basic material source that
would remain in suspension after discharge from the dredge pipeline
and not deposit within the fill section. Therefore, the quantity of
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sandy material within the potential fill source;: was determined and
the respective "critical ratios" were based only on these settleable
fractions of the source material. Accordingly, a net unit volume
of material in the fill section, following initial placement and
subsequent hydraulic sorting action, would require the removal of
the number of unit volumes of source material given by the ratio
"critical ratio'Vfraction sandy material. For example, if the
"critical ratio" is 1.4 and the percent sand (settleable material)
in the fill source is 70 percent, approximately 2.0 cubic yards of
source material are required to obtain 1.0 cubic yard of net fill
in the design section. Therefore, if the unit cost of dredging and
placing material on the project shore is $1.00 per cubic yard for a
borrow area having the material characteristic described above, the
cost of an effective unit volume of material from that borrow area
would be $2.00 per cubic yard.

The selection of a source or combination of sources for the acquisi
tion of project fill was dependent on environmental considerations
as well as the cost and interrelated material suitability aspects
mentioned above. The cost estimate computations involved a detailed
analysis of each potential borrow area (TBA) including the cost cf
mobilization and demobilization of primary and booster pumping units
and the direct cost of pumping on a unit cost basis. The cost of an
effective unit volume for the design section was then determined for
each PBA on the basis of the respective "critical ratios" and
fraction of settleable materials. The full results of environmental
investigations are too lengthy for explanation herein; however, it
will suffice to state here that: (a) PBA's -E, -F, -G, -H, and -I
are ecologically important to the natural resource base of the
Southeastern Coastal Zone of Korth Carolina, and that acquisition of
sediments in these areas for project construction and/or subsequent
beach replenishment would be highly injurious to the ecosystems
involved; and (b) PBA's -A, -B, -C, and -D arc areas in which dredging
activities would have little or no significant short- or long-term
environmental impacts. A summary of the elements necessary for the
rational selection of project fill sources is given below in table 1.
Op the basis of the information summarized in table 1, PEA's -A and
-B were selected as the project fill sources.
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Gross unit Adverse
volumes of Cost of an impacts on

Potential material effective environmental
borrow per unit unit volume resources if
area volume of of net fill area is
(PBA) net fill ($) dredged

A 1.40 0.45 Not significant
B 1.24 0.81 Not significant
C 1.51 1.86 Not significant
D 4.93 2.66 Not significant
E 1.62 0.63 Significant
F 3.32 1.30 Significant
G 4.80 1.58 Significant
H 3.90 1.29 Significant
I 2.45 0.81 Significant

The gross volume of material available within PBA-A amounts to
approximately 1,900,000 cubic yards. The remaining quantity of
material required for a given basic alternative fill must be ob
tained from PBA-B. The volumetric relationships are given in
table 2.

TABLE 2

Gross volumetric

requirements
(cu. yds.)

17,620,000
11,000,000
8,670,000
8,350.000

Gross volume of

material in PBA-A

(cu. yds.)
1,900,000
1,900,000
1,900,000
1.900.000

Gross fill requirement
from PBA-B (cu. yds.)

15,720,000
9,100,000
6,770,000
6,450.000

Selection of fill plan BTC was based on the comparison of excess
annual benefits of the various fill plans. Excess annual benefits
are defined as the difference between total annual benefits and
annual costs which include the capitalized cost of initial construc
tion and annual operating costs.

Beach replenishment (nourishment). Beach nourishment requirements
were determined on the basis of computed average annual shoreline
recession rates. To convert shoreline recession to corresponding
volumetric loss, the entire beach profile, extending from che berm
crest to the 28 ft. m.s.l. offshore depth contour, was assumed to
retrogress at the same rate as the shoreline. In other words, an
equilibrium profile was assumed to exist. The assumption of the
existence of an equilibrium profile condition was supported by the
close comparison of the results of the two independent sediment
deficit computations. The first computational approach utilized the
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histcric shoreline changes ar.d the seconc .ip; r> .n.: ' . h;r... . '..:•;•-
shore transport deficits with sediront los-•«:. d-< :••- a t: -t lr. ,ca
level. On the assumption of an equilibrium profile c;.r.dit:cr. ar.d
the average characteristics of profiles surveyed in the study area,
the computed loss of beach material attending a shoreline recession
of 1 foot is 1.54 cubic yards (1.2 cubic meters) per lineal :cot
(0.3 m) of beachfront. Applying this volumetric loss quantity to
the average annual recession rates of 3.6 feet and 5.7 feet fcr
Long Beach ar.d the general Yaupon Beach area, the respective average
annual volumetric losses are 5.54 cubic yards (4.2 cu.ra.) and 8.78
cubic yards (6.7 cu.m.) per lineal foot of shore. Or. the basis of
shoreline distances, the average annual beach replenishment demcr.d
would be 288,600 cubic yards (221,000 cu.m.) for a continuous fill
extending from Lockwoods Folly Inlet to and including the shores of
Yaupon Beach. The replenishment rate given above is based on the
existing shoreline, and in order for the estimated replenishment
value to be valid for a project fill, the fill must have an align
ment which follows, as closely as possible, the natural shore align
ment. The natural coastline configuration is the product of a long-
term process involving the interaction of sediments comprising the
shore and the nearshore hydraulic forces. If a fill alters the
basic coastline orientation, there will be a natural reaction tend
ing to restore the shore to its prior alignment. Usually, such a
reaction results in higher erosion rates than had been experienced
by the natural shore. Accordingly, in positioning the basic alter
native project fills, care was exercised in maintaining the same
shoreline configuration existing along the natural coast. However,
adherence to this basic approach is not possible at the extremeties
of a fill' which must terminate at some point beyond which the natural
coast continues. At such a point, a transition to the natural coast
must be effected which necessarily requires a deviation from the
natural shore alignment. The differences in alongshore transport at
and near a fill transition were analyzed on the basis of fill tran
sition and wave angularities. In general, if the fill transition is
very gradual the difference in alongshore processes between the na
tural shore and the transition will be relatively small. Conversely,
a sharp transition results in significant changes in alongshore
transport rates resulting in rapid erosion of the transition.
However, the relationships of different transitions in terms of cost
are not simply functions of transition angularity with respect to
normal shore alignment. For example, a very gradual transition is
lengthy and the initial cost of fill to develop the transition is
high. Also, though the erosion rate per unit length of transition
may be only slightly higher than the normal shore erosion rate, the
large length of a gradual transition could require a considerable
periodic replenishment rate. On the other hand, a somewhat sharper
transition having a shorter length and lower initial costs could
also have a lower overall replenishment requirement due to its
shorter length, notwithstanding the possibility that the erosion rate
per unit length of this transition is greater than the more gradual
transition. In view of the possibilities mentioned above, a cost
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optimization scheme was required to determine Ihe most ernnnmir.il
fill transitions. The optimum east and west transitions oT a con
tinuous fill along the shores of Yaupon and Long lirai lies wore found
to be, respectively, 4,240 feet (1290 m.) ami 4,000 fret (1220 ra.) in
length and to have computed replenishment requirements of 87,200 cubic
yards and 115,000 cubic yards per year. The al temail vc to a plain
beach transition zone is to employ a small, tapered j;roln system
which allows for shortening of the transition sections. Such groin
systems were evaluated and found to be the most economic means o(
effecting the fill transitions, based on the assumption that the
compartmented transition fills would adjust to normal shore align
ments and, therefore, could be maintained hy a beach replenishment
rate equivalent to the natural erosion rate in the vicinity of the
proposed transitions. Accordingly, terminal groin systems were
adopted for the overall fill plan. The total volumetric beach re
plenishment needs for the proposed fill along Yaupon and Long Beaches,
amounts to 289,500 cubic yards (220,000 cu.m.) per year. Of this
amount, 30,000 cubic yards (23,000 cu.m.) would he obtained from
PBA-A which represents the estimated deposition of littoral materials
flushed to and deposited in that area by tidal flow through I.ockwoods
Folly Inlet. The remaining 259,500 cubic yards (197.000 cu.m.) per
year would be obtained from materials in PBA-B. On the basis of the
material characteristics in PBA-B, the gross volume of material re
quired to yield 259,500 cubic yards of sorted beach fill would be
321,800 cubic yards (245,000 cu.m.). Thus, the gross average annual
volume of beach replenishment materials to be obtained from PBA's -
A and B would amount to approximately 402,000 cubic yards (305,000
cu.m.). The tentative schedule was to accomplish periodic beach re
plenishment at 3-year intervals, with each operation involving the
placement of 1,206,000 cubic yards along the project fill.

COORDINATION

The Wilmington District's project coordination efforts during
the course of this CDM investigation included numerous meetings,
exchanges of correspondence and telephonic communications with State
representatives, local governmental and private interests, and other
Federal agencies. Listed below, in chronological order, are impor
tant coordination meetings held or attended by the Wilmington Dis
trict in connection with this investigation:

a- 17 September 1971. A meeting was held ,u the Brunswick
County Commissioners' offices in Southport, N. C. in order to pre
sent a status report on preconstruction planning of the Brunswick
County Beaches projects. Represented were: (a) Members of the
Brunswick County Board of Commissioners; (b) municipal officials of
the towns of Yaupon Beach, Long Beach, Holden Beach, Ocean Isle
Beach, and Sunset Beach; (c) private individuals residing in the
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Si»U8cC°£2Jtaf?UBi:t5e" °f Brunswlck County; (d) officials ofuTJi, ^ ~pa£taent of Natural and Economic Resources. Office of
water and Air Resources; and (e) the press.

a-ea ta l°!!T?er ^ Afle'W trlp Bs inducted to the studya.ea in order to inspect potential fill sources Tor the specific
£«E?!!*!J a^un"S"? assesSBCnt ot possible environmental impacts
llllt, fd Wlth f0?015"10" «* «" «aterlal from such areas. Rep-
thf f, i UTl U) The U* S* Environmental Protection Agency; (b)
o? cLL£faT«:Wll^1Ce ServlCC' 0SDI: lc) the «• C Divisionof Commercial and Sports Fisheries. Department of Natural and Eco
nomic Resources; and (d) the N. c. Wildlife Resources Commission.

t^rS'^r? J"?e 1?I2, AmeetlnS was held at the Wilmington Dls-
£:«»« !• »w°r?.er t0 present the baslc result* of the ODH Investigation to the N. C. Board of Water and Air Resources. Repre-
'^r1 ial ?e N« C' Board ot Hat«- and Air Resources; (b)

J. C. Office of Water and Air Resources. Department of Katural and
"™'lc„^sources; (c) the Brunswick County Board of Coraissioners;

(d) the Cape Pear Council of Governments (representing Brunswick,
tew Hanover, Columbus, and Pender Counties); (e) officials and prl-
Va!e,i?divlduals from the coastal communities of Brunwick County;
and (f) the press and television media.

d. 16 June 1972. A public meeting was conducted at-the
Brunswick County Courthouse. Southport, K. C. for the purpose of
presenting the results of the GDM investigation. Represented were:
(a) Private interests and municipal officials of the coastal com-
munities of Brunswick County; (b) the Brunswick County Coimission-
ers; (c) the M. C. Office of Water and Air Resources and the M. C
Office of Recreation Resources, Department of Natural and Economic
Resources; and (d) the pres3 and television media. Minutes of this
meeting accompany this report as a separate document.

e. 1» November 1972. A meeting was held at the Town Hall of
the town of long Beach for the purpose of discussing project terms
of local cooperation with officials of the towns of Long Beach and
Yaupon Beach. Represented were: (a) Officials of the municipal
governments of Yaupon and Long Beaches and (b) the N. C. Office of
Water and Air Resources.

,9

t. 9 February 1973. A meeting was held in the Wilmington Dis
trict offices for the purpose of discussing the agreement, to be
signed by the project sponsor, which would give assurances of non-
Federal cooperation in the project construction and operation. Rep
resented were: (a) The N. C. Office of Water and Air Resources, De
partment of Natural and Economic Resources; (b) the N. C. Attorney
General's Office; and (c) legal and real estate representatives of
the U. S. Arm} Engineer District, Savannah, furnishing support to
the Wilmington District in such matters.
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In connection with the last meeting listed above, ft is remarked
that the State of North Carolina proposed to art as the non-Federal
sponsor of the Federally authorized shore improvements at Yaupon and
Long Beaches and, accordingly, the State would l>.- the party furnish
ing assurances of non-Federal project cooperation so the Secretary
of the Army.

An important aspect of project coordination with State and other
Federal agencies relates to the protection of environmental re
sources in conjunction with project construction and operation.
Particularly important in this respect was the selection of suitable
fill sources and, as shown above, a field trip was conducted to the
study area on 30 November 1971 in order that all Federal and State
agencies having environmental interests would have an opportunity
to inspect potential sources of fill material and assist in the-
selection of suitable sources. The first response was made by the
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) by letter dated Decem
ber 15, 1971 and signed by the Chief, Federal Facilities Branch,
EPA Region IV, Atlanta. This response was favorable with respect
to the acquisition of material at the "mouth of the I.ockwoods Folly
Inlet" (PBA-A) and "the former spoil site located along the north
side of the Intracoastal Waterway" (PBA-B). Acceptability of
PBA's -A and -B as fill sources was concurred in by the N. C.
Wildlife Resources Commission by letters dated December 23, 1971
and January 27, 1972. The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service responded
by letter dated August 11, 1972 and concurred in the acceptability
of PBA's -A and -B as fill sources. Mr. Walt Godwin, a representa
tive of the N. C. Division of Commercial and Sports Fisheries, De
partment of Natural and Economic Resources, comments favorably with
respect to utilization of PBA's -A and -B in an in-house memorandum
dated December 31, 1971. In addition to considerations of natural
resources within fill source areas, the Wilmington District re
quested an archeological study of the fill source's for the project.
This request was made to the Southeast Archeological Center, National
Park Service, USDI.

Further inquiries regarding the possible archeological importance
of the beach fill sources were made to Professor J. L. Coe, Director,
Research Laboratories of Anthropology, University of North Carolina.
Professor Coe concluded that there are no significant archeological
findings in PBA-A relating to the aboriginal occupation of the State.
He commented that the area could possibly contain a sunken shipwreck;
however, there is no record of a shipwreck in PBA-A. With respect
to PBA-B, Professor Coe remarked that this area could conceivably
contain buried prehistoric remains of some interest, but that they
would probably be small and individually unimportant. He requested
that the Research Laboratories of Anthropology, UNC, be given an
opportunity to inspect the site during the course of proposed con-
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ABSTRACT

The problems of environmental assessment are Initially discussed on a
broad scale to illustrate the need for a multidisciplinary approach
The emphasis then shifts to the marine science aspect of the problem
Based on experience in assessing the aftermath of oil spills and es-'
tablishing so-called 'baselines', a problem oriented cause and effect
is proposed. This should provide data to be used in a predictive
capacity for future assessments.

Environmental impact assessment has become a very popular topic of
late - and so it should be. Why, it is keeping large numbers of
biologists employed; it is being used by those who wish to halt de
velopment whether it be industrial, or recreational; it is being used
by polititlons to obtain voter support; it is being used by lawyers to
promote their cause and thus make a living; it is being used by regu
latory and law enforcement agencies to regulate activity. In short,
everyone seems to have found a respectable phrase to further their own
ends, while this popularity seems to be necessary for funding to con
duct environmental research, it also results in large scale wastage
of funds in these selfish interests. Let us hope for a return to
sanity so that the limited resources may be used to assess the quality
of the environment; to define areas of real as opposed to selfish and/
or political concern; and to act to prevent irrlversible distruction.

Environmental Impact Assessment, particularily in coastal areas is a
many faceted problem and Dy and large requires a team of personnel from
different disciplines. One of the problems in mitigating undesirable
factors is often the unwillingness and/or inability of a plaintive to
define the problem. This is often because the real objection is not a
popular or accepted cause, may cause enbarassment to the individual who
defines the cause, or is not worth dollars. I hate to keep returning
to the dollar sign but the free enterprise system has found these
dollars attached to the environment and demands its share.

Let me illustrate the complexity of this multisided problem with lack
of definition. In the weeks after January 28, 1969, the spillage of
crude oil in the Santa Barbara Channel Jolted the largest industrial
nation in the world into facing the problem of environmental pollution
in a way that no other single event has. True prior to this time both
State and Federal Governments in the United States supported both re
search and regulatory efforts in fields of Industrial pollution. How
ever, levels of pollution were so high in areas such as Los Angles
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Harbor that whole areas were devoid of biota (1) and that there was
virtually no marine fouling problem. These environmental efforts also
concentrated on direct toxicity of effluents to organisms living in the
environment. The Santa Barbara oil spill changed this in the United
States. Prior to this, following the oiling of British beaches by
Kuwait crude oil from the "Torrey Canyon", there had also been recogni
tion of environmental factors other than direct toxicity to marine
organisms in the impact of the oil spill. A large impetus to clean up
the mess was provided by the fact that the area of Cornwall that was
oiled, was largely economically dependant on the summer tourist season.
Many of the toursits in Cornwall in summer 1967 were disappointed that
they could not see oiled shores!

Problems that were recognized after th spill in the Santa Barbara
Channel - also a tourist area - included disruption of recreational and
fishing activities as well as possible detrimental effects to the
marine biota. Disruption of recreational activities included swimming
and boating. Santa Barbara Harbor was closed because of the oil.
Fishermen found that their nets became oiled as they either raised or
lowered them, thus contaminating the fish. The sight and smell of the
oil offended all. The citizens were convinced that the beautiful
Santa Barbara Channel would be asthetically ruined and the rich biota
would be destroyed - it would become a "biological desert" in the
words of the media.

Biological studies after the oil spill indicated mortality in several
groups of animals - birds, upper intertidal barnacles, Chthamalus
flssus. and possibly among lower intertidal species such as the
stalked barnacles Polllclples polymerus. the eel grass Phyllospadix,
the algae Ulva and Enteromorpha. However, the greatest fluctuation
among populations of these intertidal species occur due to variations
in natural parameters in the area, including sand movement. Subsequent
surveys of these intertidal populations revealed no detrimental long
term change in the distribution and abundance of species which could be
attributed to the 1969 Santa Barbara Oil Spill (2). This is certainly
not the predicted effects in 1969!

No, unfortunately many were not initially willing to state that to
them the adverse effects were: asthetical

inconvenience

economical

fearful

but stated that they would be biological and/or medical in nature.
Happily the first three of these factors are now openly considered. I
doubt that this society will ever deal directly with the individual
fears that are frequently irrational, that are associated with oil
spills. However, largely as a result of the Santa Barbara oil spill
the environment is now assessed in a multidisciplinary manner.

It is interesting that at the time of the Santa Barbara oil spill sew
age treatment works were overloaded and beaches in the Santa Barbara
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Channel were closed because of high coliform counts -a far greater
health hazzard to humans than the oil spill. However, this did not
attract as much public concern as did the volume of oil. It was not
visible. The visibility of crude and heavy oils after an oil spill
has possibly been responsible for more awakening of public awareness
to environmental problems than the photographs of those deformed by
Minamoto disease..

Now that we have this public awareness we need the information required
to make the environmental assessments. As stated before, this demands
a multidisciplinary approach. A large amount of imput into the final
assessment a decision making must be provided by the marine scientists.
Finally it is about time that the marine scientists like everyone else
reduce the mendacity involved in their profession. How many times
does one hear that X's discipline or groups is the only one that can
solve the problem? True, many of the truly exceptional and competent
scientists will provide much more of the information needed to solve
the problem but in most of these cases the scientist hasn't considered
the alternatives and/or needs the money.

Having stated that, I would now like to discuss some of the environ
mental assessment programs I have been envolved with, try to point out
why certain actions were taken, to point out what has been learned, and
finally present an approach which hopefully can be amalgamated with the
ideas of others who have experience with similar and dissimilar
situations.

Let us first return to the Santa Barbara oil spill. Iwas project
director for the Allan Hancock Foundation Study. Western Oil and Gas
Association said '.'Tell us what we have and have not done?"

This was the first attempt to answer such an open-ended question. The
Allan Hancock Foundation attempted to answer this question through a
team of scientists who investigated different aspects of the problem
v3). A previous team from the Allan Hancock Foundation had conducted
a study of the mainland shelf in Southern California using concurrent
stations (4). In the 1969 study scientists chose their own stations.
Their decisions were based on available background data, as well as
the believed oil distribution. The study was also planned to consider
all sections of the environment that were not being considered by other
investigators in Southern California.

Before I comment on this study, I wish to state that our results are
valid. However, with some changes in the approach I believe that the
information content would have been increased and would have provided
more definitive cause and effect relationships. For example, there is
no reliable data available on the distribution and dosage of the oil
in relation to the biological samples. I now believe the program of the
same dollar value would have benefited from more measurement of
chemical and physical parameters and less measurement of biological
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parameters but with all three parameters measured co-incidently. While
no final report has been released from the GURC study in the Louisiana
oil patch, I suspect that more emphasis on this type of approach would
have significantly increased the information yielded for the same
dollar value.

The present availability of computer programs to handle this type of
analyses have been conducted in the field of terrestrial ecology (5),
they had not been applied in a problem oriented approach in marine
ecology in 1969. They were probably first used in environmental assess
ment work in 1972 when they were used to demonstrate the effects of
thermal discharge on the surrounding intertidal areas (6).

There are two types of environmental assessment - one to determine the
state of the environment and possibly predict changes caused by de
velopment, the second to determine the impact often an event such as an
oil spill. If regulation proceeds in an orderly manner, the first type
of assessment has now been conducted and can be used as a basis for the
second type of assessment.

In either way, a problem oriented cause and effect approach must be
adopted. We do not have the manpower, funds or time to study every
inch of the coastline. Therefore, biological data must be collected
in relation to physical and chemical parameters so that data can be
used in a predictive capacity for those areas that are not selected as
survey sites. For example, survey sites should be selected to account
for all natural and man-made physical and chemical variables operating
in an area.

In the last few years I have had the opportunity to test this approach
in several very different areas in the world. I would now like to
,discuss some of these efforts so that you can better gauge the success
or otherwise of these efforts. I might add that most of the work I
shall be discussing is at this time incomplete. Most of this is also
work conducted in the intertidal zone - it is much easier to test this
approach when one can see the area!

The first opportunity to test this was a study conducted in intertidal
areas in Estero Bay in California prior to the construction of an off
shore oil terminal. (The construction project has been shelved at
least temporarily for now). A total of 20 intertidal sites were
selected to account for all possible physical and chemical variables
whether natural or man-made, in the area. These included:

Substrate - rock or sand
natural rock man-made boulder

platforms breakwaters

Intertidal slope - long gradual intertidal slope or short
steep intertidal slope
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Salinity

Area coverage

Oil spill trajectory

Construction disturbance

Oil spill cleanup

Present SOCAL operations

Sewage outfall

Thermal outfall

Public usage of beaches -
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long contiguous similar substrate or
isolated substrate

areas exposed to seawater or those
exposed to fresh water run off

sites from north to south of the study
area

particular attention to sites predicted
to be most effected by spillage

areas which will be temporarily dis
turbed during construction

areas where it is proposed oil would
be boomed in event of spillage

areas that could be exposed to any
effluent from present operation

areas that could be exposed to any
effluent from present operation

areas that could be exposed to any
effluent from present operation

areas presently heavily or lightly
used for public recreation

The study was conducted on abiannual basis over an eighteen month
f^ftl A biannual sampling program was Instigated rather than the
traditional quaterly sampling program because an examination of the
water temperatures and oceanography in the area suggested that there
was a well defined sunnier and winter with transition periods between.

The parameters measured in addition to collection of biological
samples Included: Temperature air

water

substrate
salinity
beach profile
sediment size

plant material content
Presence of tar

to® Pframeter not measured and which probably should be considered In
subtidal and/or areas such as thick rocky ccnrnunities is sulphice con
tent.
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Through a detailed study such as this, it should be possible to define
the parameters under which different species will live. If one can
predict the normal conrnunity under a given set of natural parameters.
the absence or change in structure of this community under the same
set of natural parameters with the addition of a source of pollution
strongly suggests the effects of this source of pollution. Similar
studies have been conducted on sandy beach areas south of Point
Conception with the aim of testing this approach. At the moment, it
is important to determine if the community limiting factors cad be de
fined with sufficient accuracy for this approach. Preliminary attempts
at such definition using fewer variables, namely intertidal height and
sediment size, has provided some definition for species on beaches in
the Los Angeles Harbor area (7). This approach is currently being ex
panded to all except the planktonic and nektonic segments of the marine
ecosystem In King Harbor to determine the effects of Southern California
Edison's operations in the Redondo Beach area (8). This Is a much more
complex problem than the Estero Bay situation because of all the man-
made imput from this heavily populated area of Santa Monica Bay.

Early in 1975, I had the opportunity to test this approach after the
spill of light Arabian crude oil from the vessel Metula in the Straits
of Magellan (9). Here, site selection in the intertidal area was based
on graded dosages of oil and attempts to account for all other similar
physical and chemical variables in both oiled and non-oiled areas.
Each site was defined in as detailed a manner as possible. At each site,
quadrat were selected and defined, to account for these variables.
These included: intertidal height

beach slope
sediment size
presence of kelp
oil content

state of oil present (day, mousse, sheen, etc.)
Each quadrat was then sampled to determined living species present,
dead species present, signs of recently present species. This data was
related to the physical and chemical data to reveal some interesting
results which contrast to an initial overall study of the area (10)
which suggested that the environmental Impact of this oil spill was
relatively insignificant. This first study was conducted a month after
the oil spill by Dr. J. Baker and due to time limitations is an over
view of the problem. She did not have time to study the relationships
studied in January, 1975. Differences may also be due to the age old
question of "when to count the dead bodies." However, one of the
points made in the initial study involved the concept that because of
the coarse nature of most of the substrates, the areas influenced by
the oil probably contained very few organisms to be killed by the oil.
The data collected in January, 1975 suggests that this was not so and
that the heavily oiled low intertidal flats of the First Narrows probably
had a far richer biota than initially predicted- While the area is
somewhat cobbled, the cobbles frequently bear epifauna such as mussels,
while the firmer sediments between the cobbles contain a variety of
polychaetes and crustaceans. These conclusions were reached after
analysis of sediments of similar oiled and unoiled areas and comparison
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of the biota.

Let me touch on one other factor - an adequate sampling technique. Too
frequently it is assumed that a pollutant is evenly distributed in an
area and data based on one or two samples. I have already discussed
the variability of exposure in natural oil seep areas in a previous
report (11). In the study in the straits of Magellan I was again able
to demonstrate this In a lightly oiled area. A quadrat («v9m x 9m) in
the upper Intertidal zone bore two separate tar deposits obviously
stranded on different high tides. Samples from each of the strandings
plus a sample where there was no visible oil revealed up to 1155 oil
where the tar was stranded, but no oil where no tar was visible.

Likewise sulphide samples from subtidal benthic quadrats in King Harbor
in southern California show a difference between surface sediments and
sediments at a depth of 5 cms. There is also variability between 5
replicates at the same depth within a quadrat. However, the between
quadrat variation when the surface and deep samples are separated, Is
greater than the within quadrat variation. For example, one quadrat
had readings of 0 to 40AM at the surface and 4.0 to 132/O-M at the
bottom while in a nearby quadrat the surface readings were 14 to 56>-M
and the bottom readings were 182 to 26l/*M.

This same project has also demonstrated the Importance of testing ade
quate sample size for biological sampling. Six samples were collected
in a quadrat and species number/sample and species diversity/sample
curves constructed. The asymtope of the curve was at 3 suggesting that
3 was an adequate sample. Fourteen of a total of eighteen species were
recorded in 3 samples. However, the same quadrat was resurveyed and 20
samples collected. The total number of species collected was 34. There
was a very well defined asymtope to the curve at sample 13. Thirty
species were recorded in the 13 samples. The species diversity was
also stable after 13 samples were collected while it still was variable
after three samples were collected (8). Similar techniques have been
used in establishing baselines in deeper water in the area of the
Ekofisk Project in the North Sea (12).

The determination of sample size must be based on empirical data ob
tained by field sampling. It cannot be done from an administrative
desk without this field data. Lack of adequate samples can be a complete
waste of time and money because the conclusions may be worthless.

To summarize: Such studies should be conducted in a way to establish
a cause and effect relationship between biological physical, and
chemical parameters so that the data cannot only be used to solve the
current problem but may be used either alone or in conjunction with
other data in a predictive capacity.

Such studies need to define adequate sampling of all parameters in
cluding individual samples and an adequate sampling of replicates for
biological, physical, and chemical parameters.
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To obtain these close relationships all parameters need to be measured
simultaneously at the same spot. This could frequently involve splitt
ing of samples. Without this procedure and with the natural variability
or parameters, the relationships shown by data could be false.
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FARMERS AND FISHERMEN:

INTERACTION IN THE COASTAL ZONE

David G. Pitt, Bruce Sorter, William J. Bellows
Cooperative Extension Service, University of Maryland

College Park, Maryland

Abstract

This paper examines the effects of the interactions that occur between
farmers and fishennen in the coastal zone. Data for this study were
obtained by analyzing many of the limited number of the secondary
source documents that exist. In addition, about 77 Interviews were
conducted with fanners, fishermen, and state and county agency person
nel.

In examining these interactions the paper focuses on: (1) the direct
and indirect effects of interactions between farmers and fishermen,
(2) effects of fanners on fishermen, (3) effects of fishermen on
fanners, W characteristics of fishermen, and (5) effects of fisher
men on fishermen.

The results of the study indicate that:

1. Farmers and fishennen have little direct effect on each other.

2. There is a negligible amount of conflict between farmers and
fishermen.

3. Fishermen may be indirectly affected by agricultural non-point
source pollution.

^. Farmers may be adversely affected by government imposed water
quality regulations designed, in part, to benefit fishermen.

5. Fishermen tend to have unique personality traits that result in a
rather short-term perspective concerning their occupational inter
actions .

6. Competition for the Bay area as a natural resource by various user
groups may result in future adverse effects on the Bay as a food
resource.

Introduction

This paper examines the interaction tetween fishermen and farmers as
they affect the productivity of the Coastal T.cne as a food source (1).
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The examination focuses on the nature of the interaction, the effects
farmers can have on fishermen, the effects fishermen can have on
farmers, the characteristics of fishennen, and the effects fishermen
can have on each other. Data for this study were obtained from the
limited number of secondary sources available, and from interviews with
the following people: 12 fanners, 26 fishermen, 13 Maryland Cooperative
Extension Service Agents, and 26 representatives of various state and
county agencies within the Maryland Coastal Zone.

Nature of Interactions Between Fanners and Fishermen

A review of the few studies that have examined relationships between
farmers and fishermen suggests that there is very little direct inter
action. Consequently, there appears to be no direct conflicts between
the two groups. This lack of interaction or conflict has been further
substantiated by interviews with fanners and fishermen interviewed in
the Maryland Coastal Zone. For Instance, in a typical interview one
fishermen stated: "I see no real conflict between farmers and fisher
men" (2). Simarily, a farmer interviewed stated: "We are most compati
ble and work together with no conflict of interest" (3). Thus, fanners
and fishermen do not perceive a conflict between them that affects the
potential productivity of the Coastal Zone as a food resource. Perhaps
a conflict between these two groups is not perceived as a direct problem
for several reasons.

Kinship and Friendship Ties. Traditionally there have been frequent
kinship and friendship ties between farmers and fishermen. This often
tends to lessen the development of overt conflict. For example, Lang
(4, pp. 100-101) notes in describing conflict between oystermen and
clam dredgers of Chesapeake Bay that:

From 1950 to 1955, the clam dredge and its operation was almost
completely uncontrolled. As in the sudden development of any
new natural resource, money was being made rapidly and with
comparative ease, and neither clam-buyers nor dredgers wanted
any interference from the law .... So the tongers (oystermen)
watched in helpless fury while the clam dredgers annihilated
one oyster bar after another .... As for the tonger, there
was talk of burning boats But some of the boats threatened
belonged to their own brothers, fathers, uncles, and cousins,
or to men with whom they had worked and whose company they had
enjoyed since childhood. The tongers were helpless.

While this conflict existed between two groups of fishermen, the example
quoted indicates the effects that kinship and friendship ties can have
on lessening the development of overt conflict. In many parts of
Maryland, especially on the Lower Eastern Shore, fishermen and farmers
are one and the same (2).
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Occupational Similarities. In examining the nature of the work performed
by the farmer and the fisherman there appear to be several occupational
similarities. In Maryland, for example, both fishennen and farmers tend
to work in a rural or small-town geographic setting. Historically, this
Indicates a comnonality of values as opposed to the city dweller.

It is becoming increasingly difficult for both "would be" farmers and
would be" fishermen to become established. One fanner indicated that
the substantial amount of capital and financing now required for enter
ing into farming necessitates that "the only way a young person is able
to own a farm is to inherit one or marry one" (3). A similar problem
exists for fishermen ".... it's not easy to begin for those fishermen
who do desire to do it. All the nettage allowed by the State of Maryland
for conmercial fishing is alloted. To acquire nets of his own, aman has
to inherit the rights or buy them, usually after working for several
years for someone who has them" (5, p.E6). A fisherman's obtaining
nettage rights does not necessarily mean that his problems have ended.
A fisherman on the Eastern Shore explained that "the Bay is a free
resource but there are comnonly recognized 'lays'. These territories
are individually policed and 'rights' to the 'lays' are enforced as
required by whatever means necessary" (2).

Both farmers and fishermen are considered to be in the primary sector of
the economy involved in producing basic food stuffs. As such, they both
have occupations which result in the production of an end product that
is marketed by them as opposed to a factory worker who may never see the
end product. As an example, a study between fishennen and mill workers
in Rhode Island indicated the following:

An important individual difference between the fishennen and mill
workers with whom we talked is in their experience of alienation.
One type of alienation stresses the separation between the worker
and his work and/or between the producer and his product. By all
accounts the fisherman who is present when the nets are hauled up
and who empties his lobster pots is much closer to his product
than the mill worker and therefore less alienated (6, p. 106).

Therefore, it would appear that fishermen and farmers, because of their
association with a marketable end product, have stronger similarities
with each other than other more process-oriented occupations.

Resource Competition. Fisherman and fanners do not compete for the
direct use of the same natural resource. The basic resource of the
farmer in Maryland is land while the basic resource used by the fisher
man is water. Land is part of a terrestrial eco-system. During the
course of a farmer's normal operations, he rarely enters or uses
conponents of an aquatic eco-system. Similarly, while fishing, a fish
erman rarely enters or uses components of a terrestrial eco-system.
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Market Competition. Although both farmers and fishermen produce end
products they are not competitors in the marketplace. They produce non
competitive products which are subject to different supply and demand
situations. While fishermen may benefit from escalating meat prices,
or vice-versa, the differing nature of their products makes them non
competitive in the marketplace. In addition, their products are distrib
uted through different marketing systems.

On the surface, neither fanners nor fishermen perceive any major conflicts
between themselves. Hence, the nature of this interaction would not
appear to have any impact on the potential productivity of the Coastal
Zone as a food resource. However, looking a little deeper at the inter
action between farmers and fishermen, there may be several indirect con
flicts between them. These conflicts may not consciously be created by
a farmer or a fisherman. Rather, they are often side effects of what
happens to a fisherman when a fanner farms or what happens to a farmer
when a fisherman fishes.

Effects of Farmers on Fishermen

Several of the effects farmers can have on fishermen have little to do
with either farming or fishing. They are created by the fact that much
of the precipitation falling on the surface of the earth runs over and
through the land, and eventually finds its way into surface water bodies.
In the process, water may come into contact with naturally occurring or
culturally created characteristics of the land surface that alter its
quality. Frequently, these quality alterations remain with the water as
it continues its flow to the sea, where fishermen enter the situation.
The land characteristics creating the alterations tend to be non-
discrete and diffuse. There is no single point from which the water
quality alterations occur; and there is no single point at which the
altered water may be treated and restored to its original quality. Be
cause of their diffuse and non-discrete nature, such land characteristics
are said to be non-point sources of water pollution.

In the normal course of a farmer's operations, he may make several
modifications to the surface of the land which may or may not become
non-point sources of water pollution, depending upon a host of environ
mental considerations such as soil texture, slope, etc. It is when the
environmental conditions and the farmer's management practices happen to
interact in a way that a non-point source is created that is of primary
concern to fishermen. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
recently completed an intensive survey of the nature and extent of non-
point sources of pollutants. EPA's final report (7) identified the
following pollutants that may result from agricultural discharges:
sediments, mineral salts, fertilizer nutrients, pesticides, organic load
from animal wastes, and pathogens. The effects of these pollutants on
fishermen are varied, ranging from a direct anihilation of fish popula
tions to the rendering of fisheries harvests unfit for human consumption.

The Environmental Protection Agency estimates that agricultural "crop
land is responsible for about 50% of the total sediment yield in inland
waterways" (7, p. 36). Generally, erodible conditions are created on
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croplands by the method the farmer choses to till his field and harvest
his crops. Erosion from agricultural land may also be caused by over
grazing of livestock. When measures are not taken to control these
causes of soil erosion, soil particles may be washed into surface water
bodies. The effects of increased sedimentation in surface waters vary,
but they may include: burying oyster beds; restricting aquatic plant
growth by blocking out sunlight; clogging and damaging fish gills; bury
ing fish eggs or reducing their chance of hatching; reducing the flushing
rates of estuaries; and carrying fertilizer nutrients, pesticides, and
pathogens that attach themselves to soil particles into aquatic environ
ments where they may become pollutants (7,8). '

Irrigation often becomes a necessity in agriculture to maintain plant
growth during periods of drought. The potential problem in irrigation
of agricultural land relates to the quality of the water flowing from an
irrigated field into a surface water body. As irrigation water percolates
down through the upper portion of the soil horizon, it dissolves soil
minerals and leaches them into lower layers of the horizon, eventually
discharging them into groundwater storage or into surface water bodies (7).
This becomes a problem when the leachate contains sufficient concentra
tions of dissolved .minerals to be toxic to plant or animal life in aquatic
environnents.

The use of new crop hybrids, steaming from the green revolution in agri
culture, has made it necessary to use more nitrogen and phosphorous
fertilizer than was previously required in farming (9). When more of
these fertilizers are applied to the soil than is necessary for plant
growth or when fertilizers are applied during periods when they cannot
be used by plants, some of their organic nitrogen, nitrate or phosphate
content may find its way into surface water (10). An overabundance of
these plant nutrients in water bodies can lead to the prolific growth of
algae. When the algae die, they sink to the bottom and are decomposed
by bacteria in the bottom sediments. This decomposition process uses
dissolved oxygen from the water which can lead to reduced oxygen levels
and, thus, to suffocation of other aquatic life.

Modern agriculture uses a variety of pesticides including insecticides,
herbicides, fungicides and rodenticides. Generally, these pesticides
are designed to be lethal to a single organism or set of organisms. How
ever, they may also be lethal to non-target organisms, such as fish or
shellfish. Because agricultural pesticides are usually applied on land,
aquatic organisms are most affected by those pesticides that remain
lethal for a long period of time and can find their way into surface
water bodies. While the amount of pesticide directly consumed by an
aquatic organism may not be large enough to be lethal, animals near the
top of a food chain may build up harmful or toxic pesticide concentra
tions (10). As these higher trophic level organisms consume a lower
level organism, they also consume whatever pesticide residues the lower
level organism may have concentrated in its tissue. Since many commer
cially valuable fish species are fairly near the top of aquatic food
chains, the biological magnification of pesticide concentrations in
aquatic food chains could present a real problem to people in the commer
cial fishing industry if pesticide concentrations reach levels that are
toxic to fish.
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Another agricultural activity which may have an impact on water quality
and thus on fishing is raising livestock. Cine of the by-products of
livestock farming is usually a large quantity of animal wastes. Depend
ing upon animal species, feed ration, storage conditions and rainfall,
these wastes will contain varying amounts of soluble nitrate nutrients (10).
When these nutrients come into contact with surface or groundwater run
off, they may flow into surface water bodies. As pointed out earlier,
a high concentration of nutrients in surface waters can lead to algae
blooms and fish suffocation.

In addition to containing varying concentrations of nutrients, runoff
from animal wastes often contain concentrations of pathogens (7).
Animal waste runoff containing high concentrations of pathogens often
pose significant public health hazards, as they may transmit various
diseases to humans. Fish and particularly shellfish may develop patho
genic concentrations sufficiently high enough to force public health
departments to prohibit the harvesting of fisheries resources from
locally affected areas. As the closing of a shellfishlng area may
directly affect the economic livelihood of a fisherman by limiting the
area in which he can fish, this is the most visible and direct of the
effects farmers can have on fishermen.

In addition to the problems sometimes associated with non-point sources
of agricultural pollution, there is a potential effect farmers on fish
ermen associated with drainage of coastal wetlands. Many of the complex
and inter-locking food chains in the marine environment have their
origin linked to the primary productivity of coastal wetlands. In
addition, coastal wetlands serve as habitat and/or spawning grounds for
many commercially valuable marine species. Periodically, agricultural
interests see the wetlands, when drained, as a valuable addition to the
agricultural resource base. When wetlands are drained, they are essen
tially converted into a terrestrial environment. As such they are no
longer capable of providing the primary productivity so vital to aquatic
food chains or of providing habitat or spawning grounds for aquatic
species. Recognizing the value of their coastal wetlands, many coastal
zone states including Maryland have passed laws limiting the use of
wetlands.

It is important to point out that these sources of non-point pollution
are not critical problems on every fann. Every dairy farmer does not
by definition contribute Increased nutrients or pathogens to surface
waters; nor does every crop farmer by definition send tremendous quan
tities of sediment, fertilizer nutrient or pesticides cascading into
surface water bodies. Some farmers have certain environmental condi
tions or manage their farms in such a way that the non-point pollution
they generate can become a serious hazard to surface water quality,
fisheries resource productivity and the productivity of the coastal zone
as a food resource. But it is important to document suspected cases
before taking punitive action against the farmer.

The effects of farmers on fishermen as these effects relate to agri
cultural non-point source pollution, can be reduced. A variety of soil
conservation and runoff control practices can and are being used to
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control the movement of agricultural pollutants into surface waters (10).
The basic task seems to be convincing those farmers whose farms are
documented sources of non-point pollution to adopt conservation measures
in their farm management practices. Such farmers are often faced with
economic factors that mitigate against adoption of conservation measures.
When discussing the opportunities for expanding farm operation, one
farmer on the Eastern Shore of Maryland noted: "Many farmers who own
medium size farms find it easier to rent land for $20 to $35 an acre
than to buy it for $1,000 an acre" (3). With agricultural land prices
in Maryland averaging $1,153 an acre in 1975 (11), it is no wonder that
more farmers are turning to rental situations rather than purchasing
their own acreage. In a rental situation, the basic concern is this
year's productivity. Lack of ownership of resources forces next year's
decisions to wait until next year because the farmer may be using
different land next year. There are no economic incentives for a renter
to practice, because such efforts may mean a decreased yield for this
year, with/no real promise of any increased yields in the future.

Effects of Fishermen on Farmers

The farmers1 activities can have an ijnpact on the activities and liveli
hood of fishermen, but the impact has elements of reciprocity. That is
to say that the fisherman has an effect on the activities of some farm
ers — especially those whose farms are close to coastal waterways.
Just as the effects of farmers on fishermen are not direct in nature,
but rather are the result of side effects, so too the fisherman's impact
on the farmer is indirect. These effects are so indirect that neither
farmer nor fisherman associates the other as a possible cause of some
of their problems.

Indeed the very nature of the farmer's effect on fishermen is so complex
as to be very difficult to evaluate the exact source of some pollution
that may be caused by agricultural operations. For example, in St.
Mary's County, Maryland, the State Department of Health and Mental
Hygiene closed some shellfish waters for fishing because water quality
standards for coliform presence in the water were exceeded. At the
same time that swine production was increasing in the county, human
population was also increasing in that and nearby counties, making the
identity of the source of pollution difficult. In fact, a committee
was appointed to examine the problem and to suggest changes in hog
production techniques which would reduce the impact of pollution re
sulting from swine production operations. After reviewing the avail
able data on pollution levels, it made the following statement:

This committee accepted these data as evidence of a pollution
problem and as evidence that animal wastes were contributing
to the problem. However, the variability of the data, the
short duration of the study, the lack of stream volume corre
lations, and the question of differentiating between domestic
animal, wildlife, soil, and human bacterial sources lead the
conroittee to believe that more detailed monitoring of the area
is necessary to specify the actual animal contribution to the
problem (12, p. 3).
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While it is clear from the above statement that for a number of reasons
the farm operation cannot be identified as the sole, or even the major
cause of pollution, it is also clear that the farm was probably contri
buting to the pollution problem.

In view of the connection described above it is particularly interesting
that neither farmer nor fisherman perceives the other as an adversary in
a conflict in the coastal zone. There are a number of possible reasons
that this point of view on their part exists. As already shown, the
connection between the farmer and fisherman is indirect. Furthermore,
the impacts on the fisherman are taking place In a medium, I.e., an
aquatic environment, which is alien to man; in addition to the aquatic
system being alien to man, the study of the problem defies direct
observation. That is to say, it is not possible to take a sample of
water and show farmer or fisherman the bacteria or other pathogens that
are polluting the water. As has been discussed the impact of farm
operations on fisherman is an indirect effect of their operation.

The effect of fishennen on farmers is even more indirect, however. It
is frequent, if not usual, that the farmer feels the impact of his
polluting operation as the result of action taken by a governmental
agency informing him that he is in violation of water quality standards.
The water quality standards are established to protect public health
rather than to protect the specific Interest or livelihood of the
fisherman. The effect of the regulations may be the same on both farmers
and fishennen alike. For example, if water quality is found to be too
poor to allow consumption of shellfish taken from the water, that area
is closed to further fishing — thus affecting the flshennan — and the
farm causing the pollution is informed of the water quality violation.
As a result of this violation, the farmer is required to make changes
or cease in his operation. The farmer feels the ijnpact of regulation
by the government in the interest of public health rather than in the
interest of protecting the fisherman's livelihood. Similarly, the
fisherman's frustration tends to be directed at the regulator rather
than at the polluter. To the extent that fishermen recognize pollution
as the cause of their problems, they tend to blame the non-agricultural
sources. That is, they perceive industrial and municipal effluents
rather than agricultural activities as the sources of pollution (2).

Regardless of the fisherman's perception of the problem, the farmer
sometimes is found to be the cause of water pollution and, therefore,
to be in violation of the water quality standards. As has already been
pointed out, the available data leave much to be desired in terms of
the definitive answers they give as to the exact causes and/or sources
of bacteria.

Despite these shortcomings, the farmer is sometimes cited as being in
violation of the Maryland water quality standards. The burden then
rests with the farmer to find a solution so that he no longer violates
the water quality standards. Because of the extreme variability in
individual farm characteristics, e.g. proximity to water, slope, soil
type, type farming activity, concentration of animals, etc. it is
difficult if not impossible to prescribe control measures which will be
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satisfactory for all situations. Some general guidelines have been
suggested for the purpose of reducing pollution potential from live
stock operations (12). These include the prevention of animals from
having direct contact with surface waters, the diversion of runoff from
confinement areas, maintenance of vegetation on pastures, and the
diversion and treatment of highly polluted runoff water.

Depending upon the specific situation, the impact of following these
general guidelines can vary tremendously. It can be as simple as
making a few adjustments in the operation or so major as to incur sub
stantial expenses. In those cases where the changes are simple the
solution is easy but where the expense is large, the value of continued
operation must be carefully appraised.

An example of such a situation took place on a cattle farm located near
the Wye River on Maryland's Eastern Shore. The owners were informed
that the farm was in violation of the Maryland water quality standards.
Although temporary measures to control the runoff during heavy rains
were used, it was estimated that permanent measures would cost well in
excess of $100,000 (3). At the time the feed lot operation was a
marginal one, and the owners decided that the permanent measures could
not be economically Justified and the feed lot operation was discon
tinued.

In this case, there was no direct conflict between fishennen and farmers.
The farmer, however, was made to experience a severe blow by the action
of the Maryland Water Resources Administration. Understandably, the
feed lot owners' frustration was directed toward the regulating agency
rather than toward the fisherman who may in the long run be one of the
major beneficiaries of the enforcement of the Maryland water quality
standards.

Up to this point, the paper has focused on the interaction between
fanners and fishermen and the effects they have upon each other. The
research for this study suggests that there are interactions among
fishermen that affect the ability of the Coastal Zone to be used as a
food resource. Many of these interactions appear to be a result of the
unique character of the fishermen.

Characteristics of Fishermen

One morning a fisherman went to take his boat out after a heavy snowfall
the night before. He shoveled the snow out of the boat; every other
tonger* on the shore was doing the same. The wind was 20 miles an hour
fran the north and the temperature was 14 degrees. The wind-chill
factor made the temperature minus 6 degrees. The water sprayed over the
cabin and onto the washboards as he took the boat out into the bay. It
froze at once. The boat was covered with a glaze by the time he anchored.

*A tonger is an oysterman who harvests his oysters with long-handled
rakes. The handles are sometimes long enough for harvesting oysters in
15-20 feet of water.
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He -has-to be extremely cautious with his footing because the washboards
were covered with ice. He thought to himself, "One slip and I might be
overboard into the icy white tipped water." Soon after, the oyster rake
got so slippery that he was unable to hold it. He searched for and
found a couple of old rags and some fishing twine. After wrapping the
rake shafts with the rags, he lashed them in place with twine. Although
the cloth froze at once, it provided more traction than the hard, icy
wood. A fishing boat came roaring up alongside as he was raking up a
frozen mass of oyster shells. The new arrival waved and asked if he had
been there all night. The fisherman thought he had done a good day's
work, but the crusty new arrival made no other corment. It is difficult
to impress another waterman under any circumstance. A rugged day of
fishing is considered part of the Job. You fish or perish (4, pp. 21-24).

Why do fishermen endure these hardships? One fisherman said, "I wouldn't
trade it for nothing. I can't stand to be inside. I can't explain it,
but I keep coming out to find out what's in the nets. I've been at it
since I was 15, but if a young guy's got any sense, he'll go the other
way. I have a boy of 10 and if I have anything to say about it, he'll
go the other way." He then took a long puff on his pipe and without
any sadness added, "He loves to come out here with me though, so I
imagine he will do it anyway. Every Saturday he asks if he can come"
(5, p. E-6).

By understanding the unique characteristics of these men it is easier
to appreciate what makes a fisherman fish. One such characteristic is
Independence. The fisherman is his own boss. He usually owns his own
gear and boat. No one tells him when he must go out or come in. He is
responsible only to himself. What they catch is what they earn. "There
is no assured pay check, no union to stimulate and regulate their work,
no pension to await. On the water they are isolated; no program music
to work by, no cafeteria for coffee breaks. Instead the fisherman faces
a day-long struggle alone with his net" (5, p. E-6).

Because he values his independence, the fisherman has a hard time taking
orders and a disdain for regimentation. They seem to have an innate
desire to do things their own way. Fishennen have been described as the
most opinionated, cocksure, critical, conservative and independent group
of men. Nothing one does will really please them; nor will it outwardly
impress them. "They may well be. the last living specimens of an almost
extinct species, except in political theory: the independent, the
individual man" (4, p. 213).

A story told on the Eastern Shore that illustrates the fisherman's in
dependence and dislike for authority was related as follows:

A captain, finishing his work for the day, was taking his boat
in when a storm came up. As the storm got worse, another
fisherman on the boat climbed over the day's catch and walked
up to the captain. The captain said, 'Get back to the rear
and take care of your end of the boat. You shouldn't be up
here with me.' So the fisherman climbed back over the catch
to the rear of the boat. He waited a while but was terrified
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by the worsening storm as the boat rocked on the waves, and
decided again to go up front with the captain. The captain
said, 'I have already told you once to get back and take
care of your end of the boat. I will take care of mine.»
The flshennan returned to his end of the boat and threw out
the anchor with the chain dangling over the side. The boat
came to a sudden halt, almost turning on its side and with
its fish sliding everywhere. The captain came rushing back
to the rear yelling, 'My God, man, what has happened?'
The fisherman said, 'I anchored my end of the boat, you can
do what you want with your end' (2).

Despite their independence, fishermen have been known in times of hard
ship to help one another. One such case was told of a fisherman who
suffered brain damage. Being unable to work, he could not support his
ramlly. Fellow fishermen have supported his family, and will continue
to do so until the son reaches work age (2).

Coupled with his need for independence, the fisherman also values pride
in his occupation. A study in Rhode Island contrasted the social and
demographic characteristics of local fishennen and mill workers. The
study showed that fishermen consider success and advancement in their
occupation to be the main source of reward in their lives (6). When
asked what they would do if they could no longer fish, most fishermen
said they would like to continue to work in a water connected occupation.
The data seems to show "a very strong personal commitment by fishennen
to their occupation. Their work is not simply considered a means to
gain money, but a personally fulfilling activity and a feeling of inde
pendence to these men" (6, p. 61).

In response to the question, "What is the worst thing that could happen
to you?" most fishennen answered loss of health or death. Next to
death, loss of their boat received the most frequent mention (6). In
interviews conducted, fishermen said that they tended to worry more about
losing their boats than losing their wives. The concept of a strong
commitment to work "as a central life interest among the fishermen
studied is part of the complex of their individual characteristics"
(6, p. 105).

Because of their strong conmitment to work, fishennen develop great
pride in their technical capabilities and expertise. Usually, "old time"
fishermen put more faith in their own experiences than in modern tech
niques. For example, a botanist said that research he had done showed
that there would be very few crabs in the coming season. One of the
"old timers" sitting around the black pot belly stove told the scientist
that he didn't know what he was talking about. The "old timer" said
that the only sure thing you can say about a crab is "that he comes, he
goes, he bites." The "old timer" was right that year. The crabs were
so abundant that the catch had to be controlled in order not to flood
the market (2).

Usually fishermen are very aware of their surroundings. They can see
more detail than most people can. For instance, "one old fisherman
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looked carefully at the west, studied the movement of a bit of seaweed
floating past his boat, thus gauging the tide, turned and scanned a
cloud bank in the south, and announced to anyone who wished to listen
that the wind would haul southerly in about 15 minutes. Nearby tongers
on the bar nodded and checked their watches. In about 20 minutes the
wind hauled and blew southerly. A feat of this kind shows remarkable
knowledge and a highly critical appraisal of natural surroundings"
(4, p. 206).

It is said that "ole timers" can tell where they are Just by the smell
of the mud on the sounding line. A story is told on the Eastern Shore
that some people did not believe this, so they decided to take an "ole
timer" on a trip to Baltimore and test him on the way. When they
decided to give him the first test, they dropped the sounding line over
and pulled it up. The old fisherman smelled it and said, "We are ninety
feet of water off Smith Island," and they said, "That's right." They
went a little further and decided to test him again. They threw over
the sounding line and pulled it up for him to smell. He said, "You are
off of Holland Island at 45 feet." They said, "That's right." Then one
of the men said that he would fool the "ole timer" and took the line and
rubbed it in the bottom of a chicken pen that they were hauling, and
dropped the line overboard. They pulled it up and he smelled it and
said, "If I didn't know we were 70 feet off of Broom Island, I would
swear we were back home in Mrs. Jones' chicken house" (2). Developing
this kind of technical expertise takes years and years. One observer,
for instance, stated that he had seen three tongers working together
whose aggregate age was 245 years. Although their craft had a lot of
years to bear, the old timsrs in good weather frequently put out 25
bushels of good oysters (4).

Not only do fishermen tend to spend a lifetime in fishing, but their
relatives also tend to be fishermen. In a study of Canada's Atlantic
coast offshore fisheries, it was reported that 86* of the fishermen had
relatives who are or were fishermen. The data also showed that 6455 of
these fishennen revealed a "continuity of kinship ties and occupational
succession. In a comparison that spanned nearly two centuries, it was
found that 51? of the fishermen active in 1971 had simames that are
found in the 1774 Colonial census..." (6, p. 73).

This continuity of kinship can be viewed today by observing the rela
tionship of fishermen with their sons. From an early age, sons accompany
their fathers. This happens not only during school vacations but, it is
not unusual, for a son of a fisherman to occasionally miss a week of
school to go out on the water with his father. In response to a
question, "Would you like your son to go into fishing?" most fishermen
answered "yes." The data shows that only 112 of the respondents did not
want their sons to become fishermen. The occupational patterns of the
fishermen studied in Canada, Rhode Island, and elsewhere seem to indi
cate that fishing displays several of the social and cultural patterns
of a hunting-gathering society (6, p. 76).

Just as fishermen have tended to perpetuate their way of life through
their sons, so have they tended to pass on their superstitions through
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^J'5ai.bellefs and folklore- Ihis is anecessity for fishermen to cope
with the unpredictibility and hazards of their occupation by relying on
the use of their folklore and ritual magic. For example, in the Rhode
Island study all but one fisherman reported numerous aspects of super
stition associated with their work. The study seems to indicate that
there is considerably more ritual reported among the high risk fisher
men than among workers in lower risk occupations (6). It appears that
ritual beliefs are used to mediate dangers of the physical environment
which are not amenable to technological solutions. For example, fish
ermen in the study generally avoided mentioning dangers while their
wives were quite open in discussing their apprehensiveness. The fish-
ermens• omissions of references to danger in their work seems to be
accounted for "by their substitution of the ritual magic of avoidance"
(6, p. 103).

Despite the strong beliefs of fishermen in superstitions and folklore,
the "stiff-necked, pious, hell-fire, Bible quoting" fisherman belongs to
a past generation. Today, most fishermen seem content to send their
wives to church and their children to Sunday school while they themselves
stay at home. Although the fishennen may not practice his religion in a
church, it is not unusual to hear a captain give grace before a staple
meal with other fishermen on the boat (4).

Just as fishermen are individualistic in their practice of religion, they
are just as individualistic in their acceptance of strangers. For in
stance, there is the story of a fisherman who sold a stranger a peeler
for bait. He charged him the outrageous price of one dollar. Afterwards,
a fisherman came up to him and asked him if he knew who that fellow was.
"Never seen him inmy life before; ain't from around here." His friend
replied, "You will see him, though. He's the new preacher." The next
Sunday the fisherman put on his best and went to church. After listening
to an acid "do unto others" sermon, he made his apologies to the preacher.
Chances are that he doesn't like strangers any better than he ever did
(4, p. 222).

Even a fellow fisherman becomes a stranger when it comes to intruding on
a fisherman's territory. Although fishermen are generally willing to
help one another, they are crossed at times. For example, one fisherman
found a nice patch of oysters out in the Eastern Bay. Since he had been
looking for several hours, he was happy to locate them. In a little
while, he was Joined by another tonger. This is not unusual because,
after all, you tong oysters wherever they are. But it is not considered
good manners to anchor close and drive another man off his patch and tong
it for yourself. Unfortunately, that is exactly what happened to him.
He looked at the man "who had sheared him off his patch and said,
•Captain, I'm about to pull my line in and take up my anchor. I'm going
to start my motor and make a little circle out there with my boat. I'll
take my time. But if you're still here when I make that circle, I'm
going to cut you in half. And I hope there won't be no hard feelings. *
The man looked at him. He said, 'I believe you mean it.• And he replied,
"There is one sure way to find out.' By the time he got his anchor up,
he no longer had company" (4, p. 219). Territoriality is an important
dimension of the fisherman's world. It is interesting to note that this
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story quoted from Lang's book was also repeated with slight variation by
fishermen interviewed on the Eastern Share.

Just as the fisherman projects as-individuality in the protectiveness of
his occupational domain, so does he express an individuality of life
style. The fisherman's life style is reflected in his social strata.
The large boat owners are usually affluent people with few financial
problems. These owners usually protect their capital outlay with regular
up-keep and care of their equipment. Another set of fishennen are the
very small boat owners and laborers. The laborers have a tendency to
"live for today and let tomorrow take care of itself." When they have a
good week and cash in hand, they have a tendency to think of a color TV
or a good time, and usually forget the weather conditions of the tomor
rows or the time when the catch will be slight. Many times these are
the people that have been lured from good, steady land Jobs to the "quick,
big money they see someone else get from a good day's haul" (2).

In regards to the social position of most fishermen, it is fair to say
that they highly regard their possession of money in the bank and their
ability to pay their own way. However, at the same time, the highest
regard is placed "on the ability of the individual, on his pluck, deter
mination, and capacity for hard work" (4, p. 221).

During this discussion of the characteristics of fishermen, focus has
been given to the professional - the men who spend nearly all of their
adult years as fishermen. Occasionally, boat makers, store clerks,
ministers, and carpenters are also fishermen, but just as there are people
on shore who avoid getting into a boat if they can help it, sp there are
fishermen who never work ashore if they can avoid it (4). I^"it is pos
sible to describe them in a few wards then it can be said that these men
are "weatherbeaten, close to nature, used to hardship....independent
people who work, drink, and, as one of them put it 'even fight* together."
Their form of work that seems to defy progress and technology has made
the fisherman a prime candidate "to become the vanishing American of our
times" (5, p. E-6).

Effects of Fishermen on Fishermen

The unique characteristics of fishermen create interactions with other
fishermen in the Coastal Zone. These interactions frequently affect the
ability of the Coastal Zone to be used as a food resource.

Territorallty. As noted previously, fishermen are protective of their
own fishing grounds. However, when it is advantageous for a fisherman to
poach on another's territory, he appears to have few qualms about doing
so. As one fisherman put it, "What's mine is mine, and what's someone
elses is mine if I can get it" (2). The result of this attitude can be
that a fisherman who attempts to practice conservation such as seeding an
oyster bar may get "ripped off" by another fisherman.
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Short-Term Perspective. Fishermen tend not to think of the future im
pact of their actions on other fishermen. For instance, the clam
dredger-oysterman conflict mentioned previously points out that what may
be an extremely productive technique for harvesting one type of resource
may be devastating to another.

Conservation Ethic. Government imposed regulations, such as limitations
of catch, have tended to be the primary means of resource conservation
in the fishing industry. This is due in part to the unknown and unpre
dictable nature of the resource harvested from the water; but it is also
due to the individualistic "live for today" attitude of fishermen. A
broker for fishermen relates the following incident. "A fisherman,
whose boat was supposedly loaded with 200 bushels of oyster shells, went
out in the Bay to seed an oyster bar. The government, as part of their
conservation program, had visually inspected and paid the fisherman for
the 200 bushels of oysters. However, the fisherman had carefully piled
the oyster shells over empty crates so that actually he only dumped 100
bushels of oysters in the Bay" (2). What the fisherman didn't think
about while pocketing the money was that there may be fewer oysters for
other fishermen including himself next year.

Interest in Aqua-culture. There has been little if any interest among
Maryland fishermen in aqua-culture as an alternative to traditional fish
ing for making the Coastal Zone a more productive food resource. A local
vocational high school attempted to establish an oyster seeding program
for students. The program was abruptly terminated when conmercial fish
ermen harvested the students' oysters (2). In addition, little interest
has been shown among Maryland oystermen toward establishing private
oyster bars or leasing state owned bars for the practice of oyster culture.

Social Organization. The unique individuality of fishennen has, in the
past, tended to discourage their organizing around conmon occupational
concerns. Even though such organization may have beneficial effects for
them as individuals and for the overall productivity of fishing, Maryland
fishermen have tended to resist attempts towards cooperative efforts.
Resistance in Maryland can be contrasted with the fishermens• cooperation
at Point Judith, Rhode Island. Their cooperation has been cited as a
major contributor to the increased economic well-being and social status
of its members (6).

Conclusions

The results of this study point out that even in two seemingly compatible
groups of society — the farmers and the fishermen — conflicting demands
are being placed upon the Coastal Zone as a resource. These conflicting
demands may impose limitations on the ability of the Coastal Zone to be a
productive food resource. Surface and ground water runoff naturally flow
into the Coastal Zone. To the extent that this runoff comes from farm
operations, the farmer indirectly and inadvertently uses the Coastal Zone
as a receptical for the by-products of his production. These by-products
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may pollute the Coastal Zone environment rendering it unproductive to
fishermen. Fishermen harvest various types of fish and shellfish from
the Coastal Zone. As pointed out previously, the technology Involved in
harvesting one specie may be detrimental to another specie. Just as the
fisherman may compete indirectly with the farmer, different types of
fishermen may also compete among themselves for the use of Coastal
resources.

What will happen to the Coastal Zone as a food resource if the conflicts
created by this competition are not resolved? Garrett Hardin gives us a
possible indication by the notion of a commons:

Picture a pasture open to all. It is to be expected that each
herdsman will try to keep as many cattle as possible on the
commons. Such an arrangement may work reasonably well for
centuries because tribal wars, poaching, and disease keep the
numbers of both man and beasts well below the carrying capacity
of the land. Finally, however, comes the day of reckoning, that
is, the day when the long-desired goal of social stability
becomes a reality, At this point, the inherent logic of the
cannons remorselese^f generates tragedy. Each man is locked
Into a system that compels him to increase his herd without
limit - in a world that is finite (13, p. 15).

Thus, freedom in a camions can bring ruin to all. The world's oceans
continue to suffer from the survival of the philosophy of the commons
as species of fish and whales come closer to extinction (13).

How soon must we rise to the occasion? Here's one answer.

Imagine a pond. Then imagine a variety of water Illy which
doubles in size every day, in 30 days, water lilies will
completely cover the surface of the pond. At the end of the
29th day, how much of the pond will be covered? Only half.
If you were charged with keeping at least part of the pond
clear for fishing, but were not alert to the implications of
exponential growth, you might be tempted to assume, on the
29th day, that you had all the time you needed to check the
spread of the water lilies. You would in fact have only one
day (14, p. 4). ^

There are social optimists who believe technology will keep expanding
our limits. They don't deny that the lily grows so quickly, but believe
the pond can be made to grow faster (14). Whether it can or not, we
shall find out in the next few decades.
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ABSTRACT. This paper first reviews the types of activities
now taking place in the coastal zone, on the continental
shelf, and in the ocean and predicts others that will occur
before the year 2000. Second, five alternative methods to
manage offshore resources in a unified way are described and
discussed. Third, and finally, strong leadership is urged
at the national level to establish a suitable overall manage
ment structure to handle offshore resources.

As the concluding speaker of this session, and of this first
annual conference of the Coastal Society, I want to focus on
the General questions of man's increasingly active role in
the sea and its probable impacts as well as the opportunities
it offers.

The first step I want to take in developing this theme is to
look at the diverse types of commercial activities which now
take place in coastal waters, and in the ocean, or which are
likely to take place before the year 2000. To me, a recog
nition of the great diversity of competing and conflicting
activities is most important. Normally we, as a society,
focus on, and solve, one problem at a time. Let me be
specific.

CABLES laid on the sea bottom will be used for a variety of
signal and power transmission purposes. These cables are laid
from the surface in the deep ocean as well as in shallower
water. There are currently approximately 120 undersea tele
phone cables in operation ranging from fifty to eight thou
sand kilometers in length. The number of telegraph cables
in operation is very small, as current and future plans are
overwhelmingly concerned with telephone and not telegraph
lines. An indication of the pace at which demand is in
creasing is demonstrated by the fact that the "circuit kilo
meters" (kilometers of undersea cable x simultaneous tele
phone call capacity for undersea telephone cable calls was
500,000 in 1950, 77 million in 1975, and is projected to
reach 170 million by 1990. To serve this projected demand,
substantial expansion of existing capacity will no doubt be
installed.
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COMMERCIAL FISHING will increase as the United States takes
more active steps to manage its offshore fisheries and when
a 200 mile resource zone is declared.

DETECTION equipment will be installed in the ocean and in the
coastal zone for a variety of purposes. This includes ASW
and scientific observation equipment. Possibly the most im
portant civilian use will be for navigation aids for surface
and undersea shipping.

DREDGING will increase both in quantities of material handled
and in operational water depths. Sand and gravel will be
dredged for onshore construction use as well as for artifi
cial island fill. Dredging will be required for ship chan
nels, pipeline and cable burial and ocean bottom construction.

GEOTHERMAL POWER installation may be located in ocean areas
where high level heat sources can be tapped easily. Likely
locations for ocean bottom recovery units will be near areas
of volcanic activity such as Hawaii and Iceland to name a
few. Uses of geothermal power may include heating, power
generation, and pumping of bottom water for surface use.

MANMADE ISLANDS will be constructed in water depths as great
as 100 meters. They will be built to accommodate industry;
power generation; bulk material receipt, shipment, storage,
and transfer; oil and gas well drilling; tidal power genera
tion; and recreation. While man-made islands are now small
and few in number, by the year 2000 six to ten islands of 5
to 30 square kilometers may well be constructed and be in
use.

MINERAL RECOVERY will take place from surface and/or bottom
operating plants. This will include ocean mining for manga
nese nodules, tin, and gold. Not only may recovery equip
ment be operated on the ocean floor but also beneficiation
equipment to minimize material handling. Six to twelve new
major corporate operations may be expected by the year 2000.

MONITORING INSTRUMENTS will be installed in permanent arrays
to maintain real-time surveillance of such operations as
offshore oil and gas production, floating nuclear plant
operations, and dredging.

OCEAN CURRENT POWER may be developed by the use of large tur
bines or propellers mounted in currents such as the Gulf
Stream. Foundations, protection from floating or submerged
objects, moorings, service and access facilities, and con
ductors to locations of power use will be required.

PARKS and RECREATION areas will be established both in

coastal locations and offshore. Marine sanctuaries and under

sea historical sites, such as the location of the USS Monitor,
will be designated and will require both operational
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maintenance and protection from vandalism.

PIPELINES will be laid on the ocean floor for the transport
of liquids such as crude oil, petroleum products, and water
and wastes. Slurries of coal and various ores will be trans
ported by pipeline as well as compressed gases. Probably
cryogenic materials will be transported by submarine pipe
lines and some of these insulated lines may be used as
electric power conductors. Submarine pipeline diameters for
oil and gas may be regularly laid in 1 meter to 1.5 meter
diameters. Water and waste pipelines may be as large as 3
meters in diameter.

PLATFORMS will be installed in increasing numbers for off
shore oil and gas recovery as well as for production pro
cesses, port structures, and as aids to navigation. Such
structures will be built in water depths as great as 200 to
300 meters using jackets and pile anchors. Others may be of
a monopod or spar design with differential buoyancy capa
bility and located in water depths of several thousand meters.

SALVAGE OPERATIONS will take place under saturated diving
conditions allowing "salvage camps" to be built on the ocean
floor near a salvage site.

SHIPPING will continue as a major ocean activity which re
quires major marine structures both for ship building and
repair and for ports and harbors. For surface ships the
trend to very large bulk carriers is established and more
ports with navigable water depths of 30 meters will be
built. As more oil and ore is brought from polar regions
the development of submarine bulk carriers, with their
necessary underwater terminals will be built to avoid sur
face ice and allow year around operations.

SOLAR POWERED PROCESS PLANTS offer a variety of possibili
ties yet are virtually undeveloped at present. Possibili
ties include desalinization, mineral and chemical extraction,
mariculture, gas production by organic processes to name a
few. Available to such installations are wave, tide, cur
rent, wind, and thermal gradient power. In locations where
especially favorable environmental conditions exist, many
such process plants will be built.

TIDAL POWER installations will be installed in greater num
bers at the mouths of estuaries with large tidal ranges.
The Ranee installation on the Normandy coast of France is an
example of such a facility now in service.

TUNNELS of various sizes will be built from shore to off
shore sites and to connect manmade offshore islands. This
will also include tunnels under the sea for mineral recovery
and to provide access to underwater marine terminals for
submarine bulk carriers in polar regions. Tunnel use will
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range from bulk material transfer to multiconduit tunnels
carrying vehicular, rail, conveyor, pipeline, and conductor
services. Both cut-and-cover and driven tunnels will con
tinue to be used. Greater use of bottom operating equip
ment for cut-and-cover tunnels can be expected to avoid
surface storm delays.

UNDERSEA LIVING will become an accepted environment for man.
This will occur when economic factors make major undersea
development commercially attractive. Captured gas bubbles
under inverted domes anchored near the sea floor or in the
water column will provide space for entire communities to
live normal lives with a full range of social services and
opportunities for recreation available to them. Such com
munities will be established to house employees for activi
ties which can best be done at great depths and for which
frequent returns to the surface are not necessary and are
quite costly. Families will live in normal homes at ambient
pressures. Over time, physiological changes will no doubt
occur in these underwater dwellers.

WASTE DISPOSAL at sea will continue where reactions and re
lease of materials contained in the waste are neutralized
by sea water or which enhance certain planned processes. As
on land, there will continue to be "dumps" where excess
materials from man's activities are deposited, hopefully in
isolated areas. Finding and maintaining such areas will be
difficult. Undersea discharges for the effluents from muni
cipal waste treatment plants will continue to be built and
operated in coastal areas.

WINDMILL POWER generating areas may be established at sea
where dependable winds of sufficient velocity are available.
These areas will require foundation structures (either fixed
or floating), moorings, service and maintenance, and power
conductors to areas of consumption.

These activities will take place primarily in our coastal
and continental shelf waters. While a few of the activities
I have listed you may question, I feel sure that we will all
agree that at least 80% will come to pass by the year 2000.
The important point is to recognize that few of these activ
ities can take place without affecting, in some way, other
activities. This leads to the second point I want to make
this morning.

Regardless of the outcome of the Law of the Sea Conference
and whether or not a 200 mile limit is adopted it is import
ant that we go further than just assigning rights or permits
to exploit what is there. It is my contention that the
oceans, and particularly the shallower continental shelf
areas adjacent to our coasts, should be managed to produce
their greatest long-term usefulness to mankind. This means
to me that a management structure must be established which
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will be vested with the authority and responsibility to see
that we make wise and conservative use of our coastal and

continental shelf resources. As we all know steps are now
being taken to establish uniform coastal zone management
plans through the Office of Coastal Zone Management in the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

However, at the present time, the United States' approach
to continental shelf management is fragmented on a functional
basis, with no single agency responsible for coordinating
the various activities beyond the traditional limit of
territorial control vested in the adjacent coastal states.
For example, responsibility for pollution control and water
quality rests in part with the Environmental Protection
Agency and in part with the United States Coast Guard. The
policing of fishing agreements comes under the purview of
the Coast Guard in the Department of Transportation, although
such agreements with other nations are arranged by the De
partment of State. Import and export duties are levied and
collected by the Treasury Department. Navigation markers and
channels are maintained by the Coast Guard but channels are
planned, built, and maintained by the Army Corps of Engineers
in the Department of Defense. Offshore oil and gas leasing
is handled by the Department of Interior under the terms of
the outer Continental Shelf Lands Act. Ship construction
subsidies and shipping research is conducted by the Maritime
Administration. Ocean surveys and university research via
the Sea Grant program are managed by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration within the Department of
Commerce.

This internal competition within the Federal government, and
competition between the Federal government and the adjacent
tidewater states, for authority over continental shelf
activities is now making difficult the formation of a ration
al and coherent plan for continental shelf development.
While all of these interests and fragmented jurisdictions
are complicating factors, it is still logical to look at
the existing situation on the Atlantic continental shelf and
recognize that positive steps could be taken by the United
States to insure orderly development of this area. To me
this is one of the great opportunities of our time. Import
ant features of any solution to this management problem
includes:

. The designation of a single agency to have overall
management responsibility.

. A means to insure that principal organizations and
interests are represented; and

. A sound fiscal plan.
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The first step in developing a method to insure orderly de
velopment of a continental shelf area is to recognize that
a shelf is a geographic entity with boundaries which can be
defined with some logic.

Today, let's focus our attention on the Atlantic continental
shelf. Here the boundaries might be established at a dis
tance of 200 miles from the coast line or, with equal or
greater logic, at the 200 meter depth contour, (though a
3000 to 4000 meter contour may prove to be equally rational).
For the Atlantic Shelf the northern end could consist of the
United States-Canadian boundary extended across the shelf, on
the west, the Atlantic Ocean coast outside of the long estab
lished three-mile limit, and on the south, a line extending
eastward from Miami, Florida.

Responsibility for the orderly development of the continental
shelf should be vested in an organizational entity which is
capable of accomplishing this large and important task. As
a point of departure today I want to define a spectrum of
five alternate organizational forms which could be estab
lished and could function with varying degrees of success in
the context of our United States of America.

1. INTERAGENCY COORDINATING COMMITTEE. The first alterna
tive is an interagency coordinating committee with the role
of bringing together the many branches of the federal govern
ment and orchestrating their efforts to bring about harmoni
ous development programs. Such a committee would be made
up of representatives of all departments in the federal
government with an assigned responsibility in the ocean. The
chairman of such a committee would need to be an individual
of high standing in the federal government, possibly the Vice
President. A permanent staff would of course be needed to
carry out the day to day administrative tasks set by the
Committee. In our existing federal system this would prob
ably be a relatively simple step to take, however, the
effectiveness of a coordinating committee is often limited.

2. DEPARTMENT OF OCEAN RESOURCES. A number of proposals
have been advanced over the past two decades to create new
departments of the federal government to handle our marine
resources. Some of these proposals have also included ele
ments of environmental responsibilities. The closest insti
tutional approximation to such a unit at the federal level
is the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. It
now embraces such units as the National Ocean Survey, the
National Marine Fisheries Service, the Office of Coastal
Zone Management, and the Office of Sea Grant Programs. All
four of these units perform functions which perform functions
which are quite relevant to management of the continental
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shelf. The newest unit, the Office of Coastal Zone Manage
ment, has responsibilities for planning and regulation in
the coastal areas which are akin to the management needs of
the continental shelf. With the addition of the Coast

Guard, the offshore oil and gas responsibilities of the
Bureau of Land Management, and a new unit concerned with
management and planning of overall resource utilization, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration could be
come a practical and workable Department of Ocean Resources.

3. A PUBLIC AUTHORITY. Another concept for managing con
tinental shelf resources is to establish a public authority.
Such an authority would be governed by a Board of Trustees
with one representative elected at large from each state
and one designated by the federal government.

The Authority would be responsible for the following general
public purposes and functions:

. The establishment of procedures for the systematic
orderly development and use of the continental
shelf areas under its jurisdiction.

. The planning, financing, development, construc
tion, purchasing, leasing, maintenance, improve
ment, and operation of facilities, resources, or
activities located on or beneath the continental
shelf.

. The performance of other functions as may be
agreed upon by concurrent legislation adopted
by the organizations represented on its Board.

To carry out these responsibilities the Authority would
require an administrative staff. A director would be em
ployed by the Board of Trustees as the chief administrative
officer. An early necessity would be a comprehensive survey
of existing resources and ongoing activities. This would
also require a thorough understanding of the behavior of the
total marine environment, particularly the currents and the
pollutants which they carry.

The Authority would finance its operations by fees charged
for the lease of space for specific activities and by user
charges for resources in the water column, on the bottom or
under the seabed. It would also derive income from the li
censing of special concessions such as the operation of
ocean ports, commercial fishing rights, and the construction
and operation of offshore islands or power generating plants,
to name a few. The Authority would also have the power to
issue bonds to finance development ventures on its own
initiative.
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Income would be used by the Authority to meet expenses, and
to build an operating reserve. Income received by the
Authority in excess of expenses would be used by the Author
ity for new ventures or for the improvement and expansion
of investment opportunities on the continental shelf. A
percentage of annual revenues, as specified by a formula,
could be distributed to the member states.

(a) MARITIME COMMERCE. Free passage of ocean and pleasure
craft should be allowed except that as development progresses
and various fixed structures are installed, shipping may be
restricted to designated lanes.

Marine terminals constructed and operated on the continental
shelf could be designated as free trade zones.

Resources taken from the continental shelf could be subject
to the terms of individual agreements negotiated with the
Authority. This would apply to both living and non-living
resources. In the case of resources which were mined,
pumped, or harvested on the continental shelf and brought
into the continental United States, inter-state commerce
regulations would apply to the transfer.

In the case of resources taken from the continental shelf
directly to another nation, tariffs and duties would be
negotiated on a commodity-by-commodity basis and on a nation-
by-nation basis to establish an equitable quid pro quo re
lationship. This means that fixed non-living resources would
typically be treated as a commodity owned by the United
States and traded through international commerce. Living
resources, on the other hand, would be removed under terms
which recognize the conditions under which similar resources
can be removed.

(b) PROTECTION AND ENFORCEMENT. The protection of the
boundaries of the Atlantic continental shelf would be pro
vided by the United States Coast Guard. Enforcement of
agreements concerning harvesting of living resources or the
recovery of non-living resources would be the responsibility
of the Coast Guard and the United States Treasury Department.
Pollution regulations and water quality standards would be
enforced by national agencies acting in the same way that
they now operate in states.

4. REGIONAL SPECIAL RESOURCE AUTHORITIES. A more limited
concept, but one which could stand alone or be a sub-juris
diction of any of the first three alternatives is a regional
special resource authority. A budding (though apparently
now dormant) example of this approach is the unified front
presented by the east coast governors to the federal govern
ment on the issue of outer continental oil and gas develop
ment. Here the states seek specific concessions from the
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federal government to regulate, at least in part, operations
which are far beyond their seaward boundaries. The types of
concessions they would like to obtain are:

. Front end costs of municipal and state
services to accommodate the influx of workers
to the state before taxes provided necessary
revenues,

. The decoupling of exploratory from production
drilling so that the extent of the offshore re
source could be defined before production rights
were granted,

. A share of the revenues from resources produced,

. Veto power by any contiguous state which might be
affected by offshore accidents. The recently
enacted deep water port act has such a provision,

. Regulation of how and where pipelines will cross
the shoreline and enter state lands.

The main thrusts of this type of organization would be to
influence the onshore impact of a specific development on
the continental shelf.

5. MUNICIPAL CONTROL. A fifth method of controlling the
development of offshore areas would be to allow coastal
cities to annex offshore areas and place the land so annexed
under the provisions of the municipality. In New England
for example, the right to control and manage offshore oyster
beds is vested with each town. For nearshore areas this
approach could be used if state and federal governments
would allow it to occur. Recent actions by Rehoboth, Dela
ware, for example, have laid claim to an offshore strip ex
tending from the New Jersey border on the north to the
Maryland border on the south. As yet these actions have not
been challenged by the adjacent states or the federal govern
ment.

As I look at both the present and the future, I conclude that
the Atlantic continental shelf (and, I might add so are many
other shelf areas of the world) is now the scene of many com
peting activities which are largely uncoordinated and in
most cases detrimental to long-term orderly development.
Because of this, the United States is increasingly in need
of the Atlantic continental shelf for a variety of uses in
cluding the recovery of non-living and living resources.
Furthermore, advancing technology makes work on the outer
continental shelf increasingly feasible from an economic
point of view.
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To insure orderly development of the Atlantic continental
shelf a responsible organization must be created and charged
with recognizing the best interests of the United States and
the bordering tidewater states. Several of the alternatives
discussed today can serve that purpose. Obviously some al
ternatives are more likely to succeed than others.

The final point I want to make today concerns leadership. At
this important time in our rapid development of coastal and
continental shelf resources our nation is sorely lacking
leadership. Nominally, the mechanisms exist in the federal
government to develop and carry out plans for the effective
management of our coastal and ocean resources. On the ad
ministration side, there is NOAA, the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. On the Congressional side, the
Senate has established the National Ocean Policy Study and
the House has appointed the Select Committee on the Outer
Continental Shelf. Personally, I am disappointed in their
lack of initiative in facing the question of overall marine
resource management, and in particular, the apparent obses
sion of the Congressional Committees with the question of
offshore oil and gas development. In the future, pressures
will increase to accommodate a greater diversity of off
shore and coastal activities. At the present time we do not
have an adequate overall management structure to reconcile,
in any optimum way the wide range of conflicting demands for
use of coastal and offshore resources. The United States,
because of its advanced industrial capability, is the logi
cal nation to lead the world in establishing a model organi
zation to manage its coastal and offshore resources. This,
to me, is the great opportunity our nation should grasp
today.
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THE USE OF REMOTE SENSING FOR COASTAL ZONE MONITORING

Arthur R. Benton, Jr.
Remote Sensing Center
Texas AgM University

College Station, Texas 77843

Background. The concept of the coastal zone as an area
requiring separate management and regulatory authority has
emerged and rather fitfully progressed over the past decade.
Relevant bills were brought up in Congress and argued end
lessly during the Sixties. At length the Coastal Zone Man
agement Act of 1972 [1] was passed, providing federal funds
to the coastal states and giving the job of administration
to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

One of NOAA's first tasks was the development of guidelines
which would provide specifics, lacking in the Act itself,
with respect to how the states might go about managing their
coastal zones. The Act of 1972 contained much poetry, for
its writers were men of poetic vision. Nevertheless, people
with knowledge of the coastal zone, and of the methodology
required to assess its condition and resources, could readily
infer from the sweep and context of Sections 302 through 305
that a necessary part of any state's management program
should be the collection of information on what its coastal
zone is like and what is going on there.

Thus, when the NOAA guidelines for obtaining program develop
ment grants were published in November of 1972 [2], they con
tained an important section, "Subpart 3 - Research and Tech
nical Support". This said, in part, "The process of inven
torying and mapping the nature of a state's (coastal) zone....
almost certainly will benefit from the application of tech
niques such as those employing remote sensing". Subpart C
continued at length, making an excellent case for the states'
obtaining baseline environmental data and maintaining the
currency of such data through monitoring efforts. The subse
quent guidelines for applying for Section 306 grants [3] con
tain an interpretation of Sections 302 and 303 of the Act of
1972 and an indication that a mechanism for acquiring new en
vironmental data would be considered an important part of a
state's management program [ibid, 923.4].
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Lfficient management requires good management information.
Most states have been caught short with respect to the accu
racy and timeliness of the coastal environmental data avail
able to them. The problem of lack of data is widespread and
is not really the fault of the states. The key problem is
that most of the basic mapping data for practically all
states is woefully out of date. The two federal agencies
responsible for land and water mapping in the coastal zone
are the U.S. Geological Survey from the Department of Interior
and the National Ocean Survey from the Department of Commerce.
They simply do not have the resources to make resurveys of all
coastal areas on a reasonable schedule, say every ten years on
the average. In Texas, for instance, many of the coastal
7 1/2 minute quadrangle are decades old with respect to base
information. Similarly, much of the basic data for NOS charts
of Texas' coastal waters go back, in some cases, to before the
turn of the century. The situation in Texas is by no means
unique. This means that currently published maps and charts
of many states' coastal areas show shoreline locations, coast
al culture and topography, and coastal water depths which are
often substantially in error. Because the USC.S and NOS are
unable to mount a crash program for updating coastal maps and
charts, it is obvious that an early solution to the problem of
current coastal zone base data will not be provided by the
federal government.

In sum, current environmental data are necessary as management
information for states' coastal zone management programs, a
fact that is recognized and stressed by NOAA's Office of
Coastal Zone Management. Existing environmental baseline
information for coastal areas, in map format or otherwise, is
sketchy, outdated or non-existent. Therefore, states should
plan on providing for themselves the necessary means for
gathering needed up-to-date information on the various coastal
areas which they will be required to manage.

Mapping and Monitoring - Definitions. The cartographic por
trayal, on a satisfactory base map, of an accumulation of re
lated parametric data of reasonable accuracy, acquired over
not too long a period of time, is called a "baseline map".
The baseline map becomes the standard against which any sub
sequent changes in those parameters arc to be measured.
Monitoring, in this sense, is the periodic gathering of new
data for purposes of comparison with the baseline information
in order that changes and trends may be documented. F.very ef
fort should be made to utilize monitoring data in the contin
ual updata of baseline maps, thus maintaining their relevance
and currency.
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The purpose of baseline mapping is the production of an accu
rate synoptic map of a given area, i.e. the task is oriented
to area. Monitoring, on the other hand, is quite often prob
lem oriented and is therefore concerned with what is going on
at a given point with respect to a particular phenomenon or
activity. The area of monitoring interest will probably not
coincide with the geographic boundaries of a given baseline
map.

This brings up a key point. While it is important to use mon
itoring data to update baseline maps, it is not essential to
the conduct of environmental monitoring that there be baseline
maps of the area in which monitoring is done. When dealing
with a local problem (e.g., heat effluent from a power plant,
cannery effluent, dredge material drift onto, oyster beds) in
the absence of baseline information, the initial monitoring
effort becomes the baseline for that particular problem. Sub
sequent monitoring data will point up changes and trends. To
make maximum use of a monitoring capability, one should, if at
all possible, conduct the initial monitoring survey before the
problem-creating mechanism goes into effect, i.e., before the
power plant goes into operation, before the cannerv begins its
discharge and before the dredging is done near the'oyster bed.
To manage the coastal zone effectively, the manager should de
termine: (1) the initial environmental and/or ecological con
dition at some given time, (2) the changes that have occurred
as a result of a subsequent natural event or human activity,
(3) the continuing trends, and (4) whether things are getting
better or worse.

The first item presupposes a reasonable set of baseline maps
of the coastal area. The State of Texas, for example, has
available a comprehensive series of maps currently being com
piled by the Bureau of Economic Geology at the University of
Texas [4]. Some of the information on these maps is out of
date for reasons previously discussed. In addition, the scale
is rather smaller than might be desired, being 1:125,000 rath
er than the better detailed 1:24,000 of the USGS 7 1/2 minute
quads. Nevertheless, they comprise a fairly good startinu
point.

Given the existence of these or similar maps, or even outdated
quads and charts, the coastal zone manager can use a monitor
ing system to not only answer the questions of changes and
trends, but also to upgrade his baseline maps as well. This
can be done in an economical, timely and reasonably precise
manner by use of remote sensing techniques.
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Remote Sensing Definitions and Theory. Remote sensing is
merely the detection from a distance of something of interest.
The normal human eye is an excellent remote sensor. Seeing a
tree at a distance of a hundred meters, we can usually tell
from its shape, its color, its movement with the wind, its
context with respect to its surroundings, its size in compar
ison to nearby objects and the pattern of its trunk, branches
and leaves that it is indeed a tree of a particular species.
We do not need to touch it or read a label affixed to it. It
has all the visual characteristics of that sort of tree. As
the late Chairman Krushchev said, to illustrate a particular
point he was making, "If it looks like a duck, walks like a
duck, swims like a duck and only associates with ducks, one
begins to suspect that it may be a duck".

So it is with most things we can sec and manv things that we
can't see. There is something about the appearance of .-in ob
ject, and in its context with other objects both similar and
dissimilar, which sets it apart. The eye-brain combination
goes through an enormous number of object classifications in
the space of a brief instant of seeing. The main object char
acteristics which permit this are spectral signatures, config
uration, texture and context.

Spectral signature refers essentially to color, or, more spe
cifically, to the relative energy at different wavelengths
which is reflected from the object and detected. The eye de
tects reflected energy in the fairly narrow wavelength range
between 400 and 700 nanometers (nm), i.e., from deep violet
to dark red.

Normally one considers spectral response in terms of the spec
tral bandwidth of the sensor being used. As far as the eve is
concerned, a tree's spectral reflectance would begin at 400 nm
and show a low level of reflected energy in the violet to blue
area (400 to 500 nm), rise to a peak in the green to yellow
(500 to 600 nm), then decrease through the orange to red range
(600 to 700 nm). In other words, a tree looks green. The
plot of these reflectancc-vs-wavclength values comprises the
spectral signature for the object or species in question.
Different trees have signatures of different shapes which peak
at slightly different points in the visible spectrum.

Given sensors which detect reflected energy at wavelengths
shorter than 400 nm and longer than 700 nm, we discover that
we can detect things not visible to the naked eye. Oil films
on water reflect significant reflected energy iii the 300 to
100 nm range but are scarcely detectable in the visible range
|5|. A whole new world of vegetation detection and speciation
takes place in the range just above 700 nm where chlorophyll
reflectance peaks occur [6,7,8].
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Configuration and texture go hand in hand and are somewhat
scale-dependent. A close-up of a tree would show the intri
cate pattern of branches, the shape of leaves and leaf clus
ters, perhaps the roughness of the bark and whether or not the
leaves were shiny or dull. At a distance these characteris
tics would vanish completely or take on mass characteristics.
Thus a hardwood forest looks pebbly from a considerable height
and an evergreen forest rather spiky. The words coarse and
smooth can be used to describe differing vegetative masses
seen in small scale. Similarly, forests can have sharp or
diffuse borders, depending on environmental and man-imposed
conditions.

Context is an important part of remote sensing interpretation.
Given an object floating on the water, one would not normally
assume it to be an automobile, past Volkswagen ads notwith
standing. Similarly, a tree growing in a wet or swampy area
is much more likely to be a willow than a spruce. We asso
ciate certain types of vegetation and certain types of activ
ities with certain environments. A barrier island would be
expected to have, say, Spartina patens and Spartina spartinae
growing on the dune tops . Conversely, the presence of those
or similar grasses could indicate the presence of a dune.
Taken by themselves, spectral signature, configuration, tex
ture or context are seldom conclusive. Taken together, partic
ularly when spot-correlated by field verification, a very high
level of confidence can be assumed for identification. Fur
thermore, there are image enhancement techniques available
which not only increase the probability of positive identifi
cation of a given species, feature or property, but also sim
plify the task of picking it out from its surroundings.

Aerial Photography. Photography is possibly the simplest and
most useful of all remote sensing techniques. It works in the
visible range like the human eye and also in the near ultra
violet and near infrared where the human eye will not respond.
A vertical photograph provides a map-like record which, with
proper manipulation, enlargement (or reduction) and projection,
can be used to make or to update a map. A camera, used with
appropriate film and filter combinations, will provide mapping
or monitoring data on most of the parameters of interest to
the coastal zone manager. The literature is replete with de
tailed examples. These include: shoreline; roads: struc
tures; topography; water areas; sand beaches; speciation; areal
coverage and relative biomass of vegetation in salt water,
brackish water, marshes, swamps and on land; algae and plank
ton blooms; reefs; submerged rocks; navigation hazards; chan
nels; storm damage to coastal features and structures; long-
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shore current patterns; wave refraction patterns; sand bars;
turbidity plumes; quantitative trubidity; gross pollution; cf-
luent plumes; oil spills; oil seeps; internal waves; water
mass borders; seasonal variations in vegetation (emergence,
maturity, senescence); herbicide effects; land use patterns:
recreational activity; construction development: beach erosion
and accretion; and water depths.

This is not necessarily a complete list. These are merely the
parameters being sensed photographically on a regular basis
now. New applications turn up frequently.

On the negative side, sensing all of these things on a
single flight is difficult because different films and filters
are sometimes required, necessitating additional passes over
the same area. Furthermore, single-lens or single camera
techniques don't necessarily produce optimum results with re
spect to speciation, biomass and separation of healthy growth
from diseased or stressed growth.

Once spectral signatures arc accurately known, multispectral
photography can be used to maximizc the effects of spectral
differences. This technique |6,7| uses panchromatic film and
several lenses, each of which uses a carefully selected narrow
band filter whose central wavelength is chosen to enhance the
spectral signature differences in the field of view. The sim
ultaneous images, exposed adjacent to one another on a common
strip of film, are subsequently developed and projected to
gether through contrasting color filters to form .i single col
or print. Careful selection of the color print filters pro
vides still greater image contrast for optimum differentiation
|6].

Another photo enhancement technique is density slicing, where
in iso-density areas within a given black and white negative
are separated by special processing techniques, then reassem
bled in strongly contrasting hues on a color print in much
the same way that multispectral composite prints are made.

Except for turbidity (including gross pollution), photographic
techniques do not yet afford direct quantitative measurement
of the classic water quality parameters or of specific pollu
tants. F.stuarine salinity can be determined roughly and indi
rectly by reference to vegetation species in a given area.
Similarly, anomalous warm or cool plumes arc sometimes marked
by differences in water clarity or by the uncharacteristic
presence or absence of a given plant species. For direct de
tection of water surface temperature, one must go to thermal
scanners operating in the 12 micron wavelength or to microwave
systems in the 6-8 centimeter band. Salinity can be measured
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quantitatively be going to a still lower frequency, the 21 cm
band. However, unless an accurate knowledge of surface water
temperatures and salinities were to become extremely important
to the coastal zone manager, it would be better not to go to
the additional expense involved in operation of thermal scan
ning and/or microwave gear.

Satellite Imagery. The sensors discussed so far are those
which can be taken aboard an aircraft, though not necessarily
a large one. Satellite-borne systems are an alternate moni
toring methodology. With respect to coastal zone monitoring
use, the appropriate satellite is LANDSAT-1 (ex-ERTS-1) with
its multispectral scanner.

The satellite orbit is inclined 14 1/2 degrees to the Equator
and sun-synchronous, returning to the same ground path at the
same time of day once every 18 days. The sensor scans perpen
dicular to the orbital path by means of an oscillating mirror,
satellite motion providing the along-track progression. The
optical energy received is sensed in four bands, nominally 500
to 600 nm (Band 4), 600 to 700 nm (Band 5), 700 to 800 nm
(Band 6) and 800 to 1100 nm (Band 7). The instantaneous field
of view of the sensor subtends an earth area square of 79
meters, the 10 microsecond sampling rate reducing the cross-
track field width to 56 meters. The resultant ground resolu
tion rectangle, called a "pixel", is roughly the shape and
size of a football field, goal line to goal line. The optical
energy value for each pixel, for each of the four bands, is
measured in terms of an arbitrary scene radiance scale from 0
to 63 and encoded into a 6-bit word. The encoded data are
transmitted continuously at 15 megabit per second rate to
ground receivers. Received data are reconstituted in various
ways, including 1:1,000,000 scale map format with a separate,
registerable map for each band [9].

Given the satellite's altitude of over 900 kilometers and the
complexities of the sensing and transmitting process, the de
tail afforded in the recons.tructed 1:1,000,000 scale black and
white film positives is nothing short of incredible. As is
the case with the piano-playing elephant, one doesn't fault
the beast for his ponderous technique or limited repertoire,
one merely marvels that he can do it at all.

l.ANDSAT-1 data are useful for coastal zone management even
within the limitations imposed by scale and resolution. The
four separate bands provide film positive data roughly equiv
alent to what one would get from a very low resolution multi-
spectral camera with non-selective, broad-band filters. One
of the data formats from I.ANDSAT-1 is a computer compatible
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tape (CCT) which, when computer processed with appropriate
algorithms, produces enhanced information which can he of sig
nificantly greater value for coastal parameter identification
than the film positives alone.

These techniques were the subject of a report by NASA's Coast
al Estuary Analysis Team 10. 'The team found that unenhanced
I.ANDSAT-I imagery (separate film positives and color compos
ites) could invariably detect and differentiate between water,
turbidity zones, plankton blooms, salt marsh, forest and
roads. The same imagery could sometimes detect and differen
tiate between wetlands in general, swamps and marshes, land,
sand, dune vegetation, bridges, urban culture and rice fields.

By going to computer analysis of tapes, using clustering algo
rithms such as ISOCI.S (NASA/JSC) and NSCI.AS (Purdue Universi
ty), the confidence levels for identification of wetlands of
all types, sand, and barrier flat vegetation were raised from
"sometimes" to "always". Furthermore, it became possible to
consistently differentiate between hardwoods and softwoods.

It is seen that satellites have a certain capacity for nioni-
toeing, having the capability to differentiate between broad
classes ol" terrain, water features and vegetation. However,
as previously stated, the system is very resolution-1imited.

I.ANDSAT-1 advantages are:
* the ability to map gross coastal features and to monitor

them at a fairly frequent interval (every 18 day sequence
during which the coastal area is free of clouds),

* little or no capital outlay for equipment,
* moderate cost of imagery, tapes and computer time, and
" relatively few people needed to analyze and manage data.

The disadvantages arc:
* inferior differentiation capability and resolution,
* inability to track small-area problems,
* inability to monitor time-dependent phenomena or quickly

follow up on specific events, e.g., obtain storm dam.n;e
assessment,

* fixed scale, format and sensor array, and
* high marginal costs for image enhancement.

Photography, on the other hand, assuming an in-house or con
tract capability, provides a contrasting balance of advantages
anil disadvantages.

Advantages of photography arc:
* high resolution,
* choice of scale, format and technique to suit the problen,
* wide scope of identification and differentiation capabili

ties applicable to nearly all coastal zone problems of ii:i-
protance, plus image enhancement if dicsired,

* event-response and follow-up capability on demand,
* simple image interpretation procedures, and
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* wide scope of identification and differentiation capabili
ties applicable to nearly all coastal zone problems of im
portance, plus image enhancement if desired,
event-response and follow-up capability on demand,
simple image interpretation procedures, and
stereo capability for topographic and bathymetric mapping.

The disadvantages are:
* capital costs, staffing and other expenses (and/or contract

costs) involved in taking and processing photography,
* higher staffing level needed for data interpretation, anal

ysis and management of data, and
* higher level of program commitment involved.

Coastal Remote Sensing System Costs. It seems clear that re
mote sensing monitoring techniques have a very substantial
utility from the coastal zone manager's viewpoint. They pro
vide answers to the managers' questions as to what the coastal
zone is like, what its features and properties are, what is
happening there at a given time, and what the trends are in
natural and human activity. Given remote sensing's operation
al desirability and technical practicability, are the various
methodologies economically feasible? This section deals with
that question.

Satellite monitoring should be considered first because it is
less expensive for the user than aerial photography. Within
the framework of satellite monitoring, the only viable system
options would seem to be film positives and tape manipulation.
The first option involves analyzing and comparing the imagerv
from the 240 mm wide, 1:1,000,000 scale black and white film'
positives from Bands 4 through 7 and from the simulated false
color infrared composite at the same scale which is made from
Bands 4,5 and 7. A fair amount of information may be ob
tained from this imagery and it provides a permanent record of
a given satellite pass. Using Texas as an example, seven
scenes cover the entire coastal zone and each scene would com
prise (1) black and white film positives, and (3) a four-times
color print enlargement of the compostie. Based on the
assumption that 50 percent of the orbital images in a single
year would be sufficiently cloud-free to be worth ordering,
the annual cost would be about $20,000. One fourth of this
would be for imagery, the balance for costs involving one per
son to handle image interpretation and data management |11|.
The tape manipulation option adds a capability which increases
the likelihood of image identification and differentiation.
The output can be on standard computer printout sheets with each
pixel being represented by a printout character. Coverage,
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unless special software were incorporated, would include all
areas in all scenes. Again using Texas as an example, comput
er enhancement would cost, at minimum, about $50,000 pee year,
of which about $35,000 would go for computer related costs and
the balance for one additional person 111 J.

With respect to aerial photography, there are two ways to go.
The usual procedure is to try to acquire copies of whatever
existing photography may be available from outside sources,
hoping this will somehow satisfy the need. This approach
tends to make satellite imagery look quite good by compari
son. It is replete with frustration and probably should not
he seriously considered for a program as specialized as parame
tric monitoring in the coastal zone. Rejecting the photo-of-
opportunity gambit, what remains is flying (or contracting to
have flown) one's own photography. If' a state or regional
agency has a continuing requirement for a substantial amount
of photography it would cost about the same in the long run
to contract as to operate in-house. The in-house option per
mits a flexibility and responsiveness not possible with con
tract operations except at permium cost. The former proce
dure is the one recommended.

Format, size, and therefore cost of aircraft and photographic
equipment, would seem to he a key issue. A state like Texas,
with its offshore barrier islands, vegetated estuaries and
extensive marshes, would need large ground coverage per photo
in doing general assessment photography of the entire coastal
area. This means a requirement for a camera of 9" x 9" format
size flown at relatively high altitude. States witli regualr
coastlines and uncomplicated estuaries, e.g., California and
Oregon, might get by with just the smaller, less expensive
70 mm format cameras for general assessment photography.

Problem-oriented photography, usually involving larger scale
coverage of rather small areas, benefits from tise of tandem
cameras (color and color infrared, color infrared and narrow
band panchromatic, etc.) and smaller, easier-to-handle format.
This work can be readily accomplished using 70 mm cameras.

Most states would need both 9" x 9" and 70 mm photography.
This requirement can actually be fulfilled with a relatively
small platform, the Cessna 206, for instance. This aireran
is a little larger than the popular Cessna 182 and is avail
able with a turbo-charged engine that can provide a 25,000
foot altitude capability. The behind-thc-cockpit area is
large enough to accommodate a 9" x 9" format camera, whose
mount could alternately handle a multispectral camera or two
to four 70 mm format cameras. The 25,000 foot flying alti
tude, coupled with a 6 inch focal length camera of 9" x 9"
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image size, would produce 1:50,000 scale photography seven
plus miles on a side with sufficient resolution for updating
maps of 1:24,000 scale. ' ln1.

Considering its capabilities, the system would require a rela
tively modest capital outlay and annual operating cost. Cap-
Wrl^l1? "°?ld lnCludc the C0Sts of '^ifying'a contractaircralt tor photography; purchasing a used 9" x 9" format
mapping camera and two new 70 mm cameras with 40 mm, 80 mm
m™ l!T len*es! Purchasing equipment for processing 70 mm
film and purchasing equipment for analysis and projection of
both film sizes This would come to about $60,000. Purchase
of a good used aircraft would increase the capital cost Ivperhaps $40,000 to $50,000 [11]. capital cost by

Operating costs are based on the amount of photography done
per year and the staffing level involved. The followinc
us^r^xayr "^ t0 °btai" thP C°St mode1' '--d on'system

C1) reau!ree9"CvO"naK "vera«c of the Texas coastal zone willrnr *9 Photography to be flown of the entire
coast tour times per year.

(2) m,?r~aJ ?urP°se and Problem-oriented photography will re
quire twice as much additional flight hours for 70 mm
SveraggrePhy ** *" inVOlVed in SeaS°"al totSl cS.««"
The total photomonitoring staff will include a pilot/mis-
"?™"' a Photographer/darkroom technician r.

visor/cartographer, two photointerpreter/cartooraphcrsone data manager and one clerical employee. '*

Pleased1 aircraft°P$l^nnV0^? W°U,d l>C about $"0,000 with^t^nc L ,• ,' »135,000 with a state-owned aircraft 1111States having substantially smaller coastal zones and there-

.... ,;:& j.,i,K.?uii's.?:.ss,.syi?,r;?isks:!'b°

imnrt^ni Tl'-S ln turn would depend on the relative

•.'!>"> until confidence ,s gained in the use of normal imagery.

(3)
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It would seem that an adequate initial remote sensing system
capability should include satellite film imagery and in-house
aerial photography as discussed above. Satellite tape manip
ulation and multispectral photography could be added later as
the need becomes evident. This minimal svstem would require,
for Texas, a capital outlay of $60,000 or'$100,000 and annual
operating expenditures of $170,000 or $155,000, depending on
whether or not the photo aircraft were owned or leased. Costs
Tor other coastal states, or coastal regions, would be some
what different, depending on such factors as length of coast
line involved and level of detail required.

States' Monitoring Needs. Most coastal states have coastal
zones which are substantially smaller than Texas'. It would
not seem reasonable for New Hampshire, with its 20-some mile
coastline, to opt for funding its own remote sensing monitor
ing capability. But, in consortium with adjacent coastal
states, or with a New England region, New Hampshire could well
afford a fair pro rata share.

There are states, however, with coastlines as long as Texas',
or estuaries which are even more complex, or coastal problems
of even greater urgency. Their appropriate funding level for
coastal zone management could be roughly equivalent to Texas'
(some may be even higher) and the need for their own monitoring
system will be just as great. It's reasonable to assume that
such states could also provide funding for remote sensing mon
itoring. These states' coastal problems won't be identical to
Texas'. Nevertheless, certain monitoring rcmiircrocnts remain
the same for all states. Examples are:
* photography of existing shorelines for updating maps
* monitoring of beach accreation and erosion
ft observation of pollution sources and effluent plumes
* monitoring oil spills and effects
* assessment of storm damage
* monitoring changes in coastal vegetation patterns
* monitoring changes in coastal land use
* monitoring levels of coastal recreation activity
* monitoring coastal dynamics and sediment transport
* monitoring dredge material dispersal

monitoring the impact of coastal real estate development.*

The monitoring techniques arc generally quite similar, whether
the coastline is one where waves pound against cliffs or one
with extensive off-lying harrier islands and shallow, brackish
marshes. Differences in coastal zone problems between states
are dictated more by politics and environmental philosophy
than by coastal topography and geology.
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A Monitoring System Development Plan. There arc no over
whelming technical problems involved in the development of
a coastal zone monitoring system. All of the parametric
measurement techniques discussed or implied herein are with
in the state-of-the-art, many in general use in a refined
state. The requirements highlighted in the previous section
can, for the most part, be reasonably satisfied by use of
color, color infrared and panchromatic infrared photography,
singly or in combination.

The Remote Sensing Center at Texas ASM now hopes to initi
ate a test of photographic techniques, conducted in the
context of their usability in a coastal monitoring system
of reasonable simplicity. Successful preliminary work in
1975 [8] points up the feasibility of developing an effective
low-cost system. The proposed test area is the coastline
and estuary running roughly from Galveston, Texas to Free-
port, Texas. This area embodies most of the problems and
features found along the entire Texas coast, including
those typical of other states' coastal zones. These include:

* oil spills and natural oil seepage
* a coastline highly subject to storm damage
* heavy industrial buildup along the estuary
* active real estate "development" of estuarine marsh lands
* heavy dredging activity for channel maintenance
* effluent plumes both in the estuary and offshore
* substantial ocean shipping activity
* changing patterns of land use
* a relatively productive and fragile estuarine ecology
* extensive estuarine and dune vegetation
* heavy coastal recreation activity
* an active commercial fishing economy
* substantial Intracoastal Waterway activity
* a coastal town soon to become the inshore terminus of
* an offshore oil terminal

Aerial photography would be flown and ground-correlated over
a year's time in order to record seasonal changes in spectral
signatures and seasonal variations in natural phenomena and
cultural activities.

Although the test site will be in Texas, every effort will be
made to show the universal applicability of the techniques
tested. Similarly, the cost model will be amenable to dimen
sioning in terms of other states' requirements.
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THERMAL POLLUTION IN THE LOS ANGELES-LONG BEACH HARBOR:

CONSEQUENCES AND ALTERNATIVES

GARY D. BREWER

ALLAN HANCOCK FOUNDATION
UNIVERSITY OP SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Abstract

The proposed discharge of both heated and chilled seawater
effluents into the Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor may be
a significant adverse impact on the harbor's biotic
resources unless alternative methods of thermal waste
disposal are adopted.

Introduction

Coupled with this nation's insatiable appetite for electric
power and other forms of energy, are increasing demands for
water as a heat transfer medium. Jfore attention is being
turned to the marine environment for large volumes of water
necessary for the dissipation of excess heat. Ecologists
have become concerned with these projected trends (1,2,3). Un
checked thermal loading of Dear-shore marine ecosystems
will inevitably pose a serious threat to the homeostasis
and well-being of coastal resources unless realistic
guidelines are established and enforoed.

The proposed discharge of heated and chilled sea water
from an electric power generating plant and a liquified
natural gas (LNG) vaporization plant respectively, into
the Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor raises questions about
the affects of these effluents on the harbor's unique
biotic resources. This paper discusses aspects of the
entrainment of plankton!c organisms through these "once
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through" heat exchange systems and the implications of
sustained temperature alterations of the hurbor's receiv
ing waters. Alternatives to the proposed discharge of
these potentially damaging thermal effluents are dis
cussed.

Regional Description

The Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor is the third largest
port in the United 3tates and is an industrial center
for oil drilling and refining and fish processing and
canning. Until recently, unprocessed waste from fish
canneries, oil refineries and ship bilges were dumued
into the harbor. Today, filtered' cannery wastes and
primary treated municipal sewage enter the outer harbor.

Necessitated by pressures for pollution abatement and
for the development of a deeper water port, the harbor
has been the subject of a multidlscipllnary research
program during the past decade (lj.,5,6). Baseline data
on the physical, chemical, and biological environments
have accumulated that are proving essential for detail
ing the orobable impact of proposed harbor development.
Figure 1 shows the Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor and
the sampling stations occupied monthly by the Allan
Hancock Foundation of the University of Southern Cali
fornia. Other Hancock Foundation surveys have routinely
sampled the ichthyoplankton, fish, and bird faunas.

Althou h a center for industry, biologically the harbor
is a productive, rich, and diverse environment. At
least 132 species of fish representing 1+^ families are
known to inhabit or frequent the harbor waters (7).
Otter trawl catch data indicate that the harbor contains
"... the richest soft-bottom ichthyofauna of California"
(8). Tha harbor is the center of a southern California
live-bait fishery for anchovies (Enaraulls mordax)(9).
The highest water temperatures are generally recorded
in Augusi, and September and may reach 25° C (surface)
in the inner harbor. Low temperatures (10° C) generally
occur in December and January.

Thermal Effluents

The location of the proposed electric generating and
LNG facilities are shown in Figure 1. Although a
detailed description of proposed sea water usage and
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discharge are not yet available, the LNG gasification
process is expected to require b00,000 gallons of sea
water per minute (2270 m->) chilled at least 6.7° C (12° F)
below ambient receiving water temperatures (10). Elec
tric generating plants now in operation in southern
California require^up to 500,000 gallons of sea water
per minute (1890 mJ), heated 11° C (20° F) above ambient
receiving water temperatures. The harbor generating
facility is expected to require similar volumes.

Under extreme temperature conditions in winter, the
LNG facility may discharge water as low as 3.3° C while
in the summer months, the generating station may dis
charge water as high as 37 C. On any given day, a
horizontal thermal gradient of 18.7° C may exist between
the outfalls fror. the two facilities.

Assuming that the outer harbor contains sor.e 3.0 X 10 m^
of water, the volume of water utilized by the two pro
posed plants would be equivalent to approximately 2 j*
of the harbor's volume per day. Those organisms re
tained by plankton nets are assumed to be incapable
of avoiding entrainment in these seawater systems. Dom
inating the planktonlc organisms within the harbor are
copepods, clodocerans, larvaceans, various crustacean
and mollusc lrrvae, chaetoenaths, and fish eggs and larvae.
Although the mortality of entrained organisms cannot
be determined without detailed on-site investigations,
past studies of power plant entrainment (11,12,13) suggest
that the combination of thermal, mechanical, and chen.ical
(i.e., biocides and cleaning agents) stress assure high
mortality.

While data on anchovy embryos and larvae (lq.) indicate
that acute low temperature shocks (to 0.5° C) are less
detrimsntal than acute high temperature shocks (>29° C),
mechanical and chemical stresses may be the critical
entrainment factors for survival in some seawater systems.

IchthyoplanKton data (8) indicate that the site of the
proposed generating plant seawater intake is adjacent to
one of the harbor's prime locations for breeding by
several groups of fishes including blennies, sclaenics,
gobies, pleuronectlds, cottlds, and serranids. Concen
trations of fish eggs and larvae as high as 50 per v.?
of water have been founti in the harbor.

Other organisms, while not entrained by the seawter sys
tems may be adversely affected by the elevated or depressed
thermal plumes. The horizontal and vertical extent of
these plumes may vary depending on wind and tidal con-
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1i-i°2B; Benthic •»* intertidal organisms may be sub-
iith Jil?nrrLrrP^<te,BperatUro in^eases and decreasesr»o^ +1ing and falling semi-diurnal tides. Fishes may
^?Z tne »!?a.rp thermal gradients associated with these
plumes and thua be excluded from the harbor. Juvenile
anchovies preferred warm water up to a maximum of 25* C
when tested in thermal gradients In the laboratory (15).
Moreover, in their natural environment, anchovies have
58V,i?Tifou?d *n water temperatures above zf C nor below
iu ,^'w, A"chovl«s may be excluded from the harbor and
the valuable llve-balt and sport fisheries disrupted if
significant portions of the outer harbor are altered by
the discharge of thermal wastes.

Discussion

An obvious measure by which to mitigate these significant
adverse impacts would be to utilize a seawater system
common to both LNG and electric generating plants. The
temperature of the final effluent after being alternately
heated and cooled would be close to ambient receiving
water temperatures. Although entrained organisms would
experience a double-dose of thermal shock, such a measure
would ameliorate detrimental effects at the outfalls and
substantially fewer organisms would be entrained.

Just such a system is being considered for a proposed
LNG vaporization plant adjacent to an electric generating
plant near Port Hueneme, California. Yet, such cooper-
ation between two competing utilities may not become
reality unless the legislature mandates such energy con
servation measures.

Some sections of the inner harbor which suffer from
stagnation might be enhanced by the presence of a large
intake pipe which could enhance circulation and flushing.

Other energy conservations measures, although initially
more costly, would prevent ecological hazards. The enor
mous amout of waste heat and cold presently discharged
or planned for discharge into lakes, streams, and oceans,
is contrary to energy conservation rhetoric expounded
by both industry and government officials alike. Alter
natives to the discharge of waste heat such as heating
greenhouses and aquaculture ponds must be investigated
fully. Japan has been a leader in the management of
stored LNG energy. Air liquifactlon plants and food
storage operations, utilizing LNG as a source of cold
have proved profitable. Japanese Industries are now
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building pilot plants to determine the applicability of
LNG for quick food freezing; low temperature crushing
of wastes such as tires, plastics, and car bodies; and
salt water desalinization.

Finally, a single set of regulations designed to "protect
the ecology" of a variety of diverse ecosystems, without
regard for the unique biological and physical features
of each setting is unsound. Such guidelines would not
only cause needless expense without protecting the
receiving ecosystem (16), but may obviate potential
ecosystem enhancement through waste discharge. Sound
baseline data and critical analysis of all alternatives
must be required if our energy resources are to be
exploited and benefits maximized*
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THE WETLANDS DILEMMA: A SOLUTION?

Dr. John E. Carroll

Institute of Natural and Environmental Resources
University of New Hampshire

Durham, NH 03824

The great debate over whether to preserve or destroy
our coastal salt-marsh wetlands of the Atlantic and Gulf
coasts has been raging now for over a quarter of a century.
On the one hand, the body of knowledge concerning the great
values to man generated by these estuaries and wetlands in
their natural states has been growing, and more and more
states have enacted, and even begun to enforce, ever stric
ter, ever more comprehensive wetlands and estuarine protec
tive legislation. On the other hand, however, the wetlands
have been dredged (for boating and to provide cheap fill
material, as well as for sand, gravel, and phosphate);
filled (for housing subdivisions, parking lots, airports,
waste disposal, among other things), diked, drained, and
impounded (for mosquito control, agriculture, water-fowl
hunting); contaminated (by oil, DDT and other dangerous pesti
cides, and toxic wastes of all kinds); and in general insulted
and abused in practice, even sometimes by those who praise
them in word. Court dockets in coastal states and their
local jurisdictions are now becoming crowded with the law
suits which result from this conflict between vigilant enforce
ment of stricter laws and blatant disdain of the protected
resource by developers and their lawyers. And, even as liti
gation increases in this field of jurisprudence, the pressures
build to destroy the wetlands for development and to protect
them for their values.

Values. There are many, many different values which accrue
to man from coastal wetlands in their natural state, ranging
from previously undreamed of commercial finfishery and shell-
fishery productivity and values, to obvious recreational and
aesthetic values, to the more mundane values of buffer-zone
protection from stormy seas, great waves and high tides due
to their great absorptive capacity. A great problem which
defenders of wetlands and advocates of their preservation
have had to face (along with their compatriots in the cause
of wilderness preservation, wild rivers, and endangered-
species protection) is that many of the values cited for
wetlands are more or less intangible and thus difficult to
quantify. In addition, wetlands values accrue collectively
or socially to the entire population of a region or the
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nation rather than to those who actually hold title to the
land. This problem of collective ownership of a common
property resource is by no means limited to wetlands preser
vation, but perhaps is better exemplified in this issue than
in any other.

And, indeed, of the social values of the food resource of
the seas and estuaries, storm protection, storage of fresh
water, and decontamination of polluted air by marsh vegeta
tion, all of which are characteristic of and attributable
to our coastal wetlands, perhaps none is more truly social
or collective in nature than the most recent and perhaps
greatest of all values attributed to these environments:
tertiary treatment of sewage wastes. Dr. Eugene Odum,
Director of the Institute of Ecology of the University of
Georgia, and regarded by many as America's foremost ecologist,
places a conservative value of $50,000 on each acre (for
sewage treatment alone) of wetland in the South Atlantic -
Gulf Coast region (capitalized at an interest rate of 5%).
He attributes all the estuarine values combined (commercial
and sports fisheries, aquaculture potential, and waste
treatment) to equal $83,000 per acre (at 5% interest),
which is far above the value our society has attributed to
this resource in its natural state. (The figures for New
England and North Atlantic salt marsh, using Odum's system,
would be slightly less, due to a somewhat slower rate of
energy conversion and thus slower waste breakdwon governed
by the cooler temperatures. However, the value figure
would not be significantly lower.) And, of course, intangible
values, such as storm protection, aesthetic beauty, and air
purification, are not included in the $83,000 figure but are
above and beyond this amount.

On the matter of estuarine sewage treatment value, Odum
remarks,

...it is clear that man should pay for secondary treat
ment of wastes since such treatment is relatively inex
pensive and untreated organic materials greatly stress
any natural aquatic system...however, man will and should
depend on productive natural ecosystems for tertiary
treatment of huge volumes of low-level wastes which
would be extremely expensive to treat artificially.
Thus, the economic value of estuaries as tertiary treat
ment plants can be valued in tens of thousands of
dollars per acre as compared to mere hundreds that accrue
from by-product uses. The shallow-water zones occupied
by marshes play a major role in this very valuable life-
support work since their contribution to the overall
metabolism of the estuary is proportionally high.
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A Social Valuation Approach. It should be obvious to the
reader at this point that the bulk of all values attributed
to wetlands are collectively accrued by the larger society
as a whole rather than by the private wetland owner. And
yet, we are oftentimes placing on the back of that private
wetland owner (whether he be private citizen, corporation,
local government, or some other institution) the burden of
sacrificing the right to alter or change the nature of his
property for his own financial gain or satisfaction. If
we are dealing, then, with social values collectively
accrued from privately or individually owned property, then
perhaps we should remedy this injustice and preserve the
wetlands by the use of a new social valuation approach, and
institutionalize this approach under some type of "soil bank"
style plan or estuarine conservation district type of system
similar in philosophy and thrust to the highly successful
Soil Conservation District system in effect for our farmlands.

It is perhaps about time, then, that society, being the
recipient of the value, pay the marshland owner to sacrifice
his right to earn a profit by destroying or otherwise al
tering the integrity of the marsh. To accomplish this task,
I put forth the following method:

1) A qualified institution, such as the state univer
sity, state natural resources agency, or federal natural
resources agency, or any combination of the three, must
first designate and map those marshes which are in a relatively
natural ecologically healthy state and thus performing the
social tasks already mentioned.

2) The owners of these mapped marshes would be deter
mined, and they would then be subsidized for keeping the
wetland in its natural state. The subsidy could be in
direct proportion to their percent ownership of the overall
marsh in question. (It must be remembered that each owner's
segment does not necessarily make its own contribution to
the marsh values but the whole marsh functions as one unit.
Thus, each owner received a value which is proportional to
the size of his "piece of the pie.")

3) The subsidy could take one of several different
forms:

a. reduction in the property tax on the marsh property;
b. cancellation of the property tax on the marsh property;
c. direct cash subsidy.

If the tax reduction or tax cancellation method is used, the
state should reimburse the local government for the tax loss
just as the federal Government now makes payments in lieu of
tax loss to counties containing tracts of federal property,
such as national forests. (It should be pointed out that
most of the property tax collected in the eastern coastal
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states currently supports public education. However, the
trend today is turning toward the use of more broad-based
taxes, such as income tax, to accomplish this goal. Thus,
there should be considerably less local dependence on pro
perty taxes in the future than there has been in the past.)

If the subsidy method is chosen, the state should pay the
subsidy, since it is basically a state and local responsibi
lity to treat sewage, dispose of solid wastes, and provide
for clean air and water. However, since the federal Govern
ment now commonly provides grants-in-aid to the states for
this work, the federal level should appropriately assist in
this subsidization. The subsidy could be in the form of one
lump sum paid by society (government) to the owner (this
amounting to the same thing as buying a public easement or
right in the land), or it could be a continuing annual sub
sidy similar to the soil-bank program.

4) A marshland owner's eligibility to receive a subsidy
or tax break could and perhaps should be tied in to his
membership in an estuarine conservation district (ECD)
which would be patterned directly on the model of the soil
conservation districts (SCDs) in farm country. Like the SCDs,
the ECDs would be set up under a state enabling act which
would permit state expenditure of funds to organize the dis
trict. In some coastal wetlands regions, the voluntary
approach of requiring a minimum number of marsh owners to
file a petition asking the state to set up an ECD, followed
by a public hearing and referendum among all marsh owners,
might be the most effective way of accomplishing the task.
The setting up of an ECD before subsidies could be made
would be mandatory. In other regions, a stricter approach
requiring all marshland owners who owned land within mapped
wetlands boundaries to enter ECDs would work better.

5) The district, administered by part-appointed, part-
elected, part-professional, part-lay-property owners, would
conduct surveys and investigations in the estuary, develop
conservation plans for estuarine management, educate the
estuarine owners and the estuarine users (that is, the society
at large, since we are all in effect users) of the ecology
and values of the estuary, and generally see that the estuary
and salt marsh are maintained in their natural state, pro
tected from abuse, and that any uses made of the marshes are
in keeping with their overall long-term preservation. The
ECD would also determine which uses are compatible and which
incompatible in its district.

6) Just as the Soil Conservation District system has
the Soil Conservation Service of the United States Department
of Agriculture as its professional guiding force, the Estu
arine Conservation District system would need similar profes
sional expertise and guidance. This could conceivably come
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from the Sea Grant Advisory Service set up in the Sea Grant
state universities in the coastal states (including the
o?6nL^! ?S,States)' or Perhaps from the new federal Office
of Coastal Zone Management in the Department of Commerce,
in any event, from whatever source, the expertise and assis
tance is available.

,. ..• Ju^ as.the Philosophy and purpose of the Soil Conser
vation District system is to arouse farmers to the hazards
of erosion and methods of controlling it, to improve overall
land use, and to accomplish permanent conservation and envi
ronmental results which are in the public interest, so too
would the philosophy and purpose of the estuarine conserva
tion district system be to protect and conserve the public's
estuarine environments and marine resources which are part
of that same public interest. As Professor Odum has warned,
•Ji;1\ ? marshlands are in private ownership, the owners
mII fu ?ain by »«l"ng for development no matter how
high the appraisal, since leaving the area in its natural
state would earn the owner little or no return. The dicho
tomy of interests between the value to the owner and the
X™«J? t° societY becon>es an increasingly serious problem as
population growth and industrial development accelerate."
fL^S Ky X?tei?t fc? abolish thi= dichotomy of interest, there
fore, by placing both the private marshland owner and the
general public on the same side of the fence in the common
o? ™"SL°f Presefving and protecting the natural integrity
of our great coastal salt-marsh wetland resource.
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ABSTRACT. Studies are currently being conducted in a salt
marsh on Wallops Island, Virginia, by Project IBIS. The
design of the project is centered around observing develop
ment of the marsh system through long-term investigations
of biological, chemical, and physical parameters. The im
plications in management are discussed.

Salt marshes exist at the land-sea interface, experiencing
environmental conditions identified with both and in turn
expressing unique biotic communities. The marshes along
the Atlantic coastal plains are dominated by species of
Spartina. In monospecific zones or in association with
Spartina are other genera including Juncus, Salicornia,
DistichTis, Limonium, and Iya. Representatives of these
genera, and in many cases the same species are found to
be distributed over a wide range. As conditions change
with latitude so do the nature and behavior of the salt
marsh community. The distribution of salt marsh phanero
gams and factors influencing zonation have been described
by many authors (1-5). A mosaic of factors appears to be
involved in salt marsh ecology, most important in which is
elevation with respect to tide level and times of submer
gence or emergence (6). Coupled with elevation, salinity,
sedimentation, insolation, and dissolved chemical concen
trations such as oxygen and iron also play important roles
in determining the distribution and vigor of salt marsh
species.

Salt marshes are among the most productive ecosystems.
Annual productivity is comparable to that of cropland (5,
7). Nutrient export through grazing and detrital food
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webs plays a dominant role in sustaining the myriads of
organisms living in coastal waters (8-11). A significant
proportion of the Atlantic fish and shellfish harvests
that form the economic base of many coastal communities
depends directly or indirectly on nutrients produced in
salt marshes.

The convenient locations salt marshes occupy adjacent to
urban and recreational centers have made them susceptible
to those trends described as "man's activities." Marsh
lands are being rapidly converted into real estate by
coastal construction and other human works. Every acre
which is substantially altered by construction is lost to
estuarine productivity. If this trend continues without
restraint, all our coastal environments may be unacceptably
damaged.

If our coastal environments are to be maintained, efforts
must be made to protect the salt marshes. Wise management
practices are the solution. These however must be based on
sound criteria, established after considerable research has
been done. Salt marshes are dynamic systems, experiencing
yearly fluctuations and undergoing succession through time.
A monitoring study, interested in identifying trends and
capable of recognizing changes brought about by a multiplic
ity of environmental inputs, including those of man, holds
the potential to produce the baseline data necessary for
development of criteria for implementation in management
practices. The purpose of this paper is to describe a salt
marsh study designed to conduct long-term research.

The American University Intensive Biometric Intertidal Sur
vey (Project IBIS) was funded by the National Science Foun
dation's Student Oriented Studies program in summer 1975.
The project supports a research group on Wallops Island,
Virginia. Wallops is one in the string of barrier islands
along the Delmarva peninsula and located at the mouth of
Chincoteague Bay. The island is owned and maintained by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration as a
launch and test facility. Security restrictions limit ac
cess to the island protecting the natural state of the
marshlands, offering an excellent opportunity to conduct
investigations over an extended period.

Project IBIS has established a permanent marsh study site
at the north end of Wallops Island behind a recently formed
sand spit. A grid system of 203 stakes placed at 10(m) in
tervals defines a 17,000 (m)2 site from above to below the
intertidal zone. Absolute elevation of each stake has been
determined by surveys to a benchmark (Fig. 1). Laboratory
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facilities are in a converted Coast Guard station about
1.5 km from the study site.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Project IBIS sampling grid, and (b) computer
generated perspective plot of sampling grid elevations, ver
tical exaggeration x 25.

The species composition within the site is representative
of salt marshes along the mid-Atlantic coastline. The flora
includes Spartina alterniflora, S. patens, Distichlis spi-
cata, Sallcornia spp., Iva frutescens, and Solidago semper-
virens (12,13). Among the fauna found are Uca spp., Litto-
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rina irrorata, Nassarius obsoletus, Crassostrea virginica,
and Modiolus demissus. The physica1 features include a
developing creek, pans, and a sand bar.

During 1975, IBIS collected data from investigations of the
biological, chemical, and physical aspects of a salt marsh
ecosystem. The research was designed to account for para
meters that could be observed over time and to provide the
baseline information needed for development of new studies
during subsequent sampling periods. Concurrent with the
studies, methodologies were developed and practiced that
could be employed within a permanent study site without dis
turbing the natural development of the area.

The research has been exclusively the work of graduate stu
dents; a faculty advisor and review committee have provided
recommendations and administrative assistance. Individual
projects have provided detailed studies of specific prob
lems. Researchers are responsible for collection and publi
cation of data.

Biological studies included non-destructive samplings during
which all macroscopic floral and faunal species were mea
sured quantitatively within l(m)2 quadrats 1(m) from each
stake. Measurements were made of the live standing crop of
S^ alterniflora for use in a statistical determination of
aerial biomass. The traditional method for determining bio-
mass involves cutting plants at or near the sediment surface
(12). The statistical estimate developed by IBIS has the
advantages of being non-destructive and allowing data col
lection from many stations. Below-ground biomass estimates
were made from core samples taken at intervals during the
summer. Primary production of benthic algae was determined
by Carbon-14 assimilation techniques (13). Distribution,
migration, and reproduction of the periwinkle L^ irrorata
was studied by counting, measuring, weighing, and individu-
ally marking the snails to follow their growth and move
ments.

Chemical analysis was performed on tidal water and marsh
sediments. Interstitial water was analyzed for salinity,
pH, and total organic carbon (TOC). A water collection
method was designed for use in the intertidal zone. Sam
ples are drawn through lengths of tubing into a 250 cc sy
ringe. This method enables collection from known depths
throughout a tidal cycle without disturbing the sediments in
shallow water. Salinity, pH, TOC, dissolved oxygen, suspend
ed sediments, and turbidity determinations were made on sam
ples of water collected in this manner.
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Times of submergence and emergence were determined for each
station by reading water levels from meter sticks attached
to grid stakes surveyed to the USGS benchmark. Air and wa
ter temperatures were measured periodically. Rainfall data
was recorded from a gauge located at the site. Sediments
were analyzed for grain size distributions from cores taken
along transects within the study site.

NASA provided IBIS with low altitude natural color and color
infrared aerial photographs at intervals throughout the sum
mer. The site was marked with three permanent reflectors
to aid in the location of features. All the stakes were in
dividually marked at the time of known overflights. The
photographs have been instrumental in the identification of
topographic and vegetation features.

All quantitative data have been stored in a computer file
created at the University of Maryland, College Park, to
facilitate storage and analysis of data. To insure stan
dardization in future studies the computer file and data
collection techniques have been documented. The documenta
tion and computer file provide the facility for reproduci
ble work, as is necessary in a monitoring survey.

It is advantageous to study the same site repetitively be
cause data becomes cumulative, each bit of information re
inforcing the others. Care must be taken to limit the
traffic at each sampling location. The IBIS study grid
provides 21 transects along which data can be collected,
minimizing sampling pressure at individual stakes over time
but allowing for the near-simultaneous collection from many
points. Portable elevated platforms were implemented at
quadrat sampling locations to further minimize destruction
of the flora. Through care in sampling methods the same
site will provide data over many years.

The goal of IBIS is to establish an extensive data base
through long-term monitoring of a salt marsh study site.
Recognition of trends important to the natural development
of the ecosystem will result. Hopefully studies of this
type will make data available from which criteria can be
established for implementation in future management prac
tices.
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ABSTRACT - This paper presents the results of a survey
conducted among coastal elite interest groups during the
past year concerning their views and priorities regarding
coastal zone management. The sample consisted of coastal
decision-makers in the areas of energy, commercial develop
ment and non-extractive coastal business; environmental
groups; state, and local authorities and government users
of coastal resources. The conflicts and compatibilities
of these diverse coastal influentials are analyzed in depth.

INTRODUCTION - The management of the coastal zone, the land
adjacent to bodies of water, is an important area of political
decision-making. Not only is the coastal zone ecologically
significant, but also, half of our nation's population now
resides in counties bordering on coasts. The variety of
interests competing to use this limited and ecologically
fragile area create particular problems. Traditionally,
resources in the coastal zone were allocated by the private
market, with some governmental regulation. In 1972, however,
the Coastal Zone Management Act took effect which could
potentially increase government's role in managing the
activities in the coastal band. The ensuing battle to define
what the act will look like in operation provides many
insights into the problem of high stakes natural resource
allocations in particular and politics in general.

There are significant urban concentrations, highly valued
energy and mineral resources, fisheries and agriculture as
well as recreational and second home developments in the
coastal area. At the same time that these interests compete
for use of coastal resources, consideration must be given
to the fragile coastal ecosystem as a common property
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resource. Reflecting the resources available, here are a
variety of business interests some concerned with energy
extraction, some with commercial development, still others
with real estate and recreation. Often in opposition to
these interests are "environmental" groups which claim to
represent the "public interest" in the area. Also active
are the various levels of government - local, state, and
national - trying to define the intergovernmental distri
bution of authority. Last, are the potential conflicts
engendered by role differences between the scientist/
technician and the manager/entrepreneur.

The goals, priorities, and power evaluations of these groups
and their views of each other are examined to determine how
decisions are now made in the coastal zone and what decision
making may look like in the futrue. These data will also
help us to evaluate the CZM Act as it relates to the problems
associated with piecemeal public allocation of other natural
resources such as water, air, and energy. The CZM Act is
also relevant to consider in terms of the proposals for
comprehensive land use planning. In those areas, the same
struggles among private interests, between public and private
interests, among levels of government and between the roles
of the scientist and managers abound.

The questions this article seeks to answer are:
I. What types of groups or people are involved in the

decision-making process and what do their positions on
issues indicate about the cleavages that exist in this
arena?

II. Who appears dominant and why?
III. What roles are the various government bodies involved

beginning to assume in their own and others eyes?

The answers to these questions should provide us first with
an understanding of the intensity of the struggle in the
coastal arena. Second, we will be able to analyze the
differential impact group affiliation and training back
ground play in determining issue orientation. Third, the
variety of perceptions regarding the various group's power
and influence in the coastal zone will be ascertained. And
last, the specific problems associated with intergovernmental
coordination as well as general problems associated with
"public market" resource allocations will be discussed.

This study is primarily a report on a mail survey of people
involved in coastal zone decision-making in four states
during 1975. The four states, New York, Texas, Florida and
California represent a variety of coastal zone experience
and types of political systems. Though not representative
of all coastal states, we believe that respondents from these
states are indicative of the kinds of people involved in
coastal zone decision-making in all areas. Federal officials
and employees were not surveyed in this study. The response
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rate in the study was approximately 50%.

The sample used in this study is obviously not a random
selection of all those actually involved in coastal zone
management. It would be nearly impossible to identify the
population of such decision-makers. What we have tried to
do is to obtain responses from a diverse group of individuals
who have been involved with, or at least interested in,
some aspect of coastal zone management. Though we believe
that the responses are generally reflective of others in
CZM, the sample is limited and the study must be considered
with this caveat.

I. WHO'S INVOLVED: ISSUE POSITIONS AND THE CLEAVAGE
STRUCTURE. Institutional Affiliation: We divided our sample
into seven categories based on the participant's type of
involvement in the Coastal Zone. Respondents were involved
in (1) energy extraction; (2) commercial development (includ
ing real estate); (3) non-extractive uses (lawyers, museuns,
etc.); (4) protectionist interest groups (Audubon and Sierra
Clubs, etc.); (5) government organizations involved in using
the coastal zone (port authorities); (6) city officials in
the coastal zone; and (7) state officials. Initially, we
evaluate the extent to which these groups display distinctive
interests in coastal resource allocation and play different
roles in coastal decision-making.

The respondents were asked what they thought the goal of
Coastal Zone Management should be. The open ended responses
were then coded into pro-development, anti-development and
those that mentioned a balance between the two. People who
could not be classified in one of these ways are omitted
from the analysis. The data are presented in Table 1,
"Group Responses to CZM Goals." Energy and commercial
development are the only groups in which a large number
respond with a pro-development goal; and in these groups,
most of the remaining respondents are in favor of some kind
of "balance." The protection interests are more anti-develop
ment than businesses are pro-development. Government, both
city and state officials, falls between these two but is
more likely to be protectionist than pro-development. Also,
government officials are very likely to mention balance.
Though the emphasis on balance among the energy extractors
may be a bit of a puzzle, the balance position for govern
ment officials fit with a possible mediating role they play
in the decision-making structure.

In order to explore the differences in substantive positions
more completely, an index of position on a conservation
development dimension was created. The CZM Act of 1972
suggests several things that the act was to do. However,
since the goals of the act are in conflict with one another,
decision-makers must choose among several alternatives. We
extracted five major goals suggested in the preamble of the
act and asked our respondents to rank them from 1 to 5,
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TABLE 1

GROUP RESPONSES TO COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT GOALS

Commercial Non-Extractive Government State City Protection
Development Energy Business Users Officials Officials Interests

25%

37%

38%

53

Pro-Development 48% 41%

Balance 35% 47%

Anti-Development 17% 12%

n 42 17

20% 16% 18% 9%

49% 45% 40% 35%

31% 39% 42% 56%

55 44 50 22
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2
according to his own priorities. The goals are conserve
natural resources, expand commerce and industry, insure
recreational opportunities, develop natural resources, and
protect aesthetic resources. The index ranges from -6,
indicating highest rankings for protect and conserve to a
+6, indicating the highest rankings for develop and expand.

The various groups positions on the dimension were evaluated
by calculating the average index position for everybody in
the group. The relative position of the groups are indicated
in Figure 1, "Group Positions on Conservation/Development
Index."

Figure 1

Group Positions on Conservation/Development Index

Development

.52

Protection City State Non-Extractive

Interest Officials Officials Uses

-4.7 -2.9 -2.5 -2.0

Conservation -1.6 1.1 Development
Government Energy

Use

There are several interesting things to note about the
differences among the groups. First, the order of the
groups is about what we would expect given the analysis of
the preperred goals previously analyzed. Protectionist
interest groups are strongly anti-development and pro-
conservation. Energy, development, and government users are
on one end of the continuum, with non-extractive users and
atate and local officials falling between the two.

Although protectionist group members are very near the
protectionist end of the scale, energy and development
interests, those most pro-development are not as pro-
development as the protectionists are anti-development. A
possible explanation is that the different kinds of develop
ment interests support the kind of development they want,
but not some other kind. Thus, developers who would support
expansion of an industry in the coastal zone, might not be
as likely to support development of natural resources. The
opposite might be expected of energy producers. We find
some support for this explanation. Energy producers and
developers are fairly equally likely to support expansion of
commerce and industry, with 57% of energy producers ranking
it first or second and 59% of the developers ranking it
first or second. But developers are less likely than energy
producers to rank development of natural resources either
first or second. 62% of energy producers rank it first or
second versus 49% of developers.
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This data suggest another reason to explain why business
lacks a unified developmental, expansionist position. A
fair number of businessmen, rank expansion of commerce and
industry, and development of natural resoruces lower than
the more protectionist alternatives. Compared to about 60%
of business respondents who ranked development preferences
either first or second, 75% and 79% of protectionists rated
protection of aesthetic resources and conservation most
highly. Thus, protectionists have a more unified perspective
on the development/conservation issue.

A third factor explaining why business interests are not as
strongly pro-development and expansionist is that they do
not view conservation and protection to be incompatable with
development and expansion of commerce and industry. In our
sample, 36% of businessmen held this position. On the other
hand, the protectionist interest do view development and
conservation as incompatable. Only 9% of the conservationist
found the conserve/protect position compatable with the
develop/expand position.

Two points about the decision-making arena stem from these
observations. First, the groups differ not only in their
interests and goals, but also in terms of how they define
the issues. The latter may be more important than the former
in explaining the actual politics of the coastal zone arena.
The business interests feel their activities are compatable
with the recreation and protection goals of CZM. This is
perhaps because they view their activities singly and not as
an overall thrust of business development and energy
extraction. This was revealed in business's differential
support for each other's activities. Protectionists, how
ever, clearly see development actions as incompatable with
their conservation priorities. This may signify that they
do view business as monolithic in its action.

The second point is that the different business interests
really have different priorities. Although they may be
natural allies in decision-making in many ways, it is
inappropriate to view business as having a unified set of
interests. We would expect them to be in agreement on
being distrustful of government and protectionist groups,
since these groups are likely to limit what all kinds of
businesses want to do. But in terms of specific decisions,
parts of the business community can be expected to ignore
other businesses' problems. They may even support govern
ment or other interests against business.

The evidence from this analysis points to the distinctive
ness of the interests of the groups we have identified. It
suggests that government officials at state and local levels
are in somewhat of a middle position between the most polar
positions, but clearly favor protection over development.
It is interesting to note that there is relatively little
difference between levels of governmental officials except
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for those who are using coastal zone resources, e.g., ports.
State and city officials have about the same personal
priorities.

FIELDS: We have suggested that one of the interesting
aspects of coastal zone management decision-making is
technical issues as well as political questions are involved.
There are several possible roles for the technical person
or the scientist in the decision-making arena. One is the
essentially neutral observer and provider of information.
Another is the partisan, who supports a particular position
in the decision-making arena for either moral or monetary
reasons.

We first look at our data to see whether people with differ
ent kinds of training have different priorities for coastal
zone management. Using the priority index, we look at
differences between the respondents who are in science and/or
technology (engineering, geology, oceanography, physics)
and the respondents who are in managerial/entrepreneurial
areas. With this data, we can assess whether the job of the
person affects his priorities more than his professional
field. Analysis of position on technical questions in the
field of atomic energy indicates that the perception of the
scientist is determined primarily by who employs him.3

For this analysis, the responding groups are broken down
into those groups which demonstrate distinctive, substant
ive positions. We take the two business interests that
represented a similar personal set of priorities, energy
and development, and consider them as one group. We
consider both state and local government officials together,
excluding the government users. The protectionist group
remains the same as in the previous analysis. In Table 2,
"Relationship Between Field and Priority Within Interest
Areas", the average priority index for each of these groups
is further broken down by whether the field was scientific/
technical or managerial/entrepreneurial.

From Table 2, it can be observed that the difference between
groups is greater than the differences between scientists/
technicians and managers. Within the groups, scientists/
technicians are more strongly oriented towards development
and expansion than the others. Within the government, they
are more clearly protectionists. The number of scientists
in the protectionists group is too few to consider.
Generally, scientists/technicians follow the position of the
group in which they are working. This is revealed by the
fact that the distances between the mean priorities are
greater betreen the interest groups than between the technical/
scientific and others. The data also suggests that the
scientists/technicians are more unified on their priorities
than are the managers/entrepreneurs in the same group. The
differences among the substantively different groups is
greater among the scientists/technicians than among the
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TABLE 2

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FIELD AND PRIORITY WITHIN INTEREST AREAS

GROUPS

Business

Technicians 1.69

Government

-3.13
Protectionist

-3.667

& (16) (15) (3)

Scientists

Managers .37 -2.66 -4.84

&
(47) (87) (19)

Entrepreneurs

TABLE 3

PERCEPTION OF MOST INFLUENCIAL INTEREST BY INTEREST GROUPS

Business Government Protectionist

Business 7% 8% 25%

Gov't-Business 3% 1% 10%

Government 42% 76% 45%

Gov't-Environment 14 6% 10%

Environment 34 9% 10%

n 59 99 20
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Several points may be drawn from this analysis. First,
various public and private groups form the contestants in
the coastal arena. However, interests are not monolithic.
Energy, developers and non-extractive users all possess
different positions within the business community while
government users form a group distinct from non-using state
and local officials. The contest is therefore multidimen
sional, pitting business against business, government against
government, and protectionists against business and
government rather than a simple public-private split.

Second, while a person's background, whether science or
management oriented accounts for a small portion of their
issue orientation, it is not dominant. Rather, institutional
affiliation forms a more convincing basis for their
attitudes and outlooks towards CZM.

II. WHO APPEARS DOMINANT AND WHY? In addition to the

question of perception of groups and actors interests, there
is also the question of power and perception of power. Again,
we are interested in how the different groups perceive each
other. The respondents were asked the question, "Which
individual and/or group would you identify as being most
influential in Coastal Zone Management decision-making?"
The questions for this analysis is to what extent the
substantive positions of groups determines the perceptions
of the influence of others in the arena.

There are three basic patterns that might be expected.
First, there could be general agreement among the interests
as to who is most powerful. Second, interests might, in a
aelf-aggrandizing manner, perceive their own interest to be
most powerful. Third, groups may perceive the groups they
most distrust to be more powerful.

The data area presented in Table 3, "Perceptions of Most
Influencial Interest by Interest Groups". The perception of
influence by the different groups indicates that there is
general agreement that government is either the most
influencial force in CZM or that it shares that position
with another group. At least 59% of each of the groups
mention some government agency as most influencial. The
data also suggests that the groups most different in
substantive orientation are likely to perceive each other
as the most powerful. Only 10% of business respondents
mention business as being most influencial, but 48% mention
environmentalist interests. On the protectionist interest
side, 20% mention protectionist as being most influencial
and 35% mention business. There is an indication in this
that environmentalists are more likely to be viewed as
influencial than business but they are less likely to be
viewed that way by the environmentalist. Government is the
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only group that uniformly nominates themselves as being
most powerful.

The perceptions of the importance of government's role is
clearly indicated. There is also agreement that after
government, protectionists appears the next most dominant.
The implications of the government's central role are
examined next.

III. WHAT IS GOVERNMENT'S ROLE CONFLICTS AND COMPATABILITIES.

One of the major issues involved in setting up a government
activity is to designate an appropriate level of government
to have jurisdiction. Generally, the higher the level of
government, the less responsive to particularistic needs,
but lower level governments have more limited resources and
have less ability for providing coordination. The major
reason for preferring different levels of government is that
an interest may feel that it has a better chance of having
decisions it considers appropriate to its needs made at
that level. It may be because it believes the decision
makers at that level are more likely to agree with them, or
that political pressures can be more easily brought to bear
at that point.

Let us first consider the way that different groups perceive
the priorities of the state and federal grovernment. In
addition to asking each respondent to rank his own preference
in the coastal zone, he was asked to rank what they thought
the state and federal priorities were. From these rankings,
we calculated an index like the one based on the personal
preferences. In Figure 2, "Perception of State and Federal
Priorities", the perception by each group of the state and
federal positions is presented. This sheds light on how the
different groups feel the government will actually perform
under provisions of CZM '72.

It is observed that there are a variety of perceptions about
the state and federal positions. Protectionist interests
perceive both the federal and the state government as ranking
development and expansion highly relative to conservation
and protection. The other groups rate government as more
protectionist. It is interesting to note that again the
energy and development business distinguish themselves.
Energy respondents perceived the state to be more protection
ist than any other group, while developers found the state
slightly pro-development. The positions of those two
business groups were reversed in the evaluation of the
federal government. Developers viewed the federal government
as most protectionist, while the energy people evaluated
them as pro-development.

What is the meaning of this diversity of perceptions? It
indicates that neither for the states or the federal
government are there clearly perceived priorities in Coastal
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Zone Management. Not only are goals not articulated
clearly, but also different levels of the government actively
seem to be pursuing opposing goals. In the face of
uncertainty about what government priorities actually are,
there seems to be a tendency to fear the worst by assuming
others' priorities to be different from your own. This is
particularly true for the protectionist interests, but is
also true of the business interest. The difference in
perception of state and federal government by energy and
development interests may reflect an actual difference in
policy. Energy interests find the states less accomodating
than the federal government and the developers find the
federal government less accommodating than the states.

This data can be used to indicate more precisely which level
of government is perceived to have priorities closest to
those of the group. To do this, we have calculated the
difference between the person's priority index and the index
of his perception of the state priorities and the difference
between his priority index and his perception of the federal
priorities. The difference is averaged within the business
and protectionist groups. These average differences are
presented in Table 4, "Average Distances Between Personal
Priority Index and Perceived Priorities of State and
Federal Government."

Table 4 demonstrates that business interests of all kinds
appear closer to both levels of government than do the
protectionists. Further, there is very little difference
in the distance between the state and the federal government
in terms of protectionists own priorities and their per
ceptions of the government's. The non-extractive industry
respondents feel themselves slightly closer to the federal
government than to the state. As noted above, the major
difference occurs between the energy producers and the
developers. Energy producers are closer to the federal
government than they are to the state, and the developers
are closer to the state than to the federal government.

We have an additional kind of data that can be used to

look at the question in a different way and will allow us
to distinguish between preferences for state or local
government. The question was asked, "Could you indicate
agencies or groups that have been particularly responsive
to what your business (or group) has tried to do in the
coastal zone?" Responses to this question were coded in
terms of whether the respondent listed a federal, state, or
local agency. Although most responses could be classified
in this way, those that could not be are ignored in this
analysis. The responses are broken down by relevant groups
in Table 5, "Who is Viewed as Responsive?"

What is particularly interesting is that there is a fairly
general agreement that states are most responsive. The
development interests represent a substantial break with
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this pattern in that they find the local government most
supportive. This fits with the general perception that,
as a rule, local government encourages most kinds of
commercial-industrial developments even though they have
been given the primary role in controlling it.

SUMMARY FINDINGS. The answers to our four questions have
now been provided. First, it is evident that the resources
being contested over in the coastal zone are scarce and
hence valuable to a number of diverse interest groups. As
a result, the stakes are rather high in the coastal politics
game.

Second, the not unexpected findings followed that interest
group positions on coastal use priorities were rather
clearly drawn. One's issue position - whether pro- or
anti-development - was basically determined by interest
group affiliation. Those most pro-development were the
energy/developer groups, along with government users and
those most anti-development being the protectionists.
State and city officials sought the balance of the two.
Overall, many people saw some form of balance as possible,
especially in business which does not perceive itself as
a monolithic entity but rather as a group which possesses
many activities fully compatible with protecting the marine
environment. Third, government was seen to have the dominant
role in determining the outcome in allocating coastal
resources. All business and protectionist groups saw
government as the prime force in the coastal politics game.
Protectionists were viewed as slightly more influential
than business interests but not in any convincing way.
Rather, all groups tended to rank groups with opposing
views as more powerful than themselves.

Last, all the groups saw different levels of government
having different priorities for coastal zone management,
some more and some less closely aligned with their own.
Energy interests seem more at home with the federal
government while less at home with state government.
Developers find states more more accomodating that the
national authorities. Protectionists find themselves
separated from both levels of government by a wide gulf.
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FOOTNOTES

1. PI 92-583; the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972.

2. The categories to be evaluated were taken from the
Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972. The categories were:
Natural Resources, Commercial, Recreational, Industrial, an
and Aesthetic.

3. David Brady and Phillip Althoff, "The Politics of
Regulation: The Case of the Atomic Energy Commission and
the Nuclear Industry", American Politics Quarterly, Vol. 1
(July, 1973), pp. 361-384.
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COASTAL LANDFORMS AND SCENIC ANALYSIS:

A REVIEW (1)

John P. Felleman, D.F.A.
School of Landscape Architecture

S.U.N.Y. College of Environmental Science and Forestry
Syracuse, New York 13210

Illustrations by Grayson Jones

ABSTRACT. Scenic quality is related to man's perception of
'natural and built form. A review is made of three visually
related landform description approaches: numerical, geometric,
and geomorphic. Diversity and complexity of coastal features
are examined. Desirable analysis approaches are found to be
sensitive to varying scales, offshore, beach, bluff and upland
elements.

LANDFORM DESCRIPTION. Linton has described scenery as "the
form of the ground," and "the mantle of forests and moorlands,
farms and factories, natural vegetation and human artifacts by
which the hard rock body of the landscape is clothed" (2).

Scenic perception of a landscape involves the generation,
transmission, and interpretation of a visual message. This
process is illustrated in Figure 1.

Of these four perception elements, both landscape and visibility
are strongly influenced by the form of the earth's surface.
Therefore, landscape visual quality analyses need a foundation
of terrain description. A major difficulty in the ifeld of
visual quality assessment arises from the inherently personal
character of view interpretations coupled with the absence of
a common descriptive vocabulary. Many aesthetic terms may
apply to the character of the earth's surface, for example,
unity, variety, contrast, uniqueness, grain, and texture.
These terms, by themselves, are relative abstractions that do
not convey a discrete image. It is therefore highly desirable
to develop terminology which conveys images of the various
forms that comprise landscape scenes.
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1. Landscape - a composition of natural and man-made forms
2. Visibility - the physical view zone, and distance

relationships between viewer and landscape
J. Viewer Environment - the local surroundings, viewer

mobility, and sequence of views
4. Interpretation - the viewer's psychological analysis

of a view's content and meaning

A literature review in the fields of physical geography and
landscape assessment reveals a wide variety of analytical
approaches to describing surface terrain. One way to categorize
these techniques is from the standpoint of abstraction. Three
general groupings based on degrees of abstraction can be
differentiated: numerical indices, geometrical forms, and
geomorphic origins.

Numerical techniques are the most abstract methods utilized.
Use of these techniques to describe terrain characteristics
has gained widespread support in recent years because of their
relative ease of application to extensive areas, and
compatibility with computerized data analysis. Military
researchers have developed parametric approaches to terrain
evaluation for planning large scale troop movements. The QREC
(U. S. Army Quartermaster Research and Engineering Center), in
a large regional study, utilized simple topographic map
measurements such as elevation, slope, and number of divides
to quickly group areas Into twenty-five distinct terrain regions
which contain similar surface characteristics (3).

Numerical measures have recently been used in scenic analyses.
"Landform has consistently been evaluated on the basis of
relative relief -- the greater the relative relief, the higher
the scenic value" (4). Leopold, in his aesthetic comparison
of river valleys, translated a wide spectrum of descriptions
into a composite rating system. One of his prime measures
was "landscape scale," which relates the height of adjacent
mountains to the width of the valley floor. Numeric measure
ments thus are used as an indicator of topographic enclosure
and contrast (5). Figure 2 illustrates this basic scale
relat ionshlp.
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Figure 2 - Valley Proportions

Yosemite Valley Section
1:1 1/2 Floor - Wall Proportions

Lttray, Virginia
15:1 Floor - Hall Proportions

(after Litton, p. 271)
Several researchers have undertaken statistical correlations
between scenery dimensions and viewer reactions. Shafer took
measurements from ground level photographs which portrayed
actual views. Factors measured on the photographs included
perimeters and areas of vegitatlon, nonvegitation and water.
Study results included linear equations relating photographic
dimensions to scenic preference (6).

Zube, Pitt and Anderson have related measurements from
topographic maps to viewer reactions, both in the field and
to photographs of the field scenes. Of the twenty-three scenic
factors studied, seven were directly related to landform:
relative relief ratio, absolute-relative relief, mean slope
distribution, topographic texture, ruggedness number, spatial
definition index and mean elevation (7).

These and related numerical methods hold great promise for
advancing the rigor of scenic evaluation. However, by
themselves, they inherently contain several difficulties.

"The fundamental objection is a belief that landscape
cannot be effectively valued by simply measuring and
weighing components from a map or aerial photograph...
problems arise in deciding on weighting...the landscape
contributions of components do not increase in direct
proportion to the amount of that component..." (8).

A second problem is the difficulty in conveying a clear mental
image of the landscape via mathematical measures. Such an
image is critical for communications, planning and design.
The process of numerical abstraction is at least partially
irreversible. Geometric-based landscape descriptions help
overcome this latter difficulty.

Geometric descriptions of terrain are widely used by physical
geographers. Earthforms include both hill projections and
valley depressions. Three-dimentlonal hill form shapes can
be classified as being a hemi-spheroid (round), elipsoid
(linear), or complex. It is often convenient, analytically
and graphically, to project complex three-dimentional forms
into two dimentions, plan view and cross section. In cross
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section, hills car. be classified as being concave, convex,
or concave-convex. These generalized forms are shown in
figure 3.

Figure 3 - Generalized Hill Forms

Concave-ConvexConcave

(after Grletzer, 1944, p. 96)

Valleys have also been classified on the basis of geometric
cross section and plan view configuration. An evolutionary
generalization of valley cross section hypothesizes that
initially young" valleys are steep and "V" shaped. After an
equilibrium stream profile is achieved, lateral erosion
continues and the section shape is transformed to a rounded,
and finally a broad "U". Valley sections can be symmetrical
or assymmetrical. (Glaciation can also carve "U" valleys).

The plan view configuration of drainage patterns is an
evolutionary function of geology, climate, and stage of
development. Way has illustrated sixteen basic patterns such
as dendritic, rectangular, parallel, and radial (9). Horton
applied numerical analysis to stream patterns, deriving such
parameters as "drainage density" and "stream frequency" (10).
An extensive exposition of this subject has been written by
Haggett and Chorley.

In contrast to purely geometric descriptions, geomorphic
classifications of terrain features combine form, evolution,
and physical properties. Geomorphology is the "science of
landform" (13). It is a branch of geology dealing with the
many processes of erosion and deposition and how they have
shaped the earth's surface throughout geologic time.

Belcher and Lueder pioneered in the use of aerial photographs
to classify landforms for engineering and land planning
decisions. Way has focused these methods on site development.
He defines landform as follows:
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"...landforms are terrain features formed by natural
processes which have a definable composition and range
of physical and visual characteristics that occur wherever
the landform is found. Thus, specific distinctions can be
made among landform units, by which to describe unique
topography, composition or structure, or capabilities."
(U)

To illustrate geomorphic processes, the block diagram of
Figure 4 depicts some of the landforms shaped at the margins
of continental glaciers.

Figure 4

Glacial Moraine

Landforms

rM-terminal moraine

RM-recessional moraine

•W-interlobate moraine

GM ground moraine
E-esker

DR-drumllns

D-delta

DK-delta kame

S-shoreline

LB-lake bottom

OP-outwaih plain
K-kettle

(after Strahlcr and Strahler, 1973, p.444)

Way identifies geomorphic forms on the basis of bedrock,
climate, topography, drainage, vegetation, and land use
patterns. For each type of bedrock, such as sedimentary, he
reviews the type of soil associated with the various terrain
features. General interpretations for development of
landforms can then be made, including: sewage disposal, solid
wastes, trenching, excavating and grading, construction
materials, landslide susceptibility, ground water supply, pond
construction, foundations, and highway construction.

Howlett and Felleman have incorporated the mapping of local
landforms in the analysis of high voltage transmission line
routing and impact. As shown in Figure 5, the landforms served
as a multipurpose basis for ranking local visual quality
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(contrast, uniqueness), for delineating the proposed facility's
potential visibility (skyline, water crossing...), and for
anticipating construction and ecological difficulties (steep
slopes, marshes...) (15).

Figure 5
Environmental Route Location
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The geomorphic approach '.ias the advantage of bridging the gap
between description of visual forms and the behavioral
characteristics of the terrain which is a necessary basis for
land development decisions. Methods utilized in geomorphic
classifications arc more complex than those needed for numerical
or geometric descriptions. Due to the uniqueness of local
landform evolution the resultant analyses appear to pose
problems for large scale planning generalizations.

It is apparent that the scale of a visual analysis study area
will, in part, influence the selection of a terrain description
approach. For example, It would be very costly to delineate
Way's detailed geomorphic landforms for an entire statewide
study. The issue of scale is important because resource and
planning studies often entail decisions, such as facility
location and site design requiring varying levels of
informational detail.

Researchers in geography and geomorphology have addressed this
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problem by developing nested hierarchies of terminology.
These are analagous to the systems used in botanical taxonomy.
One of the most comprehensive of such systems was proposed by
Brink, et. al. for Australia. Table I summarizes his
definition of "land units" (16).

Table I - Land Unit Hierarchy

Name Description Scale

Land Zone major climatic region unspecified

Land Division continental structure 1:15,000,000
(15m)

Land Province large assembly of forms 1:5 - 1:15m

Land Region small range of surface forms 1:1m - 1:5m
having undergone comparable
geomorphic evolution

Land Systems recurrent pattern of land 1:250,000-1:lm
facets

Land Facet one or more land element, 1:10,000 -
part of a homogeneous 1:80,000
landscape

Land Element simplest part of a landscape, 1:10,000
uniform soil, form,
vegetation

(after Mitchell. 1973. p. 48)

By comparison, Cressey's "land form categories" of New York
State (1:3,168,000) are roughly equivalent to Brink's "land
regions", and the Strahlers' glacial landforms are similar to
land facets". Project design is usually carried out using

detailed terrain information. An element can relate to areal,
linear, or point features. The concept of "land element" is
illustrated in Figure 6 with a longitudinal cross section
through a drumlin landform.

Most aesthetic resource studies appear to utilize one to three
scales of landform analysis. The N.A.R. work, cited above,
incorporated two levels:

"landscape series" - large area, general impression;
"landscape systems" - series subdivision, dominant earth
forms. (17)

The N.A.R. earthform analysis at the "systems" level
concentrated on: areal extent, contrast created by vertical
relief, water-land interfaces, and character of spatial
enclosure. The character of a prototypical coastal "landscape
system" consisting of a horizontal sandbar and/or marsh on the
Midatlantic coast line is a "landscape systems" example.

A second example of scale hierarchy is contained in the National
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Forest Service's VI:ual Management System. At a gross scale,
the the study definis 16 major physiographic areas in the
Pacific Northwest. These areas are called "character types"
with common vegetation and land, rock, and water forms. At a
finer scale, a further differentiation is made. For example,
in the Western Cascades type, four "character subtypes" have
been mapped: gorge lands, steep mountain lands, foothill lands,
rolling plateau lands. Individual landforms and landform
elements are the third scale of analysis. These local forms
and elements comprise the actual landscape scenes which are
perceived (18).

'. A) 1UV-AVE
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A clear approach to describing terrain features is a valuable
step in developing a visual assessment method. There is no
consensus on methods for articulating surface characteristics
or terminology for describing them. Tests of all three
approaches: numerical, geometric, and geomorphic will be
necessary to determine a practical means or combination of
methods for defining visual terrain features of New York's
coastline.

A visual assessment approach ideally is suitable for both
area-wide activity allocation planning and local site design
decisions. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a multi-
tiered framework which aggregates characteristic groupings of
similar features at the macro scale and utilizes individual

landforms or sets of landforms at the local scale. The latter
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would be applicable to analysis of actual planning and design
relating to landscape scenes.

COASTAL FEATURES. Physical geographers and geologists have
long studied shore zone processes. This interest is due, both
to the importance of shores to man and, to the complexity of
coastal dynamics. Three sets of factors interact to generate
natural coastal forms. These determinants include energy
(changing sea levels, wind, waves...), shore zone material
(stationary and moving), and the geometry of submerged and
upland landforms (19). In this century, the impact of man
(filling, structures, dredging...) has constituted a fourth
major shaping force.

The complexity of coastal geomorphology arises, in large
part, from the relatively rapid (geological time) response to
active forces. For example, Shepard and Wanless (20) have
illustrated the dramatic changes in barrier island form and
location following major tropical storms.

Numerous classification approaches for coastal forms have been
developed since Johnson's benchmark efforts in 1919. Some of
these systems distinguish between shoreside uplands that are
growing and those that are being diminished. Bird has
illustrated prototypical coastal landform elements for two
diverse sets of geomorphic situations: cliffed erosional,
and depositional. These are shown in the cross sections of
Figures 7A, B.

Figure 7 depicts the general relationship of the water-land
interface. However, it is in the plan view (aerial or map)
that the great variety of coastal forms is revealed. Figure 8
illustrates one approach to the geomorphic classification of
depositional features. These features affect our perception
of shore areas by providing variety and spatial enclosure.
Shepard and Wanless (21) have developed an extensive glossary
of shoreline terms.

The shoretypes of the Great Lakes in Michigan and Wisconsin
have been analyzed in small scale cross section to assist
local governments and property owners in making efficient,
environmentally sound development decisions (22). Rather
than typing landforms, these studies merely identify changes
in section configuration and shoreline materials. Figure 9 '
illustrates the Wisconsin Study output.

Pincus has researched the erosional characteristics of the
Ohio shore of Lake Erie. His analysis, based on geology,
soils, and air photo interpretations begins with classifying
dominant shore features. Although not intended as a visual
analysis, the Pincus study demonstrates the multipurpose
usefulness of a rigorous geomorphic landform data base.
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Figure 7A - Erosional Sh^wslinc
COASTAL WATERS BARRIER LAGOON UPLANDS

offshore bar
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Figure 7B - Depositional Shoreline
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(after Bird, 1969, p. 1)

(After King, 1972, p. 503)
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Figure 9 - Wisconsin Shoreline Study

Shore Edge Section

Shore Element Description Matrix

WET BEACH DRY BEACH BLUFF UPLAND

MATERIAL
sand, to 50Jhen
gravel/boulders
To shoreline

mtfisfrtltcflis
of sand

clay clay

WIDTH
100 >l out to

6 ft depth 30-60 feet

SLOPE 4-6% 80-100%
rolling to steep

at drainage areas

VEGETATION none

birch, aspen, nazei
uuhite spruce, in
erosion free areas

birch, aspen hazel
white, spruce
maple

WATER clear
erosion-serious
where vegetation
and small sand
stone pockets are
absenf vegetation
temporaryEROSION

HEIGHT
varies from

30 to 80 ft

USE

Studies of coastal aesthetics are only recently emerging as
important inputs to land use decisions. Litton's "Visual
Landscape Units of the Lake Tahoe Region," in Scenic Analysis
of the Lake Tahoe Region (23); Looking at the Vineyard: A
Visual Study for a Changing Island: and the Environmental
Report for the Arizona Station Transmission System are recent
examples of visual inputs to land use planning and decision
making.

The N.A.R. study, referred to previously, included visual
contrast as a major determinant of visual quality. Table II
contains the study's relative generalizations of the large
scale scenic shorefront regions.
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N.A.R. Coastal Scenery Evaluations

Character

Table II

Location Internal Spatial Variety,
Contrast Enclosure

High High

Medium Medium

Low Low

Eastern Maine Embayed, Rocky

Central New England Linear, Rocky

Southern New England Sand Beach-
Bluff

Mid-Atlantic

Urban

Horizontal Sand Low

Bar - Marsh

Low

One of the most comprehensive scenic analyses of a U. S. coast
has recently been completed for Long Island Sound by Roy Mann
Associates, Inc. The study was undertaken for the National
Park Service and the New England River Basins Commission
(N.E.R.B.C).

In an interim report, the commission identified three shore
zone cross sectional types: flatland, rise, bluff; and three
plan view shoreline configurations: straight, projecting
seaward, and projecting inland. These simple shapes result
in nine possible three-dimentional combinations (24).

The Mann report deals with the subject in much greater depth.
Topographic complexity, shoreline complexity, and uniqueness
are just three of eighteen natural and manmade criteria that
were assessed (methodology unspecified) (25). Utilizing the
fact that much of the Sound's coast consists of submerged
upland hills, the study uses "headlands" (shoreline high
points) to delineate "shorescape units" between protruding
headlands. The scale of these units, averaging one to two
miles (1.6-3.3km.), coincides well with an individual's fore
and midground visual perception zone. Adjacent shorescape
units of similar character or between major headlands are
aggregated into 40 "coastal reaches" (26).

The Mann study does not 'identify' individual landforms. The
study utilizes twelve prototypical "shorescape types" which
consist of adjacent, visually reinforcing landforms and
landform elements. These are illustrated in Figure 10. Also
depicted are the study's conclusions regarding the visual
distance at which each type is aesthetically important,
views were analyzed primarily from a boater's position
(methodology unspecified).

The complexity of natural shoreline development processes has

Shore
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led to a wide variety of dynamic coastal land and water
features. In developing a visual assessment approach for
New York's shorelines, a nested hierarchy of scales will be
necessary. Initial large scale groupings can be made on the
basis of dominant topographic features and shoreline
configurations. Sampling and testing of methods described
previously will be necessary to ensure that shore zone
features are clearly differentiated and communicated. The
use of geomorphic terms is desirable where feasible to
provide a linkage to related erosional and land development
analyses. A comprehensive system must include offshore, beach,
bluff, and upland components. In addition embayment-enclosure
relationships must be analyzed.

NEW YORK'S SEA GRANT SHORELINE. New York is unique among
Sea Grant States in the diversity of its Great Lakes and
Atlantic Shoreline. The coastal aesthetic research being
conducted by the School of Landscape Architecture is designed
to develop assessment and planning methods for state, regional
and local utilization. The State's shoreline has been divided
into nineteen shorescape provinces based on geomorphic features.
Ground and aerial photographic studies have been made of local
features. Analyses are underway for selected sites in each
province to test landform units, landscape dimentions,
visibility and viewer preference approaches to landscape
description and assessment.
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FOCUSING ON VISUAL QUALITY OF THE COASTAL ZONE (1)

David B. Harper
Research Associate

School of Landscape Architecture
S.U.N.Y. College of Environmental Science and Forestry

Syracuse, New York 13210

ABSTRACT. Consideration of aesthetic values on an equal
basis with ecologic, economic, and other values is mandated
for planning decisions in the coastal zone. A Sea Grant
research program in New York seeks to provide user-oriented
methods for visual quality protection and control along the
state's coastline.

GROWING CONCERN FOR VISUAL QUALITY. Most of us would agree
on the dramatic scenic beauty of jagged cliffs plunging
abruptly down to beaches of golden sand washed by clear
blue-green surf. And most of us would agree on the revolting
ugliness of oil and sewage sloshing among the wrecks of
rotting piers and rusting half-sunken barges at the backside
of one of our coastal cities. Yet most of our shorescapes
are neither as dramatic nor as revolting. Agreement on their
visual quality is far less universal, but awareness of the
importance of visual quality is growing.

Recent public concern for visual quality can be seen as a
subset of the broader environmental quality movement.
Consciously or not, we often attribute visual quality to
environmentally harmonious features of our surroundings and
attribute ugliness to products of environmental degradation
or pollution. Our evaluation of visual quality is strongly
influenced by the extent to which the high-rise, the tree,
the sign, the beach Is perceived as an integral, functioning
part of its surroundings. As with most public outcries, the
visual quality Issue has been most stimulated by the negative
aspects--the unsightly and ugly. They tell us something has
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vary widely in sca.e (from regional to site-specific), in
subjectivity or objectivity of evaluation, and in types of
landscapes evaluated. Several recent reviews of landscape
evaluation methods provide more detailed analysis (8).

Despite a certain availability of aesthetic evaluation methods,
they rarely seem to have found their way into the public
planning process. One analysis found that "most planners
interviewed...either had never heard of the methods available
or found them useless for their work (i.e....too subjective,
too time-consuming in data collection, not flexible enough
for diverse planning situations, and too expensive)" (9).
It might be added that they can also be too complex for the
uninitiated to employ.

Specific applications of visual assessment methods to coastal
landscapes and in coastal planning are even fewer. A recent
volume succinctly compiles the aesthetic aspects of the
water's edge and proposes an approach to systematic evaluation
(10). Even more recent is a draft manual just produced for
the Office of Coastal Zone Management, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), as an aid to coastal zone
management programs in the states (11). One of the most
graphic and comprehensible applications of visual analysis
and guidelines for coastal planning is People and the Sound:
Shoreline Appearance and Design, A Planning Handbook produced
for the Long Island Sound Study of the New England River
Basins Commission (12).

A VISUAL QUALITY RESEARCH PROGRAM FOR NEW YORK. In light of
the paucity of inclusion of visual considerations in the land
use planning process, and in coastal zone planning in
particular, a proposal to define and research visual quality
issues pertaining to New York State's marine and Great Lakes
coastal zone was prepared in 1974 by the School of Landscape
Architecture, State University of New York College of
Environmental Science and Forestry, in Syracuse. The proposal
was endorsed by the :icw York Sea Grant Program (now Sew York
Sea Gra.it Institute) and funded by the '.iOAA OCficc of Sea Crant
for -i t'*o - year period (1974-76) (13).

The project, entitled "Visual Quality of New York State's
Coastal Zone", has the ultimate objective of making visual
quality an understandable concept and developing methods by
which coastal planners and managers, residents, and other
users can play a tangible role in promoting and protecting
the coast's visual quality. The question of visual quality
has been so open to a multitude of widely divergent
interpretations that the investigation began with the
preparation of four working papers of background information.
They are currently being distributed to selected reviewers
for their comments. These papers arc:
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1. Evaluating Visual Quality of the Coastline: Some
Significant Issues reviews the literature to explore the
complexity of defining aesthetic or visual quality. Both
psychological and physical Influences on individual
evaluations of visual quality are reviewed and discussed.
The unique aesthetic attractions of water are considered and
some of the vlsualaspects of coastal zone boundary definition
are presented. This paper provides a background for
subsequent research on visual assessment methods, user
perceptions, and landform analysis (14).

2. Visual Quality in Land Use Control explores the growth of
public concern for visual quality and the history of the
translation of this concern into land use regulation laws in
the United States. Emphasis is placed on actions at the State
and Federal levels (e.g., NEPA). A closer look is then taken
at the limited attention which has been given to visual
quality regulation, specifically in the coastal zone and in
New York State (15). Anticipated investigations to follow up
on this paper will include detailed definition of current and
innovative legal devices for controlling visual quality.

3. Landscape Evaluation: A Review of Current Techniques and
Methodologies classifies and compares some thirty recent
approaches to evaluating the visual quality of landscapes.
These methods fall broadly Into measures of preference or
perception of landscape viewers, or Into descriptive
classifications of physical landscape features. Discussion
includes the types of landscapes evaluated, the features of
the landscapes analyzed, the criteria by which evaluations
were made, who made them, and the techniques used for data
collection (16).

In addition, a bibliography of some 300 entries on landscape
perception and assessment has been compiled. It includes
sections on theoretical and research approaches to aesthetics,
on landscape preference assessment, and on landscape
classification. With this paper and bibliography as a start,
visual assessment methods are being screened for their
applicability to the unique linear coastline conditions.
Testing of one scenic beauty preference method has been
initiated using randomly selected color slides of a large
partly urbanized marsh complex on Long Island. Other methods
will be tested and evaluated in the second year.

4. Coastal Landforms and Scenic Analysis: A Review of the
Literature, With A Preliminary Examination of New York's
Shoreline surveys the evolution of methods of natural landform
classification. Consideration is given to the varying
requirements at different scales. Classifications relating
specifically to shoreform morphology are discussed in
greater detail. Nineteen coastal landform regions for
New York's marine and Great Lakes shores are designated and
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described, on the basis of physiographic, geologic, and soil
characteristics (17). Additionally, a representative two-by-
four mile sample site has been selected in each region and
cross sections and landform analysis prepared from topographic
maps at 1:24,000 scale. Urban forms apd land use patterns
will be treated similarly. Detailed field measurements of
landforms at selected sited on the coast will be undertaken.

To increase their familiarity with the State's shoreline, the
researchers have undertaken a field reconnaissance of the
entire shore, by air and by land. The dominant natural and
man-made patterns and features, visual and physical
accessibility to the water, and uses of the shoreline have
been noted and photographed on color slides. Methods of
determining visibility both from and to the water, will also
he investigated with the aim of defining the "visual zone"
of the coast, an important part of coastal zone definition for
management purposes.

To enhance the usefulness of the slide collection, a cross-
referencing system has been devised which identifies each
slide by location, landform features, land use, and other
aspects shown. This collection will be augmented with
similarly referenced slides of coastal features and develop
ment in other parts of the world.

An outline has been prepared for an illustrated publication
which will describe the distinctive visual characteristics
of New York's Long Island and Great Lakes shoreline, with
respect to the nineteen distinctive regions which have been
defined. This publication will include appropriate
photography, landform and land use analyses, and other field
observations. Its purpose will be not as a tour guide to
specific scenic sites, but as a document to increase public
awareness of the State's varied visual coastal environments.

Another thrust of the research program is in the direction of
identifying the perceptions and preferences of New York's
coastal users and decision-makers toward the visual character

of the coast and how it is being treated. A pilot version of
a survey questionnaire has been tested and is being refined
and revised for application to various coastal users. In the
long range, the purpose of this survey is to categorize the
various attitudes toward the coast, to identify dominant
agreements and conflicts, and eventually to seek satisfactory
responses which most equitably meet the visual resource
demands and potentials of New York's shores.

A major undertaking in the first year was the organization of
a "Conference/Workshop on Visual Quality and the Coastal Zone,"
held in Syracuse on 29-30 May, with 100 registrants. Three
keynote speakers and eighteen other panelists gave present
ations In three conference sessions: visual attitudes and

perceptions, visual quality assessment methods, and visual
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quality planning on the coast. Panelists represented
university researchers in landscape architecture, geography,
geology, recreation, and other disciplines, as well as private
consultants and public planning and regulatory agencies.
Presentations covered a wide range of approaches from literary
to statistical, from theoretical to politically pragmatic.
This concentrated package successfully represented the current
status of understanding visual landscape quality, and
particularly that of the coastal zone. The need for integ
ration of diverse efforts, particularly the adaptation of
objective visual evaluation methods to immediate coastal needs,
was clearly demonstrated.

The workshop sessions Involved registrants in small group
discussions focusing on specific case studies of typical visual
quality conflict situations found along the coast. These
sessions provided an opportunity for expression of personal
attitudes, exposure to others' conflicting attitudes, and an
incentive to seek compromise and understanding in reaching for
resolution to these conflicts, drawing on ideas generated by
the conference papers. One of the most useful outcomes of the
Conference/Workshop was the opportunity it provided for a
diverse mixture of researchers, public agents, private
practitioners, and coastal residents to get acquainted, rub
elbows, and exchange views (18).

The above activities are part of a program leading, over the
next two or three years, to the preparation of several hand
books designed for use by coastal planners and managers
These handbooks will attempt to provide primarily three types
of assistance: (1)raethodology allowing them, with a minimum
of professional assistance, to identify and evaluate the
visual quality of coastal areas; (2)guidelines for aesthetic
design of coastal developments; and (3)implementation
techniques and methods applicable to protection and enhance
ment of visual resources of the coastline. Towards those ends,
the research will focus on further coordination with the

findings and needs of other Sea Grant activities, such as
recreational facilities, engineering, power plant siting,
and land/water use policies and controls.
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THE ANNUAL CYCLE OF WAVE CLIMATES ALONG

THE EAST COAST OP THE UNITED STATES

Bruce P. Hayden
Department of Envrionmental Sciences

University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22903

Abstract. The annual component of the seasonal variation in
wave climates along the United States Atlantic coast is do
cumented. Throughout the mid-Atlantic region, the summer
wave-climate regime begins in mid-April and ends during the
first week in September. In the Gulf of Maine summer begins
in early May and ends in mid-October. Along the Florida
coast the summer regime is initiated in late May and ends
during the first week of September. The coincidence of the
timing of these wave-climate seasons with changes in the
general circulation of the atmosphere is discussed.

Introduction. In the course of an investigation of the
coastal wave climates of the east coast of the United States,
I found clear indication of the annual cycle with precise
dating of the winter-summer transitions. Although the sea
sonal difference in wave conditions is intuitive, the speci
ficity of the transition dates was particularly intriguing.
Literature on seasonality of coastal wave climates was searched
to confirm the observations. Except for tabulations of
monthly mean wave-climate statistics and mention of the sea
sonal differences as the causal agent in the winter-summer
beach cycle, the literature is consipicuously deficient in
quantitative documentation of the annual course of coastal
wave climates. Accordingly, I have documented characteristics
and timing of the winter-summer wave-climate transition for
7 stations along the Atlantic coast.

Visual observations of surf heights and directions in the
Cooperative Surf Observation Program (COSOP) series were ob
tained from the Coastal Engineering Research Center (CERC)
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for Moose Peak Maii.e (1954-1965); Hampton Beach, New Hamp
shire (1955-1965); Point Judith, Rhode Island (1957-1965);
Atlantic City, New Jersey (1955-1964; Ocean City, Maryland
(1955-1970); Virginia Beach, Virginia (1954-1969); and
Hillsboro Inlet, Florida (1955-1965). Observations in the
COSOP series are usually taken 6 times daily. These data
were reduced to 3-day running means prior to processing.
The reduced data were subsequently ordered in data vectors
of 13 variables, including surf direction ( NE, E, SE, S,
SW) and surf height in .3-m intervals up to 2 m with the last
category being > 2 m. To determine the orthognal modes of
covariance of heights and directions, the eigenvectors of
the data matrix were calculated from the sums of the squares
and cross products matrix (SSCP).

Methods. Principle component analysis has recently shown
considerable potential in resolving the variance structure in
multivarient, geophysical data sets (1, 2, 3). In terms of
least square error, principle component analysis provides
an optimal means of objectively specifying patterns in large
fields of data (4, 5, 1). The object of the method is to
isolate the characteristic, recurrent, and independent modes
of covariance among variables; i.e., to transform a set of
interdependent variables into a new set of independent vari
ables. Basically, the analysis transforms a set of inter-
correlated variates into a new coordinate system with
inherent statistical properties. The axes in the new coordi
nate system are linear combinations of the original variates
and are mutually orthogonal

For each of the 7 COSOP stations, the SSCP matrix for the
13 variables of the surf observations was calculated from the
365 3-day running periods,

iAi = mGnGV n = 3-65; m= 13' (D
where ^A^ is the SSCP matrix; mGn, the observation matrix;
and m is the transport matrix. The eigenvalues and eigen
vectors of the covariance matrix were calculated in the
usual manner,

A e = EL (2)
m m m m m m l"

where Em is the complete eigenvector matrix corresponding to
the eigenvalues 1^ (i = 1, m). The first eigenvectors for
each of the 7 COSOP records and the percent variance explained
by each is given in Table 1. The weightings on the first
eigenvectors for each of the 365 3-day running-mean periods
are plotted in Fig. 1. Weights are plotted for the second
day of the 3-day sequences.

Results. Although several eigenvectors were calculated for
each of the 7 COSOP stations used, only the first eigenvectors
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depicted the annual cycle and these 7 functions are examined
here. Approximately 30% of the variance is explained by the
first eigenvectors (Table 1). Other modes of variance ex
pressed in the higher order eigenvectors account for the
remainder of the variance and, no doubt, contributed to ear
lier difficulties in quantifying the annual cycle. The form
of each eigenvector is remarkable similar for the COSOP sta
tions (Table 1). Both positive and negative weightings on
the first eigenvectors occur and have physical significance:
There is a negative weighting when northeast and, to a lesser
extent, east surf over .6 m are more frequent than the mean.
There is a positive weighting when southeast and south surf
less than .6 m are more frequent than the mean. Characteris
tically, northeast surf is generated by extratropical storms;
and southeast surf, by the subtropical anticyclone offshore.
To chart the annual course of this major component of variance,
eigenvector weights of each of the 7 first eigenvectors were
plotted on the second day of each of the 365 3-day running-
mean periods (Fig. 1).

From Florida to Maine positive weightings on the first
eigenvectors dominated in summer months and negative weightings
in winter months. Thus the annual wave-climate cycle consists
of 1) anticyclone-generated surf of low heights from the
southeast and east in summer and 2) cyclone-generated surf of
high heights from the northeast and east in winter. The times
of transition between winter and summer regimes is remarkably
uniform along the east coast with the abruptness and magni
tude of the change most pronounced in the summer-to-winter
transition. At the most northerly stations, Moose Peak,
Me., and Hampton Beach, N. H., the transition to winter
occurs about 16 October. To the south the transition appa
rently occurs during the first week in September except at
Virginia Beach where the summer-to-winter transition is
marked at 17 August.

The transition from winter to summer wave conditions occurs
around 10 May at Moose Peak, Me., and Hampton Beach, N. H.,
and Hillsboro Inlet, Fla.; at the mid-Atlantic stations, the
transition date is 10 April. For both winter-summer and
summer-winter transitions, the timing for the stations north
of Cape Cod differs from the timing for the stations to the
south. The location of the northern two stations, along the
Gulf of Maine coast isolated from waves generated by the
Atlantic cyclone, undoubtedly accounts for the difference in
timing.

Although the winter-summer transitions are the most pronounced
features of the annual cycle, differences within the two sea
sons merit comment. Strong negative weightings during mid
winter (1 January - 15 March) are most evident at the
northern stations and least evident at the southern stations.
Similarly, fall (5 September - 1 November) has a more
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Vector

Variables

Northeast

East

Southeast

South

Southwest

(O'-l1)

(l'-2')

w (2'-3')
to

«. (.r-v)

(4'-5')

(5'-6')

(6'-7')

(>7')

Percentage
Variance

Explained

-0.2849

-0.0439

-0.2710

-0.1538

+0.2785

+0.4128

-0.2681

-0.3481

-0.3442

-0.2949

-0.2756

-0.1815

-0.2537

34

-0.1507

+0.1297

-0.0025

+0.4926

-0.1463

-0.4063

-0.4792

-0.3710

-0.3076

-0.2344

-0.1206

26

-0.2484

-0.2421

+0.1979

+0.0709

+0.0267

+0.4648

-0.1990

-0.3681

-0.4223

-0.3173

-0.2386

-0.2418

-0.2218

29

Table 1

-0.3559

-0.2687

+0.3698

+0.0429

+0.0538

+0.4392

-0.1755

-0.3441

-0.3602

-0.3149

-0.2113

-0.1375

-0.1584

25

-0.4019

-0.2370

+0.3870

+0.2411

+0.0043

+0.3619

+0.0295

-0.2747

-0.3489

-0.3234

-0.2820

-0.1960

-0.1510

25

-0.2543

-0.2120

+0.3284

+0.3029

+0.2321

-0.3861

-0.4598

-0.4328

-0.2585

-0.1375

+0.0584

30

^fM multipliers for the first eigenvectors of each of the 7 COSOP stations along the
Atlantic coast and the percentage of variance explained by each.

-0.3002

-0.0996

+0.2808

+0.0583

+0.4459

-0.2263

-0.4171

-0.4196

-0.3704

-0.2264

-0.0867

-0.1475
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homogenious character at the southern stations than at the
northern stations. In addition a summer period of uniformity
begins around 20 June at each of the stations.

Discussion. Given the well-known general relationship be
tween wind fields over open oceans and wind-wave generation,
transition dates of the annual cycle should have physical sig
nificance when there are changes in the general atmospheric
circulation on or about the same date. There is considerable
supporting literature for this hypothesis.

The winter-to-summer wave-climate transition at Point Judith,
Atlantic City, Ocean City, and Virginia Beach occurs around
10 April and at Moose Peak, Hampton Beach, and Hillsboro
Inlet, around 10 May. Numerous changes in the general circu
lation are also reported for these dates. Winston (6) noted
in 1954 that the core of maximum zonal westerlies shifts
southward 5° latitude in mid-April. In 1958 Bryson and Lahey
(7) reported that between late April and early May, easterlies
dominate between 45° and 55° N. Bryson and Lahey also stated
that a ridge and, sometimes, a closed high-pressure cell are
over North Africa; by the last third of May, the Mediteranean
low-pressure cell disappears and the ridge over North Africa
moves northward to Sicily. By 25 June the Azores high extends
eastward and dominates the Mediteranean.

By 15 or 20 June negative weights on the eigenvectors are
uniform at all stations. The maximum northward extension of
the subtropical easterlies begins in mid-June and ends in
late August (6). The mid-June date is given by Bryson and
Lahey (7) as the date of the disappearance of the Asiatic
high-pressure cell, the end of the spring pressure decrease
over the subtropical ocean of the Northern Hemisphere, and,
several days later, the northward shift of the Atlantic and
Pacific subtropical anticyclones. With these changes, the
subtropical easterlies rise abruptly from 2 m/sec to 3% or
4 m/sec of the North Pacific and North Atlantic. The mid-
latitude zonal index begins the rise to winter high values at
the end of August and the beginning of September marking the
end of the summer low stand. However, Bryson and Lahey noted
that the end of summer may precede the rise in the zonal in
dex and they gave the 21 August date based on synoptic changes
in the north central region of the United States. Although
the COSOP wave-climate data (first eigenvector) more strongly
support the beginning of September timing, the surf records
for Virginia Beach, and to a lesser degree, Ocean City support
the earlier date.

At the more northern COSOP stations, summer wave climates
apparently end in mid-October. Wahl (8, 9) reported on
changes in the general circulation indexes at this date;
Winston (c) and Bryson and Lahey (7) gave this date as the
time when the polar frontal zone shifts southward and winter
storms begin. Uniformity of eigenvector weights at the
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southern COSOP stations end around 1 November. Although
Wahl (9) reported that winter-level values of the mid-
latitude zonal index are first observed around 15 October,
persistently high values begin in early November. Bryson
and Lahey (7) agreed that winter values of the zonal index
are reached in early November.

Although the similarity in the timing of events within the
annual cycle of east coast wave climates and of events
marking transitions in the general circulation does not prove
a direct, functional relationship, they do suggest that the
annual course of coastal wave climates is more than a statis
tical artifact. At a minimum, these climatic interactions
deserve continuing examination and research.
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ABSTRACT

Research programs involving the shipboard study of coastal
processes have been limited in the past by several obstacles.
Ship time is very expensive and a means to quickly locate
the specific areas of interest has been needed. Most studies
of this sort have been conducted by the use of historical
data as a tool to locate these areas. Another obstacle has
been in the relaying of pertinent scientific data both to
and from research vessels while in operation at sea. The
Automatic Technology Satellite (ATS) and the Automatic Pic
ture Transmission (APT) communication systems have proven to
be valuable tools in alleviating these and several other re
lated problems encountered during operational coastal research
programs.

Introduction. Operational research vessels have had several
draw backs for coastal processes research. The scientists
have had to rely on historical data of a particular area to
pick their sampling sites. Standard oceanographic sampling
procedures have been to occupy and investigate one specific
spot for days or even weeks. While this sampling procedure
details processes at a particular spot with time it does not
provide a synoptic view of the coastal processes in the sur
rounding waters. Ships have also had, in the past, to rely
on radio communications or a docking in port to communicate
problems which may have arisen, transfer scientific data,
and to plan new research efforts when the cruise continues.
Crew members have also needed real time weather predictions
to take precautionary measures as well as to plan sailing
schedules. Satellite communications systems are the solution
to many of these problems.
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NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) installed both
the Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) system and the
Application Technology Satellite CATS) system onboard
the R/V Calypso early in October of 1974. These systems
were to aid in both scientific investigations and ship
operations during a 1974-75 Gulf of Mexico and Carribean
Sea Cruise. The research was primarily to conduct se
lected biological, physical and chemical correlative
studies of the coastal processes of the United States'
Gulf of Mexico utilizing remotely sensed imagery from
aircraft and satellites. The APT system provided infra
red and visible weather imagery on a real-time basis.
Routine daily imagery of the area occupied by the Calypso
could be obtained onboard for each of the four satellite
passes. Meteorologists around the world depend on such
satellite images to supplement conventional observations
and must, in remote areas, completely rely on satellite
data where conventional data are not available.

The ATS communications system consisted of a two channel
FM Transceiver which utilized the ATS satellites as a
relay. The Calypso was alloted approximately one hour
of transmission time per day. Documents containing both
typed and drawn information, graphic data, could be
transmitted to and from the ship. A Xerox Telecopier
Model 400 in conjunction with the ATS system performed
this function.

The history of the utilization of satellite systems to
aid in the monitoring of the marine environment is rel
atively short and quite interesting. La Violette, StuaTt
and Vermillion (1) stated that the first operational use
of satellite infrared data to influence an ocean survey
was conducted on June 1, 1970. The Naval Oceanographic
Office research aircraft (R.A) El Coyote, while surveying
the Gulf Stream's north wall, extended its flight track to
explore a tongue of cold water that had been observed in
satellite thermal images. An important result of this
experiment was that in situ measurements depicting vari
ations in sea surface temperature were actually corre
lated with small changes in the gray shadings in the in
frared images.

Satellite visible radiation data was first utilized with
the aid of an APT system aboard an operational vessel in
September and November 1969 (2). The scientists could
then use visible satellite imagery to depict cloud patterns,
especially those associated with the West African oceanic
front. La Violette, (3) describes a comparison study of
APT and Command and Data Acquisition (CDS) conducted
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during a joint U.S.-Mexican experiment, Little Window 2.
The APT field station was proven to be capable of high
quality infrared data transmission. The data were shown
useful as an operational guide as well as a quality data
source for further analysis.

Ship Operations. The APT system was used during the first,
nonscientific, portion of the Calypso cruise as a weather
detection system (4). The National Atmospheric and Ocean
ographic Administration (NOAA) satellite images enabled
the crew and scientists to depict storm fronts, cloud
systems, and local disturbances. Routine images allowed
the crew to predict the probable time of arrival of var
ious storm fronts. The crew planned money saving sailing
schedules around these predictions. The ship was also
located over several dangerous coral reefs such as Alacron
Reef off Mexico, Glover Reef off Central America, and
numerous smaller reefs off the Yucatan Peninsula. These
hazardous areas were frequented to conduct specific film
ing projects. Storm patterns had to be studied quite
carefully so as to allow the Calypso, a wooden hulled
vessel, sufficient time to leave the reef laden waters
in search of safe anchorage.

The ATS system was used for communications between ship's
operations units, the Cousteau Society, the scientific
factors (Texas ASM University and GSFC) and families.
The ship being of World War II vintage, occasionally needed
parts and the parts could be ordered and received much
sooner through the ATS system than through the normal
channels. During one portion of the cruise, the ship was
without a formal radio operator and the ATS system became
the prime communication system, being much easier to oper
ate than the ship's radio. During a study of the effects
of the plume waters of the Mississippi River upon the Gulf
of Mexico, an emergency arose involving the Calypso heli
copter. The ATS system is arranged in such a manner that
in an emergency the operator can either break into the
satellite system or extend his alloted time to conuuct the
necessary communications. Again this system proved to be
invaluable.

Scientific Applications. The first scientific study was
to correlate biological, physical and chemical surface
measurements to the U-2 flown Ocean Color Scanner (OCS)
imagery. The OCS is a breadboard multi-channel sensor,
that is devoted to ocean color, and is to be flown on
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Nimbus G in 1978. The OCS carried ten channels, four of
which are proposed for use on Nimbus G and six closely
related channels to enable NASA scientists to evaluate
the best possible combination.

The U-2 aircraft was used because, flying at 65,000 feet,
it closely simulated satellites. The flight paths and
cruise tracks were conducted in specific time frames and
directions so as to avoid local solar noon and the effects
of sun glint on the imagery. On mornings before a U-2
overflight, the U-2 operations group (Wallops Island,
Virginia) would discuss with shipboard personnel, via the
ATS system, the feasibility of a flight over the partic
ular area in which the Calypso was located. Cloud cover
and sea state were the critical considerations during such
discussions. Aboard the Calypso, APT images from the NOAA
satellites had been received and studied to make weather
predictions for the time the U-2 would be overhead. Upon
agreement between the ship's and the U-2 personnel that
satisfactory conditions existed the Calypso was properly
positioned and in operational readiness for the U-2 over
flight. The APT system provided the critical weather
pictures of the area and the ATS system made possible a
rapid relay of the information. (Figure 1).

Another study conducted by the R/V Calypso was to investi
gate the effects of the Mississippi River Plume upon the
Gulf of Mexico. This was primarily a biological, physical,
and chemical study of the effects of a colder, sediment
laden, fresh water river plume upon a warmer, clearer,
marine environment. Research programs investigating coastal
processes have for years been conducted with the aid of
satellite imagery. LANDSAT (formerly called the Earth
Resources Technology Satellite [ERTS]) is just such a
satellite. It was primarily designed to study the earth's
land resources, but its applications have expanded the
study of the coastal zone and the oceans. Reimnity and
Barnes (5) conducted a study utilizing LANDSAT imagery of
Artie regions in conjunction with field measurements to
readily distinguish the three surface-water types: river
runoff; ice melt; and oceanic waters. Each water mass
type was said to have its own temperature, turbidity, and
salinity signatures.

Szekielda (6) used 1966 Nimbus 2 infrared data to locate
areas of upwelling and an anticyclonic gyre off the Somali
coast. In 1970 a survey was conducted utilizing Szekielda's
finding to verify the capability of a shipboard APT system
for the gathering of infrared data. Klemas (7),
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Strang (8) and Stevenson (9) have all utilized satellite
imagery to study coastal processes, but have not received
these images on a real-time basis during the operation of
their programs.

During the Mississippi Plume Study, a separate study was
begun aboard the Calypso to see if LANDSAT imagery could
be utilized on a near real-time basis to locate the
direction of flow of the plume and related areas of
interest (10). LANDSAT imagery was relayed from GSFC
to the scientists of the Calypso via slow scan facsimile
over a VHF relay on the ATS satellite to a synchronized
facsimile recorder onboard the ship (Figure 2). The rapid
analysis and transmission of the LANDSAT imagery greatly
enhanced the scientific effort. Although researchers in
the past have utilized LANDSAT data in their laboratories
this was the first time ever that researchers on a func
tioning research vessel were aided by near real-time
LANDSAT imagery. The images were received 2-3 days before
the area was to be sampled. The scientists successfully
located and sampled the boundary zones associated with the
fresh, cooler, sediment laden Mississippi Plume waters that
were entering a warmer, clearer, marine environment.

The scientific equipment, including sophisticated proto
type instrumentation, required close communications be
tween ship and shore. Questions and information concern
ing the instrumentation were quickly transmitted verbally
and in printed format to the GSFC scientists. The answers,
often accompanied with drawings, were received quickly,
and sometimes immediately. Scientific data was also
rapidly relayed back to GSFC for quick analysis and an
evaluation of the ongoing Calypso operations.

Migrations of organisms in the oceans are sometimes spurred
by changes in atmospheric conditions. Dr. Herrnkind (11)
has noted that lobster migrations are encouraged by hurri
canes and Autumn squalls. Herrnkind and Captain Cousteau,
anxious to film a migration in progress, continuously ob
served the APT weather imagery in hopes of predicting an
annual lobster migration off the Yucatan Peninsula near
the island of Contoy. A migration did finally follow just
such a storm front. This storm had been followed and pre
dicted by the crew and scientists of the Calypso allowing
them to be prepared for the filming.

The APT/ATS systems were again utilized in August and
September of 1975 during the NASA/Cousteau Bathemetry
Study. The study was conducted in the Bahamas and along
the coast of Florida. Its goal was to determine the
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effectiveness of utilizing LANDSAT imagery to determine
the depth of the water in these particular coastal areas.
The APT/ATS systems were utilized to send water depth
data collected during selected transects back to GSFC
where it would be compared to recently received LANDSAT
images. Weather data and future cruise tracks were also
relayed by satellite in order to get the Calypso into
areas which were both relatively cloud free as well as
under the satellite overpasses. It is hoped that satel
lite data, as used in this experiment, will someday be
used to correct navigational charts and, therefore, also
be used to plot safe sources for various shipping inter
ests.

Conclusions. Satellite systems have for many years pro
vided valuable information concerning the earth's natural
resources. Many of these same systems, and future satel
lites, have been and will be an essential tool in our
understanding of coastal and ocean precesses. The APT
and ATS are examples of two satellite systems which have
enabled scientists onboard ships to not only successfully
carry out planned experiments, but when the occasion
arose, made it possible to perform additional scientific
investigations that would otherwise have been impossible.
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Within the past year the Federal Government has made clear
its resolve to develop offshore oil reserves in the eastern
United States (1). If commercial quantities of oil and
natural gas are discovered in the Georges Bank, Baltimore
Canyon or South Georgia Embayment areas, it seems probable
that adjacent coasts will experience significant physical,
economic and social impacts before the end of the present
decade.

Fortunately, in the quarter century since extraction of off
shore oil became a major Gulf coast and California industry,
the nation has developed increasingly sophisticated programs
and techniques for managing its physical environment.
Given the wide range of local, state and federal regulations
which affect development of maritime ecosystems (2), and the
high level of public concern about oil industry activities,
there is now at least some possibility that the physical
excesses of the oil and petrochemicals industry can be re
duced along the highly valued recreational shores and
fishing grounds of the east.

Unfortunately, as several observers have pointed out, plan
ning tools available to assess and cope with the socio
economic impacts of offshore oil are not nearly so well
developed (3). While we possess a fairly detailed under
standing of the ways by which oil spills may disrupt coastal
ecosystems, we know relatively little, for example, about
oil-related changes in coastal resource use patterns; the
impacts of a nascent oil industry on established local busi
nesses; or the consequences of offshore oil for career
choices and residential or recreational activities in impac
ted communities.

Since the prospect of east coast oilfields is growing more
distinct, land-use planners and environmental administrators
should now be preparing to fill such information gaps and to
capitalize on oil as a potential catalyst for societal
change or to protect viable alternative livelihood patterns
and lifestyles against serious disruption.
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Some of this work is already under way. Of particular inter
est is the almost completed study by the U. S. Office of
Technology Assessment of proposed new offshore technologies
(4). This project "...seeks to evaluate how...offshore oil
and gas recovery, floating nuclear power plants, and deep-
water ports, and alternatives to these technologies - might
affect the offshore and onshore environments, the economies,
and the social structures of New Jersey and Delaware." (5)
Yet, by virture of its tripartite focus and time limitations
which rule out significant data gathering or original re
search, this effort is likely to provide only general yard
sticks with which to measure consequences of offshore oil
recovery.

More detailed study of specific onshore impacts is urgently
needed. As we begin to identify appropriate avenues for
such investigation in the United States, it is instructive
to examine the research priorities of British policy plan
ners as they struggle to cope with an offshore oil industry
of similar - if not greater - relative proportions to that
envisaged for Atlantic coast states.

Contemporary Impact Research in Britain. A recent survey of
socio-economic impact research in Great Britain identifies
40 major projects directly concerned with the consequences
of an oil industry and a larger number of indirectly rela
ted investigations (6). Approximately one quarter of the
research effort has been devoted to analyzing economic im
pacts generated by offshore oil, one quarter to assessing
sociological and legal consequences, one quarter to politi
cal and administrative ramifications, and a further quarter
to land-use planning and environmental management issues.
The types of questions which are being confronted and some
of the emerging conclusions can be illuminated with reference
to specific projects.

Faculty at the University of Aberdeen have been in the fore
front of economic impact research. Most of their supporting
funds are provided by the United Kingdom government through
the Scottish Office (7). Twenty-six working papers, together
with books, monographs and other reports have been produced
on a wide array of topics. These range from population and
housing forecasts; analyses of the location of oil refinery
capacity; employment creation in platform construction; de
mand for oilfield supplies and services; and regional econo
mic assessments. General conclusions emerging from this
work imply that the chief benefits of offshore oil are fis
cal in nature and accrue directly to the central government
rather than to immediately impacted areas. While locally
important, employment generation and business receipts are
of much lesser significance. Perhaps to the embarrassment
of its sponsors, the conclusions of this research have been
interpreted to support arguments for concentrating invest
ment in existing oil growth centers and increasing use of
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oil revenues for Scottish, as opposed to British, benefit
(8).

A second major project is concerned with evaluating the im
pact of oil on social structure, attitudes to development,
community values and lifestyles of people in sparsely popu
lated areas of northern and western Scotland (9). It is in
these regions that many of the petroleum-storage facilities,
pipeline landfalls and platform construction sites are lo
cated. The project is directed by investigators at the
Institute for the Study of Sparsely Populated Areas in Aber
deen University and is also funded by the Scottish Office.

This series of investigations has been spurred in part by
widespread public concern that traditional lifestyles and
basic industries such as fishing, textile weaving and handi
crafts will be irreparably altered - perhaps totally extin
guished - by ill-conceived industrialization associated with
oil expoitation. There is considerable disagreement between
adherents of this view point and other observers who see a
need to bring economic opportunities to these long-time de
pressed areas and to improve the life chances of their inhab
itants. Project investigators have begun to identify deep
divisions of outlook and interest between relatively poor,
working-class permanent residents ("natives") and the more
affluent summer homeowners, large landowners and national-
amenity interest groups ("white settlers"). The existence
of such a previously known but rarely documented division
within Scottish society has important public-policy conse
quences for planners and local administrators. These relate
in part to the provision of improved social-welfare services
and job-training programs which are sensitive to the needs
of regional subcultures.

A different scale of socio-economic problems is confronted
by workers at Robert Gordon's Institute of Technology (Aber
deen) . Their work concerns social responses to oil at oppo
site ends of the business spectrum. The reaction of business
leaders in existing industries as oil-related developments
begin to dominate local commerce and the often transitory
nature of oil-field employment are complementary areas of
interest. Changing patterns of business organization to per
mit links between old and new firms at the highest adminis
trative levels are objects of special concern, as are labor
turnover rates in North Sea oil rigs (10).

Oil is currently a volative topic in international politics
and offshore oil fields have become tempting targets for acts
of sabotage or terrorism. The Northern (Maritime) Offshore
Resources Study is a joint project at Heriot-Watt University
(Edinburgh) and the University of Edinburgh, which hopes to
devise a workable defense system and a control program for
marine pollution caused by terrorist activities (11). Al
though focussing on the North Sea, its conclusions are inten
ded to have wider application. Understandably, little infor
mation about interim findings is available.
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One of the more ambitious pieces of planning research is a
study of methods by which appropriate types of technical in
formation about new large developments such as platform-
construction sites and oil refineries can readily be assem
bled and reviewed as a prerequisite to obtaining planning
permission. This two-year project is staffed by Geographers
and funded through the Scottish Development Department and
the United Kingdom Department of Environment (12). Although
of central interest to planners in oil-impacted areas, it is
also designed to assess information needs concerning other
types of industrial development. This work forms part of a
general reappraisal of British development-control procedures
including a separate assessment of the usefulness of adopting
formal requirements for Environmental Impact Analyses similar
to those currently in use in the United States. Forthcoming
proposals for an "impact manual" will detail suggested modi
fications to the existing planning system including the need
for a "Project Specification Report" covering information
about the proposed plant and its processes, physical charac
teristics of the application site, employment and fiscal data,
infrastructure requirements, environmental implications and
emergency services (13).

Scholars at the University of Edinburgh's Tourism and Recrea
tion Research Unit have received funds from the Highlands and
Islands Development Board and the European Economic Community
to examine the impact of oil on the provision of leisure and
recreation services through Northwest Scotland (14). Research
tasks include extensive surveys of recreational behavior among
residents and "incomers" and estimation of future demands for
recreation facilities. Project sociologists have also begun
to analyze the role of oil employment in attracting previous
emigrants back to their original communities and the concomi
tant changes of attitude and behavior which these - by now
urbanized - exiles bring to rural and small-town environments.

Although not comparable in intent or outlook to the preceding,
the Scottish Office has also funded studies on the selection
of suitable sites for different types of oil-related industry.
These are chosen partly to reduce regional unemployment, to
make full use of existing infrastructure and to reduce visual
intrusiveness and social impacts. Of special interest to
U. S. planners are the criteria employed in progressively
reducing the list of alternative locations. For production-
platform development, for example, these include - among
others - availability of deep water and construction land;
"journey-to-work" distances for prospective employees; capi
tal costs of road improvements; land-use commitments, and
effect on landscape character (15).

The preceding represent only a few of the many studies pre
sently in progress. Others treat such diverse subjects as
the input-output structure of the Scottish economy; oil-
related labor forecasting; relationships between governmental
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decision-making scales; socio-psychiatric surveys of oil-
impacted communities, and research into the provision of
medical services for deep-sea divers.

Still other socio-economic topics are only now becoming re
cognized as important subjects for investigation. For
example, the Scottish Office expresses marked concern about
the lack of reliable guidelines for developing the inter
related pipeline, petrochemical-processing and power-
generation complexes which are now emerging in various parts
of the country. What levels of hazard are acceptable when
liquified natural gas tanks, oil refineries and, possibly,
nuclear-power stations are located near densely populated
areas? How shall such hazards be managed? Given the in
creasing frequency of oil explosions and fires in the United
States as well as Great Britain, here is an obvious area for
a concerted research effort.

Some Implications for the United States. Clearly there are
wide differences between the socio-economic and governmental
structures of Scotland and the United States. Nevertheless,
it is certain that many of the Scottish research topics would
be equally valid subjects for investigation on this side of
the Atlantic Ocean. If oil exists off the east coast, ini
tial discoveries will probably be made within the next 2 to
3 years, and the first producing wells will be in operation
before 1980. We now need to know what alternative patterns
of onshore social and physical impact are likely to be under
different sets of assumptions about location of wells, levels
of production, onshore regulatory controls, public opinion
and other factors. Without adequate data on existing socio
economic conditions; likely patterns of human responses to the
prospect of an oil industry; and recognized public strategies
for coping with onshore impacts, the potential benefits of
this new-found resource are apt to be outweighed by its dele
terious consequences for an unprepared society.
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ASSESSING THE VISUAL QUALITY OF THE COASTAL ZONE1

Thomas J. Nieman, Ph.D.
School of Landscape Architecture

State University of New York
College of Environmental Science and Forestry

Syracuse, New York 13210

ABSTRACT:

The visual quality of the coastal zone is an important aspect
of coastal management. However, mechanisms for objectively
analyzing visual resources in relation to the perceptions and
attitudes of coastal users is not well developed. The prob
lem is further complicated by the diverse nature of the groups
utilizing various coastal resources.

The consideration of visual quality as an important element in
the planning process is rapidly gaining support among planning
»-„-.:_- 1..__ *!._- -_J . ,...,....,__. While

One of the upshots of the confusion is the adoption, through mis
understand ing , of cosmetic policies and Implementation proced
ures, e.g., putting fences around junk yards and cleaning
trash out of streams, etc., that, while better than nothing,
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are expensive and relatively short-termed. Concomitantly,
public opinion has demanded more and Congress has responded
with the National Environmental Policy Act (Public Law 91-190,
NEPA 1969), which requires the Environmental Protection
Agency to define a workable procedure for assessing visual
quality impact. Because of the paucity of available infor
mation and research, no way presently exists for establishing
objective guidelines for application on a uniform basis to
visual quality planning.

In recent years, basically since NEPA, serious attempts have
been made to quantify and qualify various aspects of visual
quality so that they could be utilized feasibly with economic,
social, and environmental planning proposals. While these
have primarily been directed toward forestry, water resources,
highway programs, conservation and preservation areas, and
land use planning, the few studies dealing with coastal envi
ronments have been developed for the California coastline.
Unfortunately, the very dramatic natural landscapes and vis
ual quality variables which bless the California coast and
the west coast, in general, are not found on most of the other
coasts of the country. Thus, researchers are faced with the
problem of developing workable objective analytical method
ologies that can relate to relatively less exciting coastal
1andscapes.

Research interests need to be directed toward the development
of methodologies that relate to application, rather than
basic research. They may be thought of as tools to aid plan
ners and decision makers in their attempts to identify and
maintain the visual quality of the coastal area of their im
mediate concern. These would hopefully allow their use on a
level comparable with the better known and more frequently
utilized variables common to planning decisions. In this
vein, methodologies for quantifying visual quality may be
considered from two perspectives: visual assessment and user
preferences. Visual assessment Is the approach that planners
or decision makers would utilize to evaluate visual quality
so that the Implications of environmental Impacts or changes
may be better understood. User preference methodologies
involve the evaluation of user responses to certain land
scapes and landscape settings. The goal of both approaches,
however, is to allow a more objective evaluation of visual
quality so that planners and decision makers will be In a
better position to respond positively to alternative planning
proposals that deal with the visual quality of an area.

Some of the problems inherent in visual assessment and user
preferences involve the bias of the administrator or designer
of the methods by which the experience of the public Is some
what guided by the perception and attitudes of the individual
test and the individuals administering the test. Bias also
comes into play In defining the physical attributes of visual
quality. What one designer may consider Important,
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another may disregard. The range of criteria offered to the
evaluator for preference ranking may not be indicative of his
actual preference. His sophistication in this situation may
be overestimated or underestimated, thus forcing a middle-of-
the-road response. As a result, the evaluation becomes In
dicative of an average landscape with average likes and dis
likes being identified as areas of high or low visual prefer
ence .
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Permanent dwellers are those who live In close proximity to
the coastline and are employed there, as in any inland com
munity, or who have retired there because of the amenities
and life style offered by the existence of the coastal re
sources. In this respect, conflicts of perception and atti
tudes as to what is the proper visual quality stance to take
may continually be at odds. Those earning a living in the
area may desire to see further economic development at the
expense of visual quality because of the potential for an In
crease in socio-economic status. On the other hand, retirees
who hope to spend their remaining years In relative peace and
quiet would be loath to see further development of the coastal
areas from the perspective that it would negatively affect the
visual environment of their retirement aspirations.
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of their desire to maintain both the socio-economic situation
of their permanent dwelling and the high visual quality of
the unspoiled coastal environment, they often place planners
in the difficult situation of deciding whether to trade off
comfort for environmental quality or vice versa.

The third group of users is the visitors. These are mostly
recreation!sts who can be separated Into individuals who rent
a camping space for a period of a week or two, to those who
camp only on week ends, to day trippers. Each has different
requirements and thus places different demands on the visual
quality of the coastal area. Those camping the longest re
quire more facilities In terms of creature comforts, yet they
tend to desire a close proximity to the more natural areas of
the coastline. The week-end camper needs fewer facilities In
terms of creature comforts but requires more act!on-orlented
recreation activities, e.g., swimming, boating, and play
areas. Finally, there are the day trippers who come to the
coastal area to recreate for the day, with the intention of
returning to the place of residence In the evening. The con
cern here is almost totally centered around heavy use facili
ties like picnic areas, bathing beaches, playgrounds, and the
like. While their visual quality requirements may not be as
demanding In the sense of natural areas as other users, they
require far more variety. Because of this demand for variety
and their large numbers, relative to other groups, they po
tentially will be the most difficult to deal with in a
mutually satisfactory manner.

Varying socio-economic situations and use Intention would
then seem to be major Influential factors In any attempt to
successfully assess the visual quality of the coastal zone.
While the groups discussed above can be Identified and at
tempts made to Identify their stance regarding the value of
the visual resource of the coastal zone, the problem Is fur
ther accentuated by the fact that they do not utilize the
coastal areas as separate entities. Rather, there Is much
Interaction among groups in terms of dwelling location,
shdpplng facilities, social services, and recreation facili
ties. The most apparent difference is the Intensity or lack
of Intensity a certain coastal element will receiv from any
one group at any moment In time. This leads to problems for
coastal planners In that they are forced to react to politi
cal pressures similar to those any community planning agency
would face. In this situation, the problem is magnified
because of heavy seasonal use and the relatively fragile
physical ecological characters of the coastal area. Once
destroyed, It Is not likely that remedial reactions to cor
rect the situation will have much effect. At a minimum, the
cost of such actions would be extremely high, both in mone
tary terms and social reactions.

One observation in relation to the development of methods to
assess the visual quality of coastal areas Is that, for al)
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practical purposes, they are still theory. While many have
been tested and have been replicated, the results have not
been applied to real life planning situations. They have
been suggested as approaches to take and results to consider,
but they have not been processed into the comprehensive plan
ning procedures. In cases where this attempt has been made,
the results have not been processed through the implementation
procedure nor have they stood the scrutiny of numerous review
procedures. While almost everyone agrees that visual quality
Is an important aspect of the planning process, few have been
successful in gaining its acceptance on a par with economic,
social, and environmental concerns. The implication of these
and other similar problems is that more objective and rigorous
techniques should be developed so that effective evaluation
becomes the rule rather than the exception.
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EDUCATION IK LAND USE DECISION MAKING
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ABSTRACT. Land use planning programs are being insti
tuted in many states of our Nation in an effort to
sensibly manage our fixed resource of land and to curb
environmental pollution that results from improper
development procedures. Proper planning programs must
be developed to avert the penultimate environmental
crisis of grossly over-developed and wasted land.

The schools and citizen agencies of our Nation provide
an opportunity for crisis abscission. Through these
groups the public can be educated to recognize and
avert environmental problems.

Through the project described in this paper, public
school students and representatives of citizen agencies
have been exposed to multimedia, individualized cur
riculum materials on land use decision making which
have been developed to reflect the concerns of ecolo-
gist, geologists, geographers, economists and demo
graphers, as a result of this project, the majority of
the towns in the state of Connecticut have received
Land Use Decision Making Kits for their town or school
library. Through the Kit, the community can gain
information and skills that are essential to wise land
management practices.

"It is now understood that human act
ivity must be guided by and in harmony
with the system of relationships among
the elements of nature. Therefore the
general assembly declares that the
policy of the state is to conserve, im
prove and protest its natural resources
and environment... and to manage the
basic resources of air, land and water
to the end that the state may fufill
its responsibility as trustee of the
environment for the present and future
generations."
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This excerpt from the act creating a Department of
Environmental Protection for Connecticut emphasizes
the importance of protecting and managing one of the
State's major resources...LAND. As one reads the act,
there is continuous reference to the importance of wise
land use planning procedures; an emphasis on the par
ticipation of informed citizens in land use planning
and a basic proposition that land use decision making
be controlled by local commissions or agencies acting
in accordance with a sound set of state adopted minimal
guidelines.

Following the implementation of this Act in 1971,
several additional bills have been passed by the Con
necticut Legislature to encourage wise land use policy.
Among these are acts dealing with taxation of agricul
tural land, development of a master land use plan, and
legislation for the protection and environmentally
sound use of coastal and inland wetlands.

P.A. 155, the Inland Wetlands and Water Courses Protec
tion Act, designated the authority for mapping, regu
lating and protecting the state's inland wetlands to
locally appointed or elected commissions. While this
was a positive expression of faith in home rule, it
failed to take into account the limited information
base and lack of community awareness of the role that
wetland areas play in the general community environ
ment. In practice most towns designated their Conser
vation Commission as the regulatory body. These groups
find themselves ill-prepared to deal with the multi-
faceted problems that relate to their responsibilities.
Many towns have participated in State Department of
Environmental Protection workshops on use of natural
resource data. Unfortunately, this program rotates to
a town once every six years. Not often enough to meet
the turnover in personnel or the normal demand.
Unfortunately, at this point in time, some communities
have had to delegate the authority for local wetlands
management to the State Department of Environmental
Protection, because the towns lacked the ability to
define and regulate their wetlands.

Wetlands management is only an important first step in
the process of sound land use planning. Witness the
cases of state-wide planning in the supposed bastions
of xankee individualism, Maine and Vermont. Many
states, including Oregon and California, have statutes
protecting their entire coastline, in Connecticut,
the state legislature has mandated the protection of
the coastal wetlands and inland wetlands. This is
only a beginning of state land use planning. Addi
tional bills on Land Use are being developed by members
of the State Legislature. The issues and concerns
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relative to sound Land use decision making are obvi
ously not unique to Connecticut...they are in fact
common in most states of our Nation.

Sased upon expressed concern over the management of our
limited resources of land, water, air and minerals
many states have already taken action to deal with
major issues of land use decision making. A summary of
the laws passed by states is presented in Table 1.
Most of these laws place the responsibility for program
implementation on the shoulders of local decision
makers.

Advocates of wise land management concur on the issue
of local control within minimal guidelines established
by the state and national government. But, how can
local decision makers objectively gather and analyze
data, predict the effect of development upon various
land types and regulate environmentally sensitive areas
if they are not schooled in the basic concepts of ecol
ogy, geology, economics and geography as they relate to
land use planning? How can local decision makers
develop policy about the use of critical areas if they
are not familiar with critical land areas and the role
they play in the total environment.

THE INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH. Most communities have
started to move toward the development of environment
ally sound land use policies. In the process there is
often a need to expose members of the community to
educational materials on the general concepts of land
use decision making. Based upon the expressed needs
of several communities in the state, E-P Education
Services, an environmental resource center, has devel
oped individualized instructional materials on land
use decision making processes under sponsorship of the
Office of Environmental Education. These materials
are designed for use by members of communities, commu
nity agencies and secondary schools.

The development of the materials has proceeded in a
unique manner. The decision makers in Connecticut's
towns have been a.8Ked to share their experience relat
ing to the need for community education in the area of
land use decision making. Their responses have shaped
the backbone of the program.

The primary instructional mode of the program is audio-
tutorial Icassette tapes and 35mm slides), intergrated
with simulation materials, programmed materials, guide
sheets, and field work. This innovative approach
allows for individualized instruction in the classroom
and also allows individual community members to study
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land use issues in their homes, on their own time, at
their own pace. The program has the potential for
students and adults to study similar material with sub
sequent benefits of increased communications in the
community.

This instructional format has been selected on the
basis of research findings of the past decade that indi
cate that effective teaching systems must:

1) Clearly state the goals of instruction in be
havioral terms so they may be evaluated.
(Mager, 1968;

2) Structure the learning environment so that
students are exposed to fundamental concepts
that can be used in future learning and pro
blem solving. (Ausube, 1968; flruner, 1§66; •
Gagne, 1963).

3) Match effective education media with a spe
cific learning event. {Jiriggs, 1967)

4) Facilitate the development of a proper at
titude toward learning and make students in
creasingly responsible for their own intellec
tual development. IDixon, 1962)

5) Provide for evaluation that keeps the learner
informed of his progress and helps the tea
cher Judge the adequacy of his teaching met-
ods. iBloom, 1971; Oronback, 1963)

6) Make allowance for aptitudinal, attitudinal,
and personality variability among students.
(Cronback, 1963; Haakonsen, 1969)

Audio-tutorial systems are designed with these para
meters in mind. In A-T system, careful attention is
given to the statement objectives, the selection of
modes of instruction, and the kinds of learning in
volved in achieving stated objectives, ideas are
presented in an orderly sequence, and students are able
to proceed at their own rate of speed.

The Land Use Decision Making Kit (L.U.D.K.) contains
fifteen audio-tutorial units consisting of:

a) 15 - 1hr. cassette tapes
b) 120 - 35mm color slides divided among the

units

c) over 350 pages of guide sheets divided among
the units

d) each unit has a set of behavioral objectives,
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worksheets, glossary, and an annotated bib
liography

e) a series of government publications to sup
plement the audio-tutorial units

f) a Citizens Guide to information on Land Use
Decision Making

g) Topgraphic and surflcial Ueology Maps
h) a set of acetate overlays

The content of each unit in the KIT can be identified
by a few Key descriptor words that are listed for each
unit on Table 2. The purpose of the list 1b to be
selective not comprehensive. A review of Table 2 can
provide an overview of the content of The Land Use
Decision Making Materials.

Because of the problems that decision makers have mak
ing their way through large amounts of instructional
material, two matrixes have been prepared that either
suggest entry into the materials by specific issues,
problems and skills or identify the content of each
unit. Tables 3 and 4 are the matrixes correlating
issues, problems or skills with the units. *or
example, an individual interested septic tank failure
could use Table 3 to identify the Geosystems, Hydro-
systems and Buildability Units as primary sources of
information on this issue. Or, if an individual was
interested in the content of the coastal wetlands unit,
they could identify the problems, issues and skill
involved in that unit by reading down the column under
the coastal wetlands.

The Coastal Wetlands unit is divided into two parts.
The first part of the unit (i hour of cassette tape)
describes the structure and function of the coastal
ecosystem. The second part of the unit starts with a
discussion of the human impact on the coastal region.
After the early discussion, the unit concentrates on
new initatives to preserve, manage, or regulate our
coastal resources. Examples of state programs as well
as the Coastal Zone Management Program are included.

However, as Table 4 indicates, the Coastal Wetlands
Unit is not the only source of information in the Kit
on the coastal region. Coastal issues are also dis
cussed in the Map Reading, Open Space, Hydrosystems,
and State-Federal Implementation Units. While coastal
issues are not directly discussed in the Economics of
Land Use or Geosystems Units, for example, many of the
principles identified are applicable to the Coastal
Zone.

Environmental quality and long-range economic welfare
go hand-in-hand in the coastal community. It is the
coastal resources that attract visitors and potential
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homeowners to these areas. The degradation of any
unique land form or the uneducated use of any ecologi
cally valuable area will ultimately result in both the
loss of the viable area and the ultimate decline of the
community. The State and Federal government can
institute wetland protection through legislative action,
but it is up to the community and its citizens to com
ply with these regulations and to work towards assur
ing the viability of the coastal resources. The Land
Use Decision Making Kit is designed to facilitate this
progress. Also, in implementing the Coastal Zone
Management Act, states must determine what role they
will play relative to local government. Determinations
must be made as to where inland boundaries defining
regulated coastal areas will be set. In addition to
jurisdictional questions, states will also have to
resolve management problems such as adequate assess
ment of choices, sound decisions on land use priorities,
public participation,public access to beaches, monitor
ing and enforcement. The Land Use decision Making Kit
is one approach at developing an informed citizery for
participation in the decision making process.
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COMMENTS ON FOOD AND ENERGY RESOURCES
IN THE COASTAL ZONE

Carl N. Shuster, Jr.*
Office of Energy Systems
Federal Power Commission
Washington, D. C. 20426

ABSTRACT. Food resources and energy supplies are comparable
entities, "feeding" individuals and societies, respectively.
Coastal areas, traditionally sources of food, are increasingly
utilized for other uses including energy supply systems.
Since the coastal zone is finite, bases for coastal zone
management decisions concerning food, energy supplies, and
other resources are outlined.

* The views expressed herein are those of the author and
do not necessarily represent the views of the Federal
Power Commission.
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INTRODUCTION. There is little doubt that interactions
among natural systems and man's activities in the coastal
zone are complex. How to achieve some kind of understanding
of such complexity is one of the foremost questions con
fronting anyone trying to comprehend just what is happening
in the coastal zone, such as, siting of bulk energy facilities
Increasing use conflicts require rational management of the
uses. One approach to such problem solving is to reduce the
number of interacting components by selecting those which
are of prime importance to the problem. Since there is no
ready, absolute set of guidelines on how to do this, a large
amount of subjective insight is helpful. The discussion
which follows is intended as a brief expression of some
thoughts on pertinent considerations and on ways in which
information can be organized.

ON COMPARISON of FOOD and ENERGY ROLES. A food supply is
one of the prime requirements for the health of any species.
A source of an energy supply is probably as much a pre
requisite of human societies as food is to the individual.
At present, however, the correspondence may not be equivalent
i.e., food is to the individual ^ energy is to society. For
one thing, there does not appear to be any evidence that
man s nourishment requirements have changed whereas his use
of energy appears to be very much in an evolving mode.
Whereas nourishment requirements are defineable by minimum
and maximum limits, energy requirements are usually expressed
in terms of societal goals and are open-ended and tend to
track the GNP.

In view of the still-evolving use of energy by man, too
severe constraints of this use by political decisions seems
to be contradictory. For example, development of coastal
zone management plans undoubtedly will seek to protect the
high natural biological productivity and shoreline topography.
If protection of food resources is deemed paramount, energy
systems would be limited, perhaps to corridors or other zoning
plans, in such circumstances. This is a restrictive option.
Perhaps new energy sources can be accommodated if perceived
priorities and options are developed in a flexible management
scenario that provides alternative actions as evolution of
energy supply systems change. How to deal with the questions
poised by such scenarios is not explored here; the points are
raised because they are pertinent to the overall considerations
of the topic.
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A secondary consideration might be whether or not the
quantity and form of energy available to man is a real
indicator of the level of civilization which he has attained.
If not, what is a better indicator? If so, another un
answered question is whether energy, as an index to the
level of civilization, performs for societies a role similar
to that which nourishment plays for individuals?

ON SIZE and SCOPE of CONSIDERATIONS. At a global level,
interactions in natural systems occur within and among four
major components: lithosphere, atmosphere, hydrosphere,
and the biosphere. For coastal zone considerations an earth-
wide look is too large in most cases. By selecting the
biosphere as the center of discussion, however, we can
diagram some conditions and processes which show how
interrelatedness of these major sphere (Fig. 1) might be
more pertinent. Here the level and magnitude of certain
environmental parameters which affect life (expressed in
the figure as the process of metabolism) are suggested by
the relationships between conditions and processes which
are celestial, planetary, or more localized in origin or
affect. The sequence from light to fresh-water runoff in
the outer set of factors, an important segment of the
hydrologic cycle, has great significance for coastal
zones. The effect of this portion of the hydrologic cycle
upon marine organisms is most marked in estuaries and
coastal waters. There runoff is a variable, modifying the
local hydrospheric conditions, influencing, for example,
the distribution of sediments, salts, nutrients, trace
metals, and dissolved gases in the water. This figure, can
be used in conjunction with water resource and weather maps
to follow the ways in which pollutants may be distributed.
For example, the manner in which waste heat is discharged,
into the atmosphere or into water bodies, can be tracked,
as well as possible impacts on local weather conditions.

NATURAL and "CIVILIZED" ENVIRONMENTS. There are four major
parts of the environment of any species or assemblage of
species: 1) food and nutrients, 2) habitat and "lebebsraum"
space, 3) the physical aspects of the "weather" or "climate",
and 4) enemies and competitors. These four parameters
can equally well be used to describe man's activities. For
example, activities such as bulk energy siting, recreation,
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and commercial fisheries may be mutually exclusive, in part
or wholly, as competitors for space and foods (raw materials),
Each also requires a certain mix of physical environmental
factors which have common elements with the other uses.

Another way to look at man's activities is to keep in mind
those characteristics which set him apart from other species.
One important difference is man's increasing ability to sur
vive in all kinds of environments. In addition to added
survival, unfortunately, this had led to a smug overconfi-
dence in his ability to safely modify the environment and
has resulted in many foolhardy ventures. Large scale
construction of homes and places of business in flood plains
and widespread disruption of shoreline topography are good
examples of man's overextension of useful modifications of
his environment. Generally, the best course of action is
to leave flood plain ecology and shoreline processes in
their natural dynamic, unconstrained condition.

ON MULTIPLE USES of COASTAL ZONES. The concept of multiple
use of a resource, particularly of water and coastal areas,
is thought of as a way to make wise choices among possible
uses. But it should be emphasized that multiple use generally
does not permit the optimization of each of the several uses
to which the resource is put. A gradient of benefits usually
occurs, with one use usually paramount. It is also apparent
that maximization of economic benefits heightens conflicts
of uses. Such economic maximization generally greatly reduces
or eliminates some uses, particularly biological productivity.
Thus, if all of the ramifications of the impact of the
multiple use concept are not fully explored it can lead to
the exclusion of certain uses. In this regard, the concept
of "carrying capacity" is a necessary corollary consideration.

COASTAL ZONE PLANNING re ENERGY SYSTEMS. Four major steps
in the coastal zone planning-management decision process
are briefly outlined below and are summarized in Fig. 2.
The first three steps are involved with the gathering of
resource use data and information that should be used in

the fourth step which is concerned with making the decision
on the appropriate use of the coastal zone.
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S':ep 1) Determination of What Is In the Coastal Zone.
Mapping resource distribution and its quantity and quality
(as demonstrated, for example, by 2) should be an early
step in identifying natural resources. In terms of energy
use, the historical pattern of use should be determined,
including the extent the area is dependent upon energy. The
geographical area which depends upon the coastal zone and
the form of its dependence should be defined and vice versa.

Step 2) Making of Forecasts and the Evaluation of Resource
Uses. Parallel forecasts and evaluations should be made for

food, energy, and non-energy resources, including future
demand and the role of the coastal zone in preserving or
utilizing resources. As indicated in Fig. 2, this step has
two related parts, a and b.

Step 3) Development of Appropriate Resource Use Scenarios.
All probable, possible resource use scenarios should be
developed. Present conditions should be used as the existing
or a status quo scenario. These scenarios should provide
a sufficient number of alternatives for later use in meaning
ful decision-making.

Step 4) Reaching a Decision on Resource Use. The process
by which a State manages its coastal zone should bring
forward appropriate scenarios for comparison of alternatives
in reaching a decision on how the coastal resources and
capabilities are to be used to give the greatest benefit to
man's quality of life.

REFERENCES and NOTES.

1. C. N. Shuster, Jr., Proc, 10th Ann. Marine Technol.
Soc. Conf., 629 (1974).

2. I. L. McHarg, Design with Nature (1969).
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Society (1971); Proc. MTS Conf., Tools for Coastal Zone
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Bull., 7, 1 (1963); N. Y. State Conservationist. 21, 22
(1966).
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Fig. 1. Celestial and planetary conditions and processes
(outer set) produce or moderate environmental conditions in
the hydrosphere (inner set) that influence the metabolism
of aquatic organisms (1) .
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-DEVELOPMENT OF BACKGROUND DATA AND INFORMATION
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Fig. 2. Coastal zone planning model for food, energy supplies, and other resources,
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ADVANCING TO THE REAR:

A STRATEGY OF COASTAL ZONE

MANAGEMENT ON ERODING SHORELINES

(Preliminary Discussion)

Gary Soucie
Still Pond

RFD 1, Box 159.1
Norfolk, CN 06058

No abstract available

At long last we are beginning to sense the failure of tradi
tional, structurally oriented approaches to coastal erosion
control. Even when the groins, jetties, seawalls, revetments,
breakwaters, and other structural appurtenances of the Festung
Amerika strategy have succeeded in controlling local-area
erosion, they have had unwanted and sometimes unsuspected side
effects, eroding downdrift beachs, interfering with navigation,
fishing, recreation, and other coastal uses, adversely impac
ting scenic, recreational, fishery, and other coastal re
sources, committing governments and property owners along the
littoral to open-ended and escalating financial investments,
and raising thorny questions of law, politics, and social
equity. But times are changing, and even the Army Engineers
are beginning to show a new and welcome humility in the face
of the complex play of littoral processes and the rising sea.
Planners, scientists, administrators, and others are turning
more frequently to the so-called social adjustments to coas
tal erosion—zoning, land-use planning, insurance, and so on—
and away from the structural methods of armored defense.

But the construction setback line is no more effective a de
fense than a coastal Maginot Line of concrete, steel, and
stone, and ultimately any development strategy that is physi
cally static (no matter its economic or social dynamism) is
doomed to failure on shorelines that are eroding against the
inexorable advance of a rising sea. So long as man and soci
ety insist upon developing the shoreline, the natural forces
and processes we call beach erosion will continue to present
themselves in ways we identify as being problematic. Solving
the beach erosion 'problem' is not an option that is available
to us; coping with it is.

What we need is a strategy of shoreline development and coas
tal zone management that is as dynamic as the sea, and nowhere
do we need it more or sooner than along those low-lying
stretches of the Atlantic Seaboard and other shorelines that
front the rising sea. The tectonoeustatic problems along ma
jor portions of our Atlantic and Gulf coasts are compounded
by a nearly total sediment starvation, a coastal development
blitz the like of which has never been seen, and our preoccu
pation with other coastal issues: OCS oil development,
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refineries and deepwater ports, the preparation of coastal
zone management plans, even Jaws. These preoccupations and
a moderation in the cycle of hurricanes and coastal storms
have stilled the public debate on beach-erosion strategies,
a debate that was clamorous following the heavy-weather cycle
of the 1950's and early 60"s. Even the most controversial of
the Corps' beach-erosion-control-and-hurricane-protection
projects and plans have been ignored by press and public, now
that the states and local governments have failed to come up
with the money to foot their part of the cost-sharing formula.
Over the past dozen or so years of balminess (and I intend
both the meteorological and behavioral connotations), we have
been living in a dreamworld. Since coastal engineers adop
ted beach nourishment as a favored method of dealing with
beach erosion and shoreline recession, the costs of getting
and moving sediments have escalated out of sight, and for good
ecological reasons many of the supposed shoalwater sediment
sources have been made effectively off-limits. Meanwhile the
sea's eustatic rise continues and littoral development goes

The Dynamic Strategy. Social adjustments to receding shore
lines must be dynamic, they must have built into them a
method of coping with what otherwise becomes a progressively
deteriorating situation. The idea of moving the construc
tion setback line with the retreat of the shoreline arose
during a conversation a couple of years ago between the au
thor and Dr. V. J. Henry, coastal geologist at the Skidaway
Institute of Oceanography. Jim Henry and I had hoped to
collaborate on a paper that would flesh out the idea more
completely, but our two schedules and a physical separation
of several hundred miles have thwarted our intention. So,
embryonic as it is, this germ of an idea is herewith presen
ted, in the hope that The Coastal Society will give it the
incubation it needs, and I hope it deserves. The two key
elements in the plan are the establishment of a dynamic set
back line and the establishment, through special tax assess
ments, of a demolition and reclamation fund.

The Dynamic Setback Line. The construction setback line is
a key element in any coastal community's planning, zoning,
and land-use control. If, on a rapidly receding shoreline
fronting a rising sea, the setback line is a static one, then
coastal planning will amount to little more than an institu
tionalized passing of the buck to future generations. For,
in time, eroding beaches and storm-driven waves and tides will
begin to threaten properties along that line. How long it
will take for beach erosion to overtake the setback line de-
[pends on a lot of things: how far back the setback line was,
Ithe rate of sealevel rise, crustal movements, offshore and
[onshore topography, the orientation of the shoreline to pre
vailing winds and storm tracks, the frequency and severity
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of coastal storms, alongshore currents, wave energy, tidal
ranges, the relative instability of the sediments, and so on.

zoning regulations, land-use plans, and the building permits
issued behind a setback line constitute a real obligation,
moral as well as legal, of the community and society to pro
perty owners and developers who have played the game accor
ding to the rules.

Before establishing a setback line, passing zoning ordinances,
and adopting land-use plans, the coastal community should take
into account the best available geologic and eustatic informa
tion, so that it can establish the setback line in a position
that will not be threatened for a given number of years. The
location of the setback line, and therefore the amount of safe
time secured, will depend on the community's plans and zoning
and on an optimization of amortization that has not been de
termined here. Landowners constructing homes or other struc
tures along or behind the setback line would know approxi
mately how long they could reasonably expect to have and use
their properties, and the society and the responsible govern
ment would know how long it could afford to guarantee protec
tion, how long it would be obligated to the property owners.
After that time, property owners would be on their own against
the sea and the elements, and society's obligation to protect
them would be terminated.

When the setback line is established, there should be set
forth a system of periodic review for adjustment, say, every
five, ten, or twenty years. As these reviews establish the
necessity or desirability of adjustment, new setback lines
would be established, thus extending shoreward the zone of
limited social obligation. The shoreward limits of these
zones of limitation can be determined to meet local conditions,
but within parameters that need to be established according to
scientific criteria.

The retreating setback line strategy would enable shoreline
communities and property owners to plan more rationally and
with more certainty than is now the case in most beach towns
and areas. The zone of limitation concept is not really a
diminishing of government protection of property, for as coas
tal zoning and planning now is practised, when beach erosion
and storm flooding become seriously problematic, local and
state governments usually spend more time buck-passing, hand-
wringing, and talking than in protecting. Consequently, beach
property owners usually discover that government protection
and social obligation is a fair-weather thing. Disaster re
lief, rehabilitation loans, and other extraordinary measures
of relief, usually supplied by the federal government, turn
out to be eleventh-hour holding actions in hopeless conditions,
the last rites of government. Under the zone of limitation
and dynamic setback line strategy, beach property owners will
know how to amortize their investments and what they can ex
pect; coastal communities and governments will be able to
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plan for the future and will be relieved of having to make
empty promises.

In such a dynamic strategy, shoreline communities will be
in a state of perpetual, but orderly, renewal.

Erosion Taxes and the Demolition Fund. At the time setback
lines, zoning ordinances, land-use plans, and other coastal-
zone management plans are adopted, the responsible govern
ment should adopt rules and regulations to prevent the
retreating shoreline from becoming an eyesore of abandoned
and deteriorating structures. Until the sea finally sweeps
them away, battered and abandoned buildings may hang on for a
rather long time. Therefore it will be necessary for the
shoreline community to provide itself with the means of demo
lishing abandoned structures and rehabilitating the shoreline
for general use as an undeveloped beach.

The zone of limitation then becomes a special tax district.
Over the period of obligation and limitation, properties
would be assessed a special tax that would be put into a spe
cial demolition and reclamation fund, an escrow account or
mutual fund to be invested so that it will appreciate at a
rate no less than that of general economic inflation. This
fund would be used to demolish abandoned buildings and other
structures and to restore the beachfront to a useable condi

tion. The tax rate would have to be such that, upon matura
tion (termination of the period of obligation), the fund
would be sufficient to accomplish its purpose.

Taxes are a subject of mystery and misery to me, so I have
not been able to determine whether the fund could be used for

other purposes. For example to pay for the establishment of
public facilities on reclaimed shorefront lands. As storms
and hurricanes may demolish some buildings without charge to
the community, the fund may eventually contain surplus money.
Or pay-back arrangements might be feasible, with property
owners refunded their taxes if they demolish their own
buildings.

The tax districts might be graded ones, with property owners
farther back of the setback line paying lower taxes. As the
setback line is moved shoreward, new property owners will be
taken into the tax districts and zones of obligation and limi
tation. Revaluations of taxable properties and investment of
the fund should be sufficient to cover real-estate apprecia
tion and inflation of the economy (and therefore, the cost of
demolition and rehabilitation).

Obviously, this is a rough-cut idea, really only the germ of
an idea, which needs much refinement before it can even be
determined whether it will work. I have a hunch that it will,
but only a hunch. Besides the necessary numbers, other inputs
are needed.
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For example, it needs to be clarified whether the community
or responsible government would have to buy back the unde
veloped shore property after a building had been abandoned
and demolished. In the case of barrier islands and beaches
which may be retreating toward the continental mass through
washover, rollover, or other processes, the laws of owner
ship need to be clarified. Under some state laws it could
be argued that ultimately the whole barrier beach becomes
state property, the sea eroding away all the private lands
and the beach's buildup on the lagoon side (through the cycle
of shoalwater, marshland, backbeach, and so on) accruing to
the state. How such a system would best be administered
needs study. Local governments may not be up to designing
and administering a system that is considerably more complex
than the average local zoning boards are used to handling.
Any system administered by a jurisdiction overly subject to
political influence or to compromise for short-term fiscal
advantage will not work. Perhaps there is a role for the
federal government here, to dangle as a carrot on a stick
federal funds, matching grants, tax concessions, insurance
rates, or whatever as a reward for a state's or municipality's
adopting such a scheme.

Many disciplines in which the author has no grounding need to
be brought to bear to see whether this or a similar kind of
dynamic strategy is feasible. I am convinced that we need
to bring a sympathetic dynamism to our occupation, use, and
administration of that most dynamic of environments, the
seashore. The idea so crudely outlined above is perhaps a way
we can begin to cope with the dynamic vagaries of the sea.

About one thing I have no doubt: So long as the sun continues
to shine, the winds to blow, the moon to pull on the tides,
and the waters to move, beach erosion will be with us. The
question is not how to stop it, but how we shall adjust to it.
Ir we dig in along some static line (whether it be a conduc
tion setback line or an armored line of riprap and concrete),
the superior forces of the sea will annihilate us. Survival
along the shore requires retreat. Our retreat can be a rout,
or it can be an orderly, reasoned, and equitable withdrawal,
what the Marines in Korea called "advancing to the rear." I
believe The Coastal Society and its members can play a signi
ficant role in helping us to learn how best to cope with life
at land's end.

* * *

Gary Soucie is a free-lance writer on conservation and environ
mental affairs who has been concentrating in recent years on
coastal and marine subjects. He has written articles on beach
erosion for AUDUBON (of which he is a field editor) and SMITH
SONIAN and participated in the review of the coastal erosion
section of the University of Colorado/Institute of Behavioral
Sciences' program on Assessment of Research on Natural Hazards.
Since 1965 he has held numerous professional and volunteer posi
tions of leadership with national environmental organizations,
including the Sierra Club, Friends of the Earth, the League of
Conservation Voters, and the Environmental Policy Center.
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As the exploration and development of petroleum and natural
gas resources has moved offshore, into deeper and deeper
waters, in response to the world's insatiable hunger for
energy, the adjacent states have become more and more invol
ved in the many phases of energy production and distribution
resulting from the development of these resources. In terri
torial waters the states have sold the rights to the re
sources and they have accordingly accepted the burdens of
providing primary and secondary services and supporting acti
vities. The harvesting and distribution of billions of dol
lars of liquid gold and associated environmentally clean
natural gas has not been a penny-ante game and tremendous
commitments of supporting resources have been required.

To support the drilling activity a whole new "offshore tech
nology," replete with very sophisticated engineering, rugged
hardware, and massive structural requirements, has grown up.
This industry requires onshore bases, supply yards, communi
cations, consulting, design and construction facilities.
(The extent and scale of this industry was demonstrated by
the presence of 43,000 registered attendees at last year's
Offshore Technology Conference.) The consumable supplies
and replacement-parts requirements are very substantial.

And onshore, behind all of the offshore activity, the fami
lies and personal requirements of the workers set up broad-
based secondary support requirements including housing,
hospitals, schools, roads, shopping centers plus local and
state-supported activities. In the Gulf states, these acti
vities have been measured at literally hundreds of millions
of dollars each year, according to available statistics.

So outer continental shelf activities do not take place in a
neatly prescribed vacuum, 50 miles (80 km) away from other
human activities, beyond the sight of the persons on shore.

In the mid-Atlantic area, the coastal states claimed juris
diction (and possession) of outer continental shelf resources,
based on original colonial charters and grants dating back to
the early colonies. The Federal Government also claimed the
outer continental shelf. After lengthy litigation, the U. S.
Supreme Court determined that the resources beyond the 3-mile
(5 km) territorial limit belonged only to the Federal Govern
ment. But the development and exploitation of these resources,
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and the very important protection of the adjacent coastal
zones from environmental damage requires extensive partici
pation by the adjacent states in outer continental shelf
activities. The total job of exploration and development of
presently projected potential petroleum resources is of such
a scale that it will require straining the resources of not
only the states' budgets and the Federal Treasury but also
the civilian supporting industry. Our total resources appear
to be, at best, marginal if the job is to be done on the ac
celerated schedule now proposed. In fact, at the risk of
being heretical, the decision of the Supreme Court to award
the outer continental shelf resources to the Federal Govern
ment might have been the best thing that could have happened
to the states. I say this because it appears that the states'
resources were grossly inadequate to underwrite the manage
ment level and the states' supporting levels of funding and
activity which would have been required for expeditious de
velopment of the projected outer continental shelf resources.
I say this because, at the present time, programs funded at
levels of $100 to 200 million a year just to support the
states are being considered in the Congress; these funds will
be in addition to the substantial amounts of money that states
are presently putting into these projected activities. So,
looking at the problems ahead, it is reasonable to worry about
where the broad-base support for outer continental shelf de
velopment will come from, and how the necessary front-end
funding will be made available so that the development may be
properly done. It is important that preplanning and available
funding when needed, for such things as roads, schools, hospi
tals, etc., be provided in a timely way so that honky-tonk,
boom-or-bust development, land speculation; and other undesir
able features of broad-scale accelerated land development be
avoided.

The last year, as scenarios for exploration and development,
and for associated onshore activities have been explored, a
growing awareness of the things that need to be done has
brought the states and Federal Government closer together.
The states have set up communications with each other, and with
the Federal people, who at this time are responsible for the
preliminary phases of frontier OCS exploration. The Federal
Government has responded by setting mechanisms to listen to
suggestions coming from the adjacent states. At the present
time, the states are not actively participating in the deci
sions being made, although the Federal Government has expres
sed their recognition of the need for the states to participate
in these decisions.

How may the states accept, and discharge, their responsibili
ties as the Federal Government leases tracts for exploration,
as the discovery of petroleum deposits is made, as production
platforms are designed, and put in place, and as the products
are brought to the markets? Two ways suggest themselves and
a third way might also be feasible. The first way, which is
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being repudiated, is for the Federal Government to sell
leases to anyone with enough money to handle the exploration
and potential development and then let them go ahead and do
their thing, with the onshore communities to respond as best
they may, trying to compensate for the massive impacts by
special taxes, by extra police for lawless boom-town communi
ties, by reacting after the fact to the inevitable abuses of
tremendous activity in a short time period. This approach is
demonstrably inadequate.

The second way which is under consideration at the present
time, to some degree, involves preplanning, involves front-
end funding, involves efforts on the part of both Federal and
state governments, and hopefully local governments, to look
ahead and prepare for the projected activities in an orderly
fashion. This approach is embodied in proposed legislation
now being considered by both Houses of Congress. This legis
lation would use some existing coastal planning funds plus
additional funding, either through grants or loans to be pre
paid out of spin-off proceeds from the long-term development,
to prepare for the onshore impacts of predictable outer con
tinental shelf activities. With the tight timetable and a
high level of organization, it appears to be possible to
manage the projected exploration and development in such a
fashion as to enhance, rather than to degrade, the social and
economic environment in which the development occurs.

A third way to approach these activities, which has been
suggested but not extensively considered, is to assign to the
states a much larger role in the outer continental shelf de
velopmental activities. Thus much of the related development,
particularly the onshore development would be within the pro
vidence of the adjacent states. It appears reasonable that
the states should clearly be assigned the responsibilities
for these supporting activities. In the environmental field,
the states have been assigned a strict responsibility to meet
certain standards of air quality, water quality, of environ
mental management for "air-quality management" regions. The
states have been given the option of meeting these management
levels, funded with substantial federal assistance, or of
having the Federal Government promulgate regulations and move
to enforce them. It is more logical for the states to manage
the state-OCS activities than for the Federal Government to
move into the individual states with regard to their internal
air-quality levels. Thus, there may be an area for federal-
state-OCS corporate activity with regard to our energy needs
and our energy resources.

How do present levels of activity correspond to the foregoing
discussions of responsibilities? In Congress, legislation
has been passed by the Senate and other legislation is being
considered in the House, as well as the Senate-passed bills,
to recognize the states' need for assistance, to make avail
able front-end funding for necessary activities, and to
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recognize many of the problems inherent in this situation.
The Executive Branch of the Government is also considering
some changes in procedures to be more responsive to the
problems as perceived by the states. As legislation is
passed it is hoped that it will not be subjected to veto
(although some influential people support the maintenance of
the status quo).

The Atlantic states, recognizing some unique problems inher
ent in the development of this frontier area, particularly
in view of similar problems which survaced in the recent
North Sea development, have taken an active part in indivi
dual work and also have banded together in regional groupings
for a joint approach to regional tasks. The middle Atlantic
states, acting through the Middle Atlantic Governors'
Coastal Resources Council have jointly contracted for a study
to examine existing and needed procedures and regulatory
mechanisms in the area; this study, funded through the Fede
ral Energy Administration, is in support of the energy aspects
of the program.

The Department of Interior, which has traditionally handled
the leasing of outer continental shelf tracts has developed
closer working relationships with the coastal states. The
Coastal Research Management Advisory Board has been supple
mented by the CCS Advisory Board, a board on which each
coastal governor is represented. The Department of Interior
is also recognizing the level of responsibilities placed on
the states by projected frontier activities and is gradually
moving away from their traditional role as real estate agent
for the Federal Treasury into a role as preliminary manager
for an energy resource.

To summarize, the states' responsibilities have developed
into a broad supporting role for the development of offshore
energy resources, under the broad top management of the
Federal Government. The states' activities must include the
full spectrum of support, including management of the indus
trial-development aspects of the resources after they have
been brought ashore. To enable the states to properly dis
charge their supporting and ancillary role, the Federal
Government must give the states a voice in the activities and
must give them the necessary funding and flexibility to get
the job done in the best possible way. If everybody works
together, we can become energy-self-sufficient. Further,
this can be done in a way as to enhance and develop our coastal
areas, improve rather than degrade the social systems and
life styles of these delicate ecosystems and, of equal impor
tance, the coastal states will be able to fully discharge their
responsibilities to their own people, from the marine-oriented
activities to include all levels of community, social and
industrial activity. These are the OCS responsibilities of
the coastal states.
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